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SOMMAIRE
Une preoccupation essentielle traverse cette
th~se: l'indifference systemique de la Loi
internationale sur la propriete intellectuelle a
l'egard des savoirs traditionnels autochtones. De
mani~re generale, un ecart semble d'ailleurs
croissant entre I' importance des accords
internationaux sur les questions d'interet
commercial et ceux de nature sociale. Les savoirs
traditionnels autochtones sur les plantes
medicinales sont particuli~rement desavantages
dans ce syst~me dichotomique puisqu'ils sont non
seulement a l'origine d'enormes profits
commerciaux mais se trouvent aussi au creur de
multiples croyances propres aces societes.
L'Accord sur les aspects des droits de propriete
inte llectuelle qui touchent au commerce (ADPIC)
de I' Organisation mondiale du commerce (OMC) a
cristallise Ie souci de la legislation
internationale a l'egard d'une protection
efficace des interets commerciaux. Deux annees
auparavant, la Convention sur la diversi te
biologique (CDB) etait signee, traduisant une
preoccupation a l'egard du developpement durable,
et elle devenait Ie premier accord international
a tenir compte des savoirs traditionnels
autochtones.
On consid~re souvent que ces deux accords
permettent l'equilibre du developpement
commercial et durable, requis par l'economie
internationale. Apr~s plus ample examen, on a
plutot l'impression que l'idee d'une CDB
defendant, avec succ~s et efficacite, la
necessite du developpement durable et des savoirs
traditionnels autochtones contre les pressions
opposees de I' ADPIC et de I' OMC est, au mieux,
simpliste.
La th~se explore egalement la fonction de la Loi
sur les brevets dans la creation d' industr ies,
notamment pharmaceutique, et la mani~re dont ces
industries influencent la legislation nationale
et en particulier internationale. De meme, elle
traite du role que jouent les brevets dans
l'affaiblissement et la depossession des peuples
autochtones dotes de savoirs traditionnels sur
les plantes medicinales, conduisant a une
situation ou ces savoirs sont marginalises ainsi
que leurs detenteurs.
La these aborde les failles institutionnelles du
systeme juridique international qui permet une
telle situation et indique l'urgente necessite
d'examiner attentivement les inegalites
economiques et sociales au Nord comme au Sud, et
non seulement entre eux. Finalement, la these
suggere que la legislation internationale
gagnerait a s'inspirer des diverses traditions
juridiques presentes a travers Ie monde et, dans
ce cas particulier, peut etre les detenteurs des
connaissances traditionnelles concernant les
plantes medicinales seront mieux servi par Ie
droit des obligations.
Mots cles : Loi internationale sur la propriete
intellectuelle; Accord sur les aspects des droits
de propriete intellectuelle qui touchent au
commerce; Convention sur la diversite biologique;
savoirs traditionnels autochtones; industrie
pharmaceutique; plantes medicinales;
mondialisation; droit des obligations
SUMMARY
The underlying theme of this thesis is the systemic
indifference that exists within international
intellectual property law towards Indigenous
tradi tional knowledge. In general, there appears to
be a widening gap between the importance
international law accords to matters of commercial
interest and those of a social nature. Indigenous
traditional knowledge of medicinal plants is
especially disadvantaged in this dichotomous system
since it is not only representative of enormous
commercial profits but it is also the core of many
Indigenous belief and social systems.
The crystallization of international law's
preoccupation with the effective protection of
commercial interests came in the form of the Trade-
Related Intellectual Property Rights (TRIPS)
agreement incorporated into the World Trade
Organization (WTO). Two years previously, the
Convention on Biological Diversity (CBD) was signed,
reflecting international law's perceived dedication
to sustainable development and became the first
international treaty to address Indigenous
traditional knowledge.
These two pieces of international law are often seen
as balancing the commercial and sustainable
development needs of the international economy. Upon
further examination however, one is left the
impression that the idea of the CBD effectively and
successfully defending the needs of sustainable
development and Indigenous traditional knowledge
against pressure to the contrary from TRIPS and the
WTO is simplistic at best.
The thesis also explore the role patent law plays in
the creation of modern industries, such as the
pharmaceutical industry, and how these industries are
able, through the power gained via patent law, to
influence national and especially international
legislation. Equally, it deals with the role patents
play in disempowering peoples with Indigenous
traditional knowledge of medicinal plants leading to
a situation where such knowledge is marginalized
along with its bearers.
The thesis addresses the institutional shortcomings
of the international legal system that allows such a
situation to exist and suggests an urgent need to
closely examine the social and economic inequalities
within the North and South and not just between them.
Finally the thesis suggests that international law
needs to be guided by the many legal traditions
available worldwide and in this particular case
perhaps contract law is better suited to the needs of
Indigenous traditional knowledge holders.
Key words: International Intellectual Property Law;
Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual property;
Convention on Biological Diversity; Indigenous
Traditional Knowledge; Pharmaceutical Industry;
Medicinal Plants; Globalization;Contract Law
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3Introduction
Traditional Indigenous communities allover the
world are seeing their populations decline, their
theandthreatenedculturesandlanguages
ecosystems that have supported their way of life,
diminished and/or irreparably altered.! As far as
Indigenous traditional knowledge of medicinal
critical.
issituationconcerned the becoming
The very existence of this knowledge
isplants
depends on the availability of individuals to
whom the knowledge can be passed on to and intact
ecosystems in which traditional medicinal plants
can flourish. The disconcerting reality is that
as the number of traditional knowledge holders
Marie Battiste, Prot~cting Indigenous Knowledge (Saskatoonl Purich
PUblishing, 2000) at 82. She states:
Recent studies make it clear that Indigenous languages and worldviews are
critically endangered. Linguist Ken Hale has estimated that half of the
world' 5 6000 Indigenous languages are doomed because no children speak
them. Other researchers estimate that Africa has lost 1800 Indigenous
languages, New Guinea has lost 800, and Indonesia at least 642. Europeans
estimate that Indigenous peoples at the beginning of the American
holocaust spoke more than 2000 separate languages. Five hundred years
later, only 500 Indigenous languages are spoken in the Americas, and only
200 are phonemically written. In the United States and Canada, the
immigrants extinguished and replaced about 67 percent of Indigenous
consciousness with Eurocentric consciousness.
and intact ecosystems decline,
4
Indigenous
traditional knowledge of medicinal plants also
diminishes.
Despite its importance and its precarious
position, Indigenous traditional knowledge of
medicinal plants tends to be disadvantaged under
international patent law because it represents
far more than commercial profits or "benefits to
share". It is also the core of many Indigenous
belief and social systems and provides the
medicinal health care for the vast majority of
Indigenous people. 2 The indivisibility of the
commercial and social aspects of Indigenous
traditional knowledge of medicinal plants has had
the unfortunate result of leaving it in legal
limbo.
This is mainly because patent law concerns itself
with inventions that are novel, useful, non-
obvious to an expert in the field and have a
2 If we include the knowledge of medicinal plants of traditional but 000-
Indigenous people then medicinal plants provide health care for the vast
majority of the world's population.
5commercial value. 3 Commerce and patents are
inextricably linked, which helps explain why
proponents of international patent law, saw fit
to include. patents under an international trade
agreement. Indigenous traditional knowledge of
medicinal plants has definite commercial value
but unlike patents it is inextricably linked to
Indigenous culture and surrounding ecosystems.
The inclusion of intellectual property in the
agenda of the Uruguay Round of negotiations for
the General Agreement on Tariff and Trade (GATT)4
came as a surprise to many due to the fact that
andbothofconsistedGATT developed
developing States. 5 According to Joseph Stiglitz,
the
a Nobel Prize winning economist, given the
3 Patent Act, RoS., 1985, c. P-4.
4 General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade, Oct. 30, 1947, 61 Stat. A-II,
T.r.A.s. 1700, 55 U.N.T.S. 194.
5 Mr. Stiglitz states that:
There is a broad consensus among academic economists-including some who
are strongly in favor of multilateral agreements liberalizing trade
between developed and less developed countries--that intellectual property
should never have been included in trade negotiations.
http://www2.gsb.columbia.edu/faculty/jstiglitz/download/2004_TOWARD_A_PRO_
DEVELOPMENT.htm (Last visited 27/02/07).
North/South economic development
6
divide,
intellectual property should not have been part
of the trade negotiations at all. However,
intellectual property was not only included in
the GATT trade talks, but it became amandatory
part of the resulting World Trade Organization
(WTO)6 agreement. This means that any country
hoping to join the WTO must adhere to the Trade
Related Intellectual Property rights (TRIPS)?
agreement regardless of their stage of economic
development. The mandatory adhesion to the TRIPS
agreement coupled with the possibility for cross-
sector sanctions under the WTO dispute resolution
mechanism have made international intellectual
property rights one of the most effective and
enforceable group of private rights in
international law. 8
6 Marrakesh Agreement Establishing the World Trade Organization, Apr. 15,
1994, 1867 D.N.T.S. 154, 33 I.L.M. 1144 (1994).
7 Agreement on Trade Related Aspects of Intellectual property Rights, Apr.
15, 1994, Marrakesh Agreement Establishing the World Trade Organization,
Annex lC, 1869 D.N.T.S. 299, 33 I.L.M. 1197 (1994).
8 Ibid. article XX.
7The major push for the inclusion of intellectual
property into the WTO agreement came from
industries that are positively impacted by
intellectual property laws. At the forefront of
these influential industries was, without a
doubt, the pharmaceutical industry. The
pharmaceutical industry was instrumental in
formulating the content of the TRIPS agreement
and ensuring its implementation under
international law. This is especially true for
the patent law segment of the TRIPS agreement. 9
Oddly enough legal scholars and social activists
alike are making a concerted effort to provide
protection for Indigenous traditional knowledge
of medicinal plants under this very same system.
Even scholars that are not champions of
intellectual property laws insist on formulating
ways that Indigenous traditional knowledge of
9 Please see: Gregory Shaffer, "Recognizing Public Goods in WTO Dispute
Settlement: Who participates? Who Decides? The Case of TRIPS and
Pharmaceutical Patent Protection" (2004) 7 J. Int'l Econ. L. 459, at 470
and Robert Weissman, "A Long, Strange TRIPS; The Pharmaceutical Industry
Drive to Harmonize Global Intellectual Property Rules, and the Remaining
WTO Legal Alternatives Available to Third World Countries" (2004) 25 U.
Pa. J. Int'l Econ. L. 1079, at 1125-26.
medicinal plants could be included under
8
the
rubric of international patent law. In the
international arena most major studies on the
protection of Indigenous traditional knowledge
have been done by organizations promoting
international intellectual property law. These
studies, as well as the relative few conducted
outside such organizations, have had as a central
theme the inclusion of Indigenous traditional
knowledge of medicinal plants under the
international patent law regime. Indigenous
issues however, have always been difficult
subjects for International law in general. 10
10 James Anaya, "'Indigenous Rights Norms in Contemporary Law" (1991) 12
Ariz. J. Int'l & Compo L.l at 2. He states:
Vitoria argued that the Indians of the Americas were the true owners of
their lands, with Hdominion in both public and private matters,N and upon
this premise he set forth the rules by which the Europeans could validly
acquire Indian lands or assert authority over them. To be sure, the rules
were grounded in a European theocratic value system_Conversely, sUbsequent
theorists continued through the nineteenth century to include non-European
aboriginal peoples as among the subjects of what came to be known as the
"law of nations" and later '"international law". Whatever protections the
Europeans' law of nations afforded the non-Europeans, however, they were
not enough to stop the forces of colonization and empire as they extended
throughout the globe. Theorists eventually modified the law of nations to
reflect, and hence legitimize, a state of affairs that consisted in the
sUbjugation of Indigenous peoples. Forgetting the origins of the
discipline, theorists described the law of nations, or international law,
as concerning itself only with the rights and duties of European and
similarly "civilized" states and as having its source entirely in the
positive, consensual acts of those states. vitoria's admonishments
9Historically speaking, attempts to find a place
as well as a voice for Indigenous Peoples in the
international system of law have been
marginalized by the sovereign status of States.
In contempc;>rary international law nation-states
still have a dominant position but unfortunately
the relationships between Indigenous Peoples and
their respective nation-states remain troubled at
best. Long after the near-extinction of many
Indigenous Peoples due to war and disease,
Indigenous people to this day suffer from
imbedded racism and assimilation policies. ll
Morris writes:
Through" the operation of its termination
and relocation policies of the 1940s,
1950s and 1960s the united states had
fostered ideological, cultural and
political schisms across Indian country.
Entire generations had been severed from
their histories, their languages, their
families and their homelands_Incongruent
identities, loyalties, experiences, and
aspirations among American Indian people
created complex, social, political, and
economic relations across Indian country
concerning the American Indians were recast as statements of morality as
opposed to law ...
11 For an excellent discussion on the events following the discovery of
America please see: Todorov, T., The conquest of America, (New York:
Harper and Row, 1984).
that the United States
unwilling to address. 12
was unable and
10
This problematic situation has a corollary in
most nation-states as well as the international
intellectual property system. To illustrate the
point we note that although there are many
treaties protecting intellectual property rights
-the World Intellectual Property Organization
(WIPO) 13 alone administers there are no
treaties that protect Indigenous traditional
knowledge itself. In fact, TRIPS does not mention
Indigenous traditional knowledge and the
convention on Biological D · . 15J.versJ.ty is concerned
more with 'assuring access to, and sharing the
benefits of, genetic resources than the
12 Morris G., Native Voices: American Indian Identify and Resistance,
(Lawrence: The University Press of Kansas, 2003) at 98. Similarly, in
Canada the White Paper released on June 25, 1969 in which the then
Minister of Indian Affaires Jean Chretien (under PM Trudeau) outlined the
abolition of special status of all Native American tribes and reserves.
See Schoult To, Shifting Boundaries: Aboriginal Identity, Pluralist Theory
and the Politics of Self-Government (Vancouver: University of British
Columbia Press, 2003).
13 Convention Establishing the World Intellectual Property Organization,
July 14, 1967 828 U.N.T.S 3.
14 http://www.wipo.int.org/treaties/en (Last Visited 27/02/07).
15 Convention on Biological Diversity, June 5, 1992, 1760 U.N.T.S. 79,
143; 31 I.L.M. 818 (1992).
11
protection of Indigenous traditional knowledge.
This is not to say that the raison d'etre of the
CBD is not important, just that is was not
necessarily conceived with the protection of
Indigenous traditional knowledge as a primary
goal. If we look at Article 1 of the CBD we
realize that access to and benefit sharing of
biological diversity figure prominently in the
objectives of the CBD but Indigenous traditional
knowledge does not. Article 1 states:
The objectives of the Convention, to be
pursued in accordance with its relevant
provisions, are the conservation of
biological diversity, the sustainable use of
its components and the fair and equitable
sharing of the benefits arising out of the
utilization of genetic resources, including
by appropriate access to genetic resources
and by appropriate transfer of relevant
technologies, taking into account all rights
over those resources and to technologies, and
by appropriate funding.
The basic theory underlining this thesis is that
Indigenous traditional knowledge of medicinal
plants should not be brought under the auspices
of international intellectual patent law. As it
is not realistic that the international
intellectual property community will modify
12
international patent law to the point where
Indigenous traditional knowledge can be protected
under patent law wi th its cultural baggage in
tact, only parts of Indigenous
knowledge of medicinal plants that
current patentability test and have
commercial potential would receive
traditional
pass the
significant
protection.
This, in conjunction with the sovereign status of
the State in international law, makes
international intellectual property law an
unsatisfactory candidate for the protection of
Indigenous traditional knowledge of medicinal
plants and the holders of this knowledge.
The tense nature of State/Indigenous Peoples
relationships makes it unlikely that States would
give Indigenous people access to an international
arena such as the WTO in an unfettered manner.
The CBD, by stipulating that sovereignty over
natural resources belongs solely to the State
further reinforces this tension. It is argued
that a system of protection is necessary that
addresses the unique and disadvantaged position
13
of Indigenous people on a global scale and keeps
the holistic character of Indigenous traditional
knowledge of medicinal plants in tact so that
this vanishing process of knowledge creation can
continue to exist as an equal but alternative to
modern scientific research.
The thesis will examine this position by
analysing the influence exerted by various patent
seeking entities and their governments on the
creation of international legislation and the
consequences this influence has for the
protection of Indigenous traditional knowledge,
especially knowledge of medicinal plants. The
role patents played in the formation of the very
powerful pharmaceutical sector of the
international economy will be examined as well as
how this power was in turn used to entrench in
international law, the particular interests of
intellectual property owners.
This influence will be contrasted with the
efforts to protect Indigenous traditional
14
knowledge of medicinal plants in international
law. It is' suggested that the CBD, as the main
international legislation discussing Indigenous
traditional knowledge is woefully inadequate to
mitigate the many negative consequences possible
for this knowledge under the TRIPS auspices.
The main reason for such a dearth of protection
available in international law for Indigenous
traditional knowledge of medicinal plants is that
the vast majority of research and legislative
efforts have been within the realm of patent
protection. It is important to remember that the
CBD prioritizes intellectual property rights and
does not really offer an alternative to patent
protection for Indigenous traditional knowledge.
This bias can be seen in Article 16 (5) where it
states: llThe Contracting Parties, recognizing
that patents
rights may
implementation
and other intellectual property
have an influence on the
of this Convention, shall
cooperate in this regard subject to national
legislation and international law in order to
15
ensure that such rights are supportive of and do
not run counter to its objectives." There is an
urgent need to realize that Indigenous
traditional knowledge cannot and should not be
brought under the influence of patent law, if the
process of knowledge acquisition that produces
traditional knowledge is to survive and act as an
alternative to laboratory science. In fact, as we
will see, an argument can be made that patent law
is a legal system that is possibly unable to meet
the needs of conventional science in the Western
world, for which it was conceived, let alone the
needs of exogenous sciences and societies.
The thesis illustrates this argument by exploring
patent law under TRIPS and the role of Indigenous
traditional knowledge in the CBD to show the
difference in international legal protection
afforded to patent law holders as opposed to
protection
knowledge
received
holders.
by
It
Indigenous
is noted
traditional
that the
negotiating imbalance
the pharmaceutical
between entities
industry and
such as
various
16
Indigenous traditional knowledge holders in the
international patent system is very problematic.
The conclusion of such an examination brings
forth the need to look outside patent law for the
protection of Indigenous traditional knowledge of
medicinal plants in international law.
17
Theoretical Basis
Proprietarianism
Adopting a theoretical framework for a thesis
such as th.is one is very difficult. Individual
economic, legal, social, anthropological or
cultural theories fail to adequately explain the
traditional knowledge
current status of patents and
of medicinal
Indigenous
plants in
international law. The thesis however is not
without theoretical influence.
The thesis is inspired by Peter Drahos' work on
intellectual property law and philosophy,
specifically, the concept of proprietarianism. He
claims that a belief system, he calls
proprietarianism, has taken hold in the global
psyche. Proprietarianism is described as having
three fundamental values. They are: U a belief in
the moral priority of property rights over other
rights and interests, a belief in the first
18
connection thesis and the existence of a negative
commons. ,,16
Basically there is a mindset claiming that the
first individual to have a connection with any
activity that has an economic value necessarily
receives property rights for that activity and
anything imaginable can fall into this category.
He explains that proprietarianism is a "creed,
which says that the possessor should take all,
that ownership privileges should trump community
interests and that the world and its contents are
h · 17open to owners lp."
According to Drahos it is this view of the world
that has "infiltrated the development and
direction of intellectual property law and
policy. ,,18 Drahos explains the potential
16 Peter Drahos, A Philosophy of Intellectual Property, (Dartmouth:
Ashgate, 1996) at 202.
17 Ibid.
18 Ibid.
Also see: Gregory H. Fox, "Strengthening The State" (1999) 7 Ind. J.
Global Legal Stud. 35; Ian Bowles, David Downes, Dana Clark, Marianne
Guerin-Mcmanus, "Economic Incentives And Legal Tools For private Sector
19
consequences of such a philosophy for the world
in general. He states that, lithe longer-term
effect of proprietarianism in patent law will be
that all kinds of abstract information previously
in the public domain will fall into private
ownership...One objection to the proprietarian
demolition of the discovery-invention distinction
is ... (the) switching (of) the patent system to
protect useful ideas rather than ideas that exist
in the form of useful effects." 19
Drahos warns that there is a progressive blurring
of the very important discovery-invention
distinction leading to information previously
considered not patentable subject matter, as fair
game. Discoveries made in nature were, for the
longest time, the quintessential example of a
discovery. The reasoning behind this restriction
Conservation" (1998) 8 Duke Envtl. L. & Pol'y F. 209; Gordon Bennett,
Aboriginal Rights In International Law, (London: Anthropological Institute
For Survival In,ternational, 1978) ~ Catherine Tinker, "Introduction To
Biological Diversity: Law, Institutions, And Science" (1994) 1 Buff. J.
Int'l L. 1; Catherine Tinker, "A "New Breed" Of Treaty: The United Nations
Convention On Biological Diversity" (1995) 13 Pace Envtl. L. Rev. 191.
19 Ibid. at 220.
on patentable subject matter was that
20
if
something existed in nature then there was no
inventive step on the part of the person trying
to receive a patent. The information is a mere
discovery not an invention and therefore not
eligible for patent protection. This limitation
in patent law is akin to John Lock's reasoning
concerning real property. Lock argued that in
order for something to be taken from the commons
as private property, there must first be mixing
of the potential owner's labour with the
previously common property.
Furthermore, Drahos states that there is a strong
push to make individualism the global standard at
the expense of community. This is not necessarily
desirable on a social level and it may very well
be contrary to human nature. Gyekye explains
that, "if one is by nature a social being, and
not merely an atomized entity, then life
development of one's full personality and
identi ty can best be achieved only wi thin the
framework of social relationships that
21
are
I . bl . h' I' I 20rea lza e Wlt ln a communa SOCla system."
The discovery-invention distinction and the
importance of the collective are very central to
a discussion of Indigenous traditional knowledge
of medicinal plants and pharmaceutical patents.
Many in the pharmaceutical industry feel that
Indigenous traditional knowledge is not
proprietary type knowledge but it is knowledge
that belongs to the commons and hence not
patentable. Indigenous traditional knowledge of
medicinal plants therefore falls into the
category of discovery, whereas products
manufactured by pharmaceutical companies based on
this knowledge fall into the category of
invention and therefore patentable. Collective
rights do not really exist in patent law either;
instead there is a stark preference for
individualism. In other words a community as a
whole could not apply for a patent based on their
20 Kwame Gyekye, Person and Community: Ghanaian Philosophical Studies,
(Ghana; Council for Research in Values, 1992) at 27.
22
collective knowledge and use of a particular
plant. Through the proprietarian perspective
Indigenous traditional knowledge of medicinal
plants is a common good but a patent based almost
exclusively on this knowledge is private
property. . The communal effort necessary to
achieve this knowledge can disqualify a
community' s claim to a patent but an individual
that decides to file for a patent based on this
communal effort is able to do so.
Proprietarianism does not necessarily reflect the
perspective of all intellectual property
community members but it is by far the dominant
one. As such, this way of seeing the world
influences to a large degree two very important
areas: a) legislation through lobbying and b)
public perception through extensive public
relations campaigns. Drahos insists that, Uthe
fact that there are fashion resisters has not
stopped the proprietarian tide. Nor should we
expect it to. Proprietarianism has deeper roots
in the nature of international capitalism, the
23
evolution of that capitalism under conditions of
competition, the uncertainty that such
competition promotes and finally the desire for
hegemonic status by some nation states."21
21 Drahos, supra at note 16 at 204.
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Narrative Theory
In addition to Drahos' proprietarianism concept,
this thesis is also influenced by the idea that
the road to knowledge creation can take several
equally valid and sound paths. The narrative is a
way of seeing that world that prioritises stories
as a form of communication and knowledge creation
and dissemination. Walter Fisher is credited with
developing a narrative-specific theory of
communication that asserts that human
communication fundamentally represents a form of
storytelling. 22 Fisher lists five characteristics
of the conventional view of human communication.
1) "Humans are essentially rational
beings" that learn" by assessing the
relationship of one thing to another.
2) "The paradigmatic mode of human
decision making and communication is
argument" which employs inductive and
deductive reasoning.
3) "Argument is ruled by the dictates
of situations" leading to different
methods of arguments, depending on the
subject matter (legislative,
scientific, political).
4) A person's capacity for rationalism
is established by "subject-matter
22 Wood, J., Communications Theories in Action: An Introduction, (Belmont:
wadsworth Thomson Learning, 2000).
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knowledge, argumentative ability and
skill in employing the rules of
advocacy in a given field." The
rational-world paradigm shows
preference for those whose credibility
is established through expertise.
5) T~e world is a set of logical
puzzles that can be solved through
appropriate analysis and application of
reason conceived as an argumentative
construct. 23
Fisher went on from there to develop the
"narrative paradigm"24 on the presupposition that
narratives, or stories, have their own system of
logic just like arguments. There are two parts to
the logic principles of the narrative:
probability and fidelity. Probability relates to
the coherence of the story in aspects such as
character behaviour that "make sense" and stays
true to the values of the audience. Fidelity is
all about how truthful the story appears to be. 25
This is accomplished by applying "logic of good
reasons." These good reasons are "elements that
23 Ibid. at 73.
24 Fisher, W. f Human Communication as Narration: Towards a Philosophy of
Reason, Value, and Action, (Columbia: University of South Carolina Press,
1987) at 59.
25 Ibid. at 472.
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provide warrants for accepting or adhering to the
advice fostered by any form of communication that
can be considered rhetorical. ,,26 There are five
underlying assumptions of the narrative paradigm:
good
of
and
practice of
by matters
culture
1) Humans are essentially storytellers.
2) The paradigmatic mode of human
decision making and communication is
"good reasons" which vary in form among
situations, genres and media of
communication.
3) The production and
reasons are ruled
history, biography,
character.
4) Rationality is determined by the
nature of persons as narrative beings-
their inherent awareness of narrative
probability, what constitutes a
coherent story and their constant habit
of testing narrative fidelity, whether
or not the stories they experience ring
true with the stories they know to be
true in their lives.
5) The world as we know it is a set of
stories that must be chosen among in
order for us to live life in a process
of continual re-creation. 27
The underlying epistemology of the narrative
paradigm is that there are many competing stories
in the world. People assimilate a story as long
as it has a good reasoning, based on fidelity and
26 Ibid. at 107.
27 Ibid. at 64.
probability.
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The narrative theory puts forward
the notion that everyone has the capacity for
rational thought. 28 Through basic common sense,
which is a universal attribute, everyone has the
ability to make judgements about a story's
fidelity and probability. The narrative paradigm
fully accepts the fact that people can be wrong,
just like with any paradigm. In contrast, the
rational-world paradigm assumes that rationality
only belongs to those who are most knowledgeable
about an issue, are familiar with the forms and
functions of argumentation and are capable of
assessing the strengths of arguments. In other
words what we call experts and hence excluding
Indigenous traditional knowledge holders from
this definition.
Richard Sherwin begins his article entitled
"Lawyering Theory: An Overview- What We Talk
28 Kashima, Y., UNarrative and Human Motivation", in Munro, D., Motivation
and Culture, (New York: Routledge, 1997). He says that the telling of a
story from one person to another is part of the process in which
uconventional meanings are conveyed and new meanings are created." Also
see: Fine, G., uThe storied group: Social movements as "bundles of
narratives" in Davis, L., Stories of change: Narratives and social
movements, (Alba~y, State university of New York Press, 2000).
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About When We Talk About Law8~ with a quotation
from Oliver W. Holmes which states, Jlit is
perfectly proper to regard and study the law
simply as a great anthropological document. 830
With this idea as a guide, Sherwin uses
psychological research that shows that humans
naturally <;>rganize experience via narrative. He
goes on to state that stories told to children,
Jllay down the basic tools by which we organize
our experience and our memory of human events.
How humans act in the world on the basis of their
beliefs and desires, how they strive to achieve
particular goals, how they meet and overcome
obstacles, all this, set in a discretely
structured time and space by narrative. 831
Sherwin goes on to say that this shift to the
narrative will also help to explain the nature of
the human mind, how it operates in the
29 R. Sherwin, "Lawyering Theory: An Overview what We Talk About When We
Talk About Law" (1992) 37 N.Y.L. Sch. L. Rev. at 9.
30 Ibid. at 10.
31 Ibid. at 12.
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construction of meaning and reality, and how
social and cultural forms of expression help
determine the way we think, speak, and feel about
events in the world. 32 He concludes that, lithe
better our understanding of how stories inform
and captivate belief, the better our
understanding will be of how particular
constructions of reality gain ascendancy (or lose
it) in particular contexts in particular cultures
at a given point in time." 33
The important role of stories in Indigenous
communities appears to be very widespread.
According to Barron, Aborigines in Australia view
the world in the following way:
...every individual's spiritual home is the
place from which his or her ancestor
comes... Stories are therefore charters of
'title' to land and ritual is oriented
towards the repetition of stories and so
towards assertions of identification. The
production of images, objects, songs and
dances is a ritual activity in this sense,
simultaneously recounting the stories of
what the ancestors did and representing
the clan's territory. Aboriginal paintings
32 I bid. at 15.
33 I bid. at 14.
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function as highly detailed maps of
topographical features ... As one Aboriginal
artist has explained, "a painting is the
visual expression of the story of our
ancestors and spirit beings, and the right
to depict it has been handed down through
the ages from the original Dreamtime
people. ,,34 (Emphasis added)
The aforementioned two theoretical concepts
inform the thesis to a considerable degree.
Proprietarianism demonstrates an often-overlooked
perspective regarding patent law and explains how
international patent law received the privileged
status it has in international trade law. This
perspective brings into focus the need for means
of protection that are more suited to the
realities of Indigenous traditional communities
and the process by which their system of
knowledge creation functions.
The important role of the narrative in the
creation of human societal constructs illustrates
that the oral traditions of most Indigenous
communities are valid and important forms of
34 Anne Barron, UAuthor-ity, Property and Aboriginal Art" in Lionel Bently
et al., Perspectives on Intellectual Property, (London: Sweet & Maxwell,
1998) at 47.
knowledge acquis i tion, be it social,
31
scientific
or other. This is not to say that the concept of
the narrative is comprised strictly of oral
narrative. Written narratives are also important
in this analysis because they offer Indigenous
people a way of expressing their ideas on paper,
in a format that is familiar and culturally
compatible. In the absence of this, Indigenous
people need to assimilate to the rational-world
model or to depend on others that are familiar
with this model, to relate their stories in an
acceptable format. The danger in constantly
having others relate their stories for them is
that Indigenous truths tend to get lost in
trans lation. 35
35 The Crucible Group, Seeding Solutions: People, Plants, and Patents
Revisited, (Ottawa: lDRC, 2000) at 16. According to the Crucible Group:
As conventional science had adopted its language and approach to
appreciate the experimental research of farming communities it has also
had to reconsider its understanding of what is 'known' and 'unknown',
'wild' and 'undomesticated'. The discovery that a 'jungle' in West Africa
was, in fact, an intentionally developed agro-forestry system spurred the
reappraisal of long-held assumptions. Many Indigenous and farming
communities eschew the term Uwild", for example, arguing that the term
testifies to the limitations in the information available to conventional
science. A so-called wild plant may be protected and nurtured if not
actively bred. It is often used and planted.
notion that the
law is the only
the soundnes s of
Patent law and
32
Both concepts also question the
language of formal science and
valid methodology for judging
scientific and legal arguments.
the rational-world paradigm insist that science
and law need to follow formalistic arguments if
credibility is to be established. The ideas
espoused by Drahos
dispute this fact.
and the narrative model
An example of how this situation plays out in
real life would be the phenomenon of the rogue
wave. For centuries sailors and fisherman would
tell stories of giant waves that appeared out of
nowhere, caused enormous amounts of damage and
disappeared as fast as they appeared. The
scientific community chalked this up to folklore.
Following their methodology, such event was never
officially recorded and therefore did not exist.
Despite the unwillingness of the scientific
community to accept this as a possibility,
fishermen and sailors continued to create an oral
Udatabase U of knowledge regarding the phenomenon.
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Every time one would come into contact with a
rogue wave and lived, they would tell their story
and add to the cumulative knowledge about rogue
waves. They tried to develop ways to detect them
before they appeared and ways to survive when
caught up in one. This global community of
sailors and fishermen went on about collecting
information and knowledge about rogue waves
despite their inexistence according to the
oceanographers and the like.
A few years ago however, after installing a new
high-tech satellite, the science community was
amazed to discover rogue waves. Not only did they
exist but happen with alarming frequency. There
is a rush of rational-world type research going
on now to try and detect when they will occur and
therefore guide container ships and oil tankers
out of their way. Of course this research began
with interviews of sailors and fishermen
regarding the mythological rogue waves. 36
36 Ship-sinking monster waves revealed by ESA satellites,
http://www.esa.int/esaCP/SEMOKQL26WD_index_0.html (Last visited 27/02/07).
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The original contribution of this thesis lies not
only in categorically denying the wisdom of
protecting Indigenous traditional knowledge of
medicinal plants via international patent law but
also in bringing to the field of intellectual
property law theory these two often-ignored
theories that question basic foundations of
international patent law. Furthermore, the thesis
suggests that legal scholars should look at other
areas of established internationl law in order to
provide legal protection for Indigenous
traditional knowledge. Protection, that is
uncomplicated, inexpensive and responds better to
the cultural needs of Indigenous people. The
thesis suggests that one such area is
international contract law. This is not to be
confused with Access and Benefit Sharing (ABS)
contracts already possible under the CBD. However
the experience gathered from ABS contracts can
most certainly be used to inform the structure of
an Indigenous traditional knowledge sensitive
international contract law.
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Thesis Context
The arguably symbiotic relationship between
international patent law and the global
pharmaceutical industry, when contrasted to the
relationship between international patent law and
Indigenous traditional knowledge holders, raises
a plethora of issues. Not all can be dealt with
in this thesis. For example, medicinal plants are
not the only plants for which Indigenous people
have specialized knowledge. Agricultural plant
varieties have been cultivated and crossbred for
centuries using traditional methods. This
commercial entities (quite
pharmaceutical products)
agricultural industries. medicinal
patented
often the
by large
modern
same as
in
many
usefor
Also
beingalsoisknowledge
plants also have a religious significance for
various Indigenous Peoples. Although
important and very topical issue
medicinal aspects of these plants
this is
only
will
an
the
be
considered here.
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There are also many issues resulting from the
status of Indigenous Peoples under international
law that are important when discussing Indigenous
traditional knowledge protection. Some of these
issues are land claims, self-determination,
racism, human rights abuses, women's rights,
cultural and linguistic oppression, et cetera.
Al though intrinsically connected to the problem
of disappearing and/or misappropriated Indigenous
traditional knowledge, the thesis focuses on
dispelling the notion that patent laws are the
tradi tional knowledge
proper means to ensure
flourishing of Indigenous
of medicinal plants.
the survival and
In addition, TRIPS is not the only international
patent law on the books. The Paris Treaty, the
Patent Cooperation Treaty, the European Patent
Treaty, and many others are all valid
international laws. However, since TRIPS has seen
the light of day, these other treaties have been
given the status of providing support for TRIPS.
They are dealt in this thesis as supporting
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documents and they are not individually explained
as is TRIPS.
not
the
internationalEqually,
treaty
the CBO
dealing
is
with
the only
myriad of issues
effecting Indigenous people. 37 Although the CBO is
the main international agreement dealing with
Indigenous traditional knowledge, an argument
could be made that other treaties, such as those
relating to human rights and social equity, can
37 Please see, Universal Declaration of Human Rights (1948) especially
Article 1 and Article 2; convention on the Preven tion and punishment of
the crime of Genocide (1951) especially Article 2; International Covenant
on civil and Political Rights (1966) especially Article 27 and the
provisions for collective rights; International Covenant on Economic,
Social and Cultural Rights (1966) describes the basic economic, social,
and cultural rights of individuals. It also has provisions for collective
rights; Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial
Discrimination (1966) especially Article 1; International Labor
Organization (ILO) convention 169 (1989) although initially paternalistic
towards Indigenous Peoples it is now considered an important treaty for
these groups; Convention on the Rights of the Child (1990) especially
Article 2, Article 17, Article 29 and Article 30~ Declaration on the
Rights of Persons belonging to National or Ethnic, Religious and
Linguistic Minorities (1992) especially the first four articles; Rio
Declaration of Environment and Development and Agenda 21 (1992)
especially Rio Declaration, Principle 22 and Agenda 21, Chapter 26.4;
Vienna Declaration and programme of Action (1993) especially 1.20 and
11.28 32 ~ Report of the International Conference on Population and
Development (1994) especially Paragraph 6.24 and Paragraph 6.27; Durban
Declaration and programme of Action (2001); Council Resolution on
Indigenous Peoples within the Framework of the Development Cooperation of
the Community and Members States (1998); OSCE High commissioner on
National Minorities 1992 ~ Proposed American Declaration on the Rights of
Indigenous Peoples (1997); World Bank Operational Directive (1991).
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be read to include protection for Indigenous
traditional knowledge. This approach however is
heavily depended on legal interpretation, which
in turn depends on who is doing the interpreting.
Given the urgent need for protection of this
priceless resource, it would seem more productive
to institute a form of protection that can speak
directly to the issue of disappearing and/or
misappropr i'ated Indigenous traditional knowledge
without the need for legal interpretation or the
creation of an entire new legal structure.
Finally, the title of the thesis, The Placebo
Effect: International Patent Law and the
Protection of Indigenous Traditional Knowledge of
Medicinal Plants, is not without significance. It
is employed to illustrate that the use of patent
law as a cure for the misappropriation of
Indigenous traditional knowledge results in
Indigenous people receiving a legal placebo. That
is, protection without any of the resources
necessary to make this protection effective.
However, in thinking that they are protected as
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other intellectual property owners are (whom are
receiving patent law with the resources to
enforce their rights), Indigenous people and
social activists start to feel better about their
situation when in reality their situation has
maintained status quo or worsened.
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Form and structure
The thesis is divided into three parts. Part I
looks at the nature of Indigenous traditional
knowledge and the cultural aspects of its
creation. It also examines the CBD, which makes
claims to have been influenced by the needs of
poor countries
notice that
and their diverse populations. We
the CBD privileges intellectual
property rights and focuses greatly on the
commercial aspects of traditional knowledge. The
lack of an effective enforcement mechanism under
the CBD as well as the fact that only States are
represented within the CBD brings to light the
limits of the CBD as an effective and enforceable
means of
knowledge
protecting
holders. We
Indigenous
also look at
traditional
the unique
situation of Indigenous Peoples within the South.
This illustrates the very different frameworks in
which patent law and Indigenous traditional
knowledge exist and starts to expose the
difficulty present in fitting the proverbial
square peg into a round hole.
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Chapter II puts international patent law into its
historical and social context to illustrate how
over the last two centuries patent law has been
morphed to serve a very specific clientele with
particular needs. It also illustrates how patent
law has evolved over the years to make possible
the patentability of "anything under the sun that
is made by man",38 even when all man does is clean
up a naturally occurring substance thus further
diluting the discovery-invention principle. It
also explains how this historical development of
patent law has laid the foundation for the
creation of the powerful pharmaceutical industry.
This industry has used this power to influence
and even create international legislation in the
form of TRIPS. We examine TRIPS for its potential
in protecting Indigenous traditional knowledge of
medicinal plants and we look at some of the
repercussions of strong patent rights for the
citizens of the North.
38 Diamond v. Chakrabarty, 445 USC 1980.
Chapter III analyses these shortcomings
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in
international patent law's ability to protect
Indigenous traditional knowledge holders and
reinforces ·the idea that the international patent
system is no place for Indigenous traditional
knowledge of medicinal plants. It also
illustrates practical arguments against patent
protection for Indigenous traditional knowledge
such as the astronomical cost of maintaining a
patent under the international patent law regime.
Lastly, it brings into light the fact that while
Indigenous people are often at odds with their
national governments, pharmaceutical companies
work together with their national governments.
This is not limited to receiving massive public
funding for research but also by imposing,
through national law in the form of bilateral
sanctions, their will on other nations and
Peoples, should international patent law prove
too slow.
It is also suggested that perhaps a legal concept
that may prove far more beneficial and manageable
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for Indigenous communities would be contract law
rather than patent law. The thesis encourages
researchers to explore this overlooked area of
law because of its comparative simplicity, lower
cost and built in equity rules as opposed to the
highly technical, expensive and individualistic
nature of patent law. Contract law is also
encouraged since the concept of an obligation
transcends 'cultures unlike the concept of private
property in intangible matter, and because there
are no hard rules as to forming contractual
obligations. For example an oral contract,
statute of Frauds aside, is just as valid as a
written one.
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PART I
Indigenous Traditional Knowledge
Introduction
The broad scope of Indigenous traditional
knowledge presents intellectual property law with
a serious dilemma. This is not limited to patent
law. 39 Indigenous traditional knowledge transcends
culture, art, science, religion and spirituali~y
on the TRIPS
al., Global
2002) at 138.
the "Sleeping Giant
in Ruth Mayne et
Palgrave Macmillan,
39 Alan Story, "Don't Ignore Copyright,
and International Educational Agenda"
Intellectual Property Rights, (New York:
Story explains:
Back in 1996, a German rock group named Enigma put out a hit which was
near the top of the international pop charts for more than six months.
'Return to Innocence I sold more than million copies worldwide I put the
term 'world-beat' on the musical map, and even was featured as background
music for advertisements promoting the 1996 Olympic Games in Atlanta.
'Return to Innocence', however, was not Enigma's song and the background
to this musical rip-off reveals a serious limitation of copyright for
countries of the South ... Under current copyright doctrine what the French
Ministry and Enigma did was perfectly legal, if morally abhorrent.
According to 'classic' copyright theory (and the practice of both the
Berne Convention and TRIPS), a work cannot be protected unless it is
original, fixed (that is, written down) and created by an individual (or
perhaps by joint authors). In the case of the Taiwanese musical work, it
was not 'original' (in the Western copyright sense of being linked to the
independent work of a known individual author or authors), it was the
product of a communal Indigenous culture and not, as the 'romantic author'
conception behind copyright theory suggests, the creation of an individual
starving composer (or author) living in a garret.
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in a way that intellectual property, as we know
it, is not necessarily equipped to handle.
Intellectual property law was developed in a very
insular environment. The idea that the
intellectual patent law community would ever
answer to criticism from biological diversity
conservationists, Indigenous people, poor peasant
unthinkable even
farmers and spiritual
and
leaders
laughable.
was
This
simply
helps
explain, to a certain degree, the discomfort the
intellectual property community has in
communicating with these various groups.40
This communication problem is more serious than
one may think. The drastic expansion of patent
rights in terms of subject matter and
jurisdiction has extensive and critical
40 Please see: Robert Post, "Law And Cultural Conflict" (2003) 78 Chi.-
Kent L. Rev. 485. Roger w. Findley, "sustainable Development In Latin
American Rainforests And The Role Of Law" (1997) 32 Tex. Int'l L.J. 1,
Ronald Niezen, The Origins Of Indigenism: Human Rights And The Politics Of
Identity, (Los Angeles; University Of California Press, 2003). Rosemary J.
Coombe, "critical Cultural Legal Studies" (1998) 10 Yale J .L. & Human.
International Law's New Virtue?" (1999)
463. Rosemary J. Coombe, "Culture: Anthropology's Old
93 Am. Soc' yIn t • 1 L.
Vice Or
Proc. 261,
Roy Ellen,
And Its
Peter. Parkes, Alan Bicker, Indigenous Environme-ntal Knowledge
Transformations: Critical Anthropological Perspectives,
(Amsterdam: Harwood Academic, 2000).
consequences
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for groups of people that were
previously preoccupied very little, if at all,
with intellectual property. These consequences
are social, cultural and philosophical, but they
are also, very much economic as well.
The financial value of assets such as Indigenous
knowledge
biological
overtraditional
significant amount of
and control
and
a
human
genetic diversity represent key commercial
interests. As we will see, there is substantial
lack of international legal instruments to
effectively balance the rights of these affected
groups with the rights of the international
intellectual property community. McManis states
that, Hone of the great questions of our time is
how to promote global economic development, while
simultaneously preserving local biological and
cultural diversity. Nowhere is the tension
between these two seemingly conflicting goals
more vividly illustrated than in the fractious
debates surrounding two international agreements
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that were hammered out in the last decade of the
twentieth century (TRIPS and the CBD).ff 41
Legal scholars usually undertake an analysis of
the concept of Indigenous traditional knowledge
by first, and foremost, attempting to define its
confines. This usually results in definitions
that are either so vast that they are meaningless
traditionalthatnarrowsoor Indigenous
knowledge is nothing more than knowing how to
navigate through day to day life. The problem in
obsessing over definitions and parameters is that
it is often done without any consideration for
the history and culture of Indigenous people.
Since Indigenous traditional knowledge permeates
culture and history, defining it without paying
41 Charles R. Mcmanis, "Intellectual property, Genetic Resources And
Traditional Knowledge Protection: Thinking Globally, Acting Locally"
(2003) 11 Cardozo J. Int'l & Compo L. 547 at 547. Also see. William J.
Snape, "Biodiversity
L. J. 5. Michael A.
And The Law: An Introduction" (1994) 8 Tul. Envtl.
Gollin, Sarah A. Laird, "Global policies, Local
Actions: The Role Of National Legislation In Sustainable Biodiversity
prospecting" B.U. J. sci. Tech. L. 16. Peter Drahos, Michael
Blanekey, IF in Biodiversity and Agriculture: Regulating the Biosphere,
(London. Sweet & Maxwell, 2001).
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attention to these elements is futile or at the
I d . 42very east counter-pro uctlve.
The undeniable link between culture, history and
Indigenous traditional knowledge is very
problematic since many scholars rely exclusively
on descriptions of Indigenous history and culture
filtered through the perspectives of non-
Indigenous authors. Moreover, even this filtered
history is general in nature and rarely does it
distinguish between Indigenous Peoples. The
cultural and historical variability between
Indigenous Peoples is enormous. Despite this
cultural diversity there has been few authentic
Indigenous voices telling their own stories.
42 Battiste supra at note 1 at 32. She states:
These books were storehouses of purportedly incontrovertible information
to be mined by armchair theorists engaged in comparative studies. The
genre was supposed to be a mirror that reflected other cultures as they
really were. These books served as models for aspiring ethnographers, and
were regarded as exemplary cultural descriptions. The norms of distanced
descriptions created an illusion of objectivity. Their authority was so
self-evident that the ethnographies became the only legitimate form for
telling the "literal" truth about Indigenous knowledge and heritage. They
recreated the Indigenous realm in their own likeness and confidently
taught it to society as the actual Indigenous truth.
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The focus on defining Indigenous traditional
knowledge demonstrates the importance that
scholars place on incorporating Indigenous
traditional knowledge into pre-existing legal and
socio-economic institutions. Patent law may very
well be able to define and treat aspects of
Indigenous traditional knowledge in distinct
parts but has difficulty dealing with the
entirety of the concept. There is a need to
qualify Indigenous traditional knowledge wi thin
pre-existing parameters ubecause to acknowledge
Indigenous
Eurocentric'
knowledge as
thought would
an
limit
alternative to
the universal
validity of the Eurocentric worldview. This bias
distracts researchers from the real issue:
discovering the processes of Indigenous
knowledge, not what is already known. u43
43 Ibid. at 39.
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Worldview Influences
Central to this discussion of cultural bias is
the inability of many in the West to accept that
the proces~ of creation by Indigenous traditional
knowledge holders is founded on an alternative,
but equally as valid, worldview. This inability
to accept such a core fact is met with the
refusal, by many Indigenous people, to once again
have parts of their culture that are of interest
to the rest of the world appropriated and
integrated into pre-existing systems and the
parts that cause others discomfort be ignored or
d I d h 't' 44eva ue ag myt or superstl lon.
One basis for this dichotomy is the difference
between Western and Indigenous worldviews
regarding the spiritual world. The Western
worldview, generally speaking, is heavily
44 Please see: Shubha Ghosh, OITraditional Knowledge, patents, And The New
Mercantilism (Part II)" (2003) 85 J. Pat, & Trademark Off. Soc'y 885.
Shubha Ghosh, "Globalization, patents, And Traditional Knowledge ll (2003)
17 Colum. J. Asian L. 73. Shubha Ghosh, "Reflections On The Traditional
Knowledge Debate" (2003) 11 cardozo J. Int'l & Compo L, 497. Shubha Ghosh,
"The Traditional"Terms Of The Traditional Knowledge Debate" (2003) 23 Nw.
J, Int'l L. & Bus, 589.
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influence by the idea that life on earth is a
sort of temporary punishment for human beings
necessitated by the Great Fall from the Garden of
Eden. There is no real incentive for the
reverence of the Earth since the real goal is to
once again find oneself in Heaven with the
Creator. The only criterion for this passage is
to follow God's will and hence not fall victim to
the influence of the Devil. Even if one fails to
do so, true repenting before death will most
likely suffice to find oneself in Heaven and not
Hell. Although the fear of Hell has diminished
considerably in modern times the influence of
regarding the Earth as this sort of trans i tory
place, for thousands of years, has resulted in a
worldview that privileges domination over the
Earth rather than a complementary co-existence. 45
Indigenous worldviews, generally speaking,
revolve around the idea that separating humanity
45 It should be noted that there are interpretations which deem the role
of man as having a stewardship role with regards to the Earth. However,
this a minority view. For more on this view see:
http://www.archstl.org/stewardship/whatis/index.html.
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from the natural world is artificial. The present
world incorporates both the living and the
spiritual realms and reverence for nature must be
maintained since everything necessary for
survival is gotten from nature. According to Anne
Barron the subtlety of this worldview can be all
encompassing, even when contemplating a concept
such as the law:
For all Australian Aboriginal peoples, the
Law is a dimension of what is referred to
in English as The Dreaming, the origin of
all things and the very ground of being
itself. The Dreaming is "an ontologically
prior set of events," a mythical past that
conditions and participates in every
aspect of the present, in which the
ancestors of everything that now exists
performed the actions that created the
world. Geographical features, animate
species, the norms that organize human
relations and the order of the world
itself owe their existence to the events
of the Dreaming: an outcrop of rock may
mark th'e spot at which an ancestor ' went
into the ground,' or a track, the line of
its movement across the landscape."46
The rational-world model, which is the basis of
both law and science, is nonetheless the dominant
means by which legitimacy is established. The
proven importance of the narrative model should
46 Barron, supra at note 34 at 47.
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caution against giving too much credence to any
tonot difficultisItor reality.
imagine the struggle a person from the Inca group
one truth
of the Andes, would face dealing with our system
of law or cosmology when in theirs there is no
division or distinction "between an individual
person, the flora and fauna or biodiversity in
are considered as an indissolubleAllgeneral.
whole which within the cosmos achieves a concept
of God, what the Incas call 'Pacha Kamaq /.11 47
Diversity in culturally created and driven
worldviews needs to be accepted as complementary
and not in competi tion one with the other if
Indigenous traditional knowledge of medicinal
plants and its holders are to receive the respect
and credibility owed. 48
47 Elias Carreno Peralta, "A Call for Intellectual Property Rights to
Recognize Indigneous People's Knowledge of Genetic and Cultural Resources"
in Anatole Krattiger, Widening Perpectives on Biodiversity (Gland,
Switzerland. IUCN, 1994) at 288.
48 Battiste supra at note 1 at 30. She states:
By defining culture as a set of shared meanings, the classic norms of
anthropological analysis made it difficult to study zones of difference
within and between cultures. Indigenous cultures became homogenous rather
than diverse. Yet, Indigenous consciousness has always required particular
responses to particular ecologies built on flux. European ethnographers
understood these cultural borderlands as annoying exceptions rather than
as central areas of inquiry. Actual Indigenous knowledge, heritage, and
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The overriding belief that worldview validity is
based on legitimizing one over the other has had
disastrous results for Indigenous culture. The
imposition of a particular worldview and the
distortion of another occur on various levels and
from a plurality of sources. 49 Anthropologists and
ethnographers are not the only disciplines to be
consciousness came to be seen as too messy, even too downright chaotic, to
be studied. The Eurocentric emphasis on coherent wholes at the expense of
unique processes of change and internal inconsistencies, conflicts, and
contradictions was and remains a serious limitation to Eurocentric
possession and
understanding of Indigenous knowledge and heritage. In
Eurocentric thinkers have taken culture as their abstract
Indigenous knowledge as merely symbolic and ideational.
this sense,
49 Worldviews also play an important role in how we see others DeAnna
Marie Rivera, "Taino sacred sites: an international comparative analysis
for a domestic solution" (2003) 20 Ariz. J. Int'l & Compo L. 443. She
states ~
To assert their. authority over the Taino, the Church and the Crown
together issued a series of papal bulls, the first of which was called
Inter Caetera Divinai. In an open letter to the Taino People King
Ferdinand put forth the point of the bulls
In the name of King Ferdinand", conquerors of barbarian nations_(to whom)
the ... Pope gave these Islands_we request the you understand this text,
deliberate on its contents within a reasonable time, and recognize the
Church and its highest priest, the Pope, as rulers of the universe, and in
their name the King and Queen of Spain rulers of this land, allowing the
religious fathers to preach our holy Faith to you ... Should you fail to
comply,"with the help of God we shall use force against you, declaring war
upon you from all sides and with all possible means, and we shall bind you
to the yoke of the Church and of Their Highnesses~ we shall enslave your
persons, wives and sons, sell you or dispose of you as the King sees fit;
we shall seize your possessions and harm you as much as we can as
disobedient and resisting vassals. And we declare you guilty of resulting
deaths and injuries_ ..
implicated in this distortion of
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Indigenous
culture and traditional knowledge. Religion,
politics, law, sociology, psychology and many
other fields of study have interpreted Indigenous
culture via their respective theoretical
frameworks leading to a biased and incomplete
interpretation of Indigenous worldviews.
It is with this background information in mind
that we need to examine the place of traditional
knowledge in international patent law. As the
Four Directions Council of the First Nations of
Canada suggest, "what is 'traditional' about
traditional knowledge is not its antiquity but
the way it is acquired and used. In other words,
the social progress of learning and acquiring... has
a social meaning and legal character, entirely
unlike the knowledge Indigenous people acquire
from settlers and industrialised societies. llso
50 Russell Barsh, "Forests, Indigenous Peoples and Biodiversity:
Contribution of the Four Directions Council" Submission to the Secretariat
of the Convention on Biological Diversity (1996).
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It is exactly this notion that jurists miss when
they proclaim international patent law as the
best option for the protection of Indigenous
traditional knowledge of medicinal plants. If
this knowledge is to be protected it must be done
so as a whole. That is, the process of acquiring
and disseminating traditional knowledge, the
ecosystems. which support such a process and the
people that are cul turally predisposed to using
such a process, need to be seen as a package deal
not as separates from which we can pick and
choose what to protect. To illustrate this
critical point, Indigenous groups suggest that,
" a human being cannot own its own mother.
Humankind is part of Mother Nature, we have
created nothing and so we can in no way claim to
be owners of what does not belong to us. But time
and again, western legal property regimes have
been imposed on us, contradicting our own
cosmologies and our values." S1 It becomes somewhat
obvious that international patent law with its
51 Indigenous peoples r Statement on the Trade Related Aspects of
Intellectual Property Rights (TRIPS) Agreement of the WTO, "NO To
Patenting Of Life- ( 1999).
focus on private property rights
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and
individualism is a product of a particular
worldview and culture and this worldview is not
necessarily a universally accepted concept.
This of course is not a novel scenario. During
colonization Indigenous people presented a
serious intellectual challenge to Europeans since
Indigenous Peoples and their worldviews were not
contemplated in European thought. The extreme
"otherness" of Indigenous Peoples and their
worldviews left Europeans with two plausible
solutions to this dilemma. Indigenous people
could either be eliminated, assimilated or have
their existence ignored. These means were
practised extensively. According to Malcolm and
Myers:
The problem faced by Australia 's
Indigenous peoples is the Eurocentric
worldview that has its basis in our
colonial history and which underlies the
Australian legal system. In taking
possession of Australia in the name of
George III, the British Government decreed
Australia to be terra nullius (a land
occupied by no one). This led to the view,
still prevailing in some quarters that
Australia was devoid of "civilized"
58
peoples and devoid of culture prior to
1776. 52
within nation-states the tradition of
assimilation and/or of ignoring Indigenous people
is as true today as it ever was. Battiste
suggests that, llthe governments of the day, often
our legal guardians and fiduciaries, do not want
to discuss ways of transforming legal or
political .institutions to include Indigenous
peoples in nation-states ...They do not want to
expose the injustices that have informed the
construction
practices. ,,53
of state institutions and
The central issue becomes how does one develop a
system to protect the llwhat" of Indigenous
traditional knowledge without considering the
llhowll . Otherwise said, current international
intellectual property law is prepared to
entertain the idea of official protection for
52 Robyn Malcolm and Professor Gary D. Myers, UNative Title Rights and the
Protection of Indigenous Cultural Knowledge" (2002) 50 IP Forum at 12.
53 Battiste supra at note 1 at 7~
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Indigenous traditional knowledge by-products but
not the processes by which these products are
developed and certainly not the rights of the
proprietors of this knowledge or their heirs.
separating the knowledge from the knowledge
producers and the processes of acquiring such
knowledge is not necessarily possible. According
to Scott:
I was working with an elder who was
complaining that there was too much
rainforest, because the area that they
traditionally burnt off to create grassy
slopes to bring in grass-grazing animals
had been taken over by the national parks,
and none of it was being burnt off. There
has been a direct loss of the biodiversity
because of the mismanagement by the
national parks. So the national parks
said, "Abor ig inal people, used to burn
every year, so we will burn off a whole
side of this mountain range every year in
August. II Aboriginal people had burnt off
tiny areas. So traditional knowledge, even
when it is picked up by somebody else can
be misused and do great damage. 54
Such examples also lend credence to the growing
evidence suggesting that ecological diversity is
a by-product of cultural diversity. Therefore,
rather than biological diversity flourishing in
54 Scott J. (2004) http://vw.cceia.org/viewMedia.php/prmTemplateID
/l/prmID/4400.
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the absence of human presence, the contrary is
true.
Biological and Cultural Diversity
The Convention on Biological Diversity was the
culmination of heightened awareness of the
accelerated destruction of natural resources
occurring around the world. The ongoing
the
thefor
andforests
such
tropical
destructionof
ofdevastation.
consequences
Indigenous people living there was of particular
interest to the participants. Despite the
lessnothingarestatisticstheofsomelaw,
increased presence of international environmental
55
55 Edith Brown Weiss, "International Environmental Law: Contemporary
Issues And The Emergence Of A New World Order" (1993) 81 Geo. L.J. 675 at
676. Ms .. Weiss states:
Modern international environmental law dates to approximately 1972 when
countries gathered for the United Nations Stockholm Conference on the
Human Environment, and the United Nations Environment programme (UNEP) was
established._Since 1970, hundreds of international environmental
instruments have been concluded. Including bilateral and multilateral
instruments (binding and nonbinding), there are close to nine hundred
international legal instruments that have one or more significant
provisions addressing the environment. Within the last two years alone,
there have been about a dozen highly important multilateral negotiations
occurring more or less in parallel_
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lnIIforeststhan frightening. According to Vogt,
Latin America are the world's largest, containing
approximately 57 percent of the world's tropical
forests. These tropical forests contain 90
percent of the region's biodiversity. Annual
rainpercent of Latin America's an area
loss 1.3of nearly
forest,
in thedeforestation results
of nearly 50,000 square kilometres 11 56 In fact in
the last 30 years, previous to 1994 an area the
Further legal analysis of international environmental legal instruments
please see: Sumudu Atapattu, "Sustainable Development, Myth Or Reality?: A
Survey Of Sustainable Development Under International Law And Sri Lankan
Law" (2001) 14 Geo. Int'l Envtl. L, Rev. 265. Dr, Rajendra Ramlogan, "The
Environment And International Law: Rethinking The Traditional Approach"
(2002) Res Communes: Vt·s. J. Env 1 t 4. Jose Paulo Kastrup, liThe
Internationalization Of Indigenous Rights From The Environmental And Human
Rights Perspective" (1997) 32 Tex, Int'l L.J, 97. William Beardslee,
"International Law & The Environment: The Need For An Aggregate
Organization" (1996) 5 J, Int'l L, & Prac. 379.
56 Davis Vogt, "protecting Indigenous Knowledge in Latin America" (2001)
Or. Rev, Int'l L. 12 at 13, He states:
The rate of annual loss of plants and animals in the rain forests of Latin
America is alarming. Combined losses of plants and animals are estimated
to number 10,000 to 150,000 species per year_Every continent relies
heavily on ethno·medicine, as medicinal plants are the primary source of
health care for about 80 percent of the world's population, while at least
85 percent of traditional medicine requires the use of plants. Thus,
several billion people who use plants for medicinal use could, in the very
near future, find accesS to these resources restricted or completely
severed. The loss of just one or two important plant species could
adversely impact how certain illnesses are treated. Unfortunately, when a
plant is removed from traditional medicinal usage, another is rarely found
to replace it.
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size of Mexico had been deforested representing
10 percent of the Latin American region. 57
Although one may think that Indigenous people and
conservationists would collaborate to achieve the
mutual goal of preserving biodiversity, this is
often not the case. There is significant conflict
amongst the two groups. Dwindling biodiversity
spaces has forced conservation efforts in areas
where the biodiversity is the largest. Not
surprisingly these are the areas that large
numbers of Indigenous people call home.
Colchester explains the basis for this
resentment. He states:
The situation is particularly acute for
Indigenous peoples, since they live in
most of the world's protected areas.
Eighty percent of protected areas in Latin
America are inhabited by Indigenous
communities. In India, protected areas
have displaced over 600,000 tribal and
forest people, whilst in Africa over one
million square kilometres of land have
been set aside as protected areas, without
the consideration for the needs of local
Indigenous peoples ... The increasing demand
of state and business interests for
resources has led to an environmental
57 Aa Szekely, The Legal Protection of the World's Forests After Rio, (New
York: Routledge, 1994) at 15.
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destruction which is eating away at the
biodiversity of the world_However, each
party has its own priorities and they
regularly find themselves in disagreement,
both conceptually and practically, over
notions of protected areas, Indigenous
territories and state lands. 58
Differing worldviews and distorted versions of
culture and history play a major role in the
mistrust between the two groups. Indigenous
groups are suspicious of the motives of
conservationists fearing further detachment from
their lands and conservationists fear the
potential surrendering of Indigenous lands for
financial or other gain. 59
58 Marcus Colchester and Andrew Gray, From Principles to Practice:
Indigenous Peoples and Biodiversity conservation in Latin American
(London: FPP with IWGIA & AIDESEP, 1998) at 10.
59 The consequences of a persistently distorted image of Indigenous
people is not limited to this situation. For example: Carla Aguirre-Marco,
«Les plants indigenes d'Amerique du Nord dans les ouvrages nord-americains
de matiere medicale (XIXe siecle}n (1997) 15 Recherches Amerindiennes au
Quebec 84 at 1.
Cette longue sequence, essentielle a la comprehension des relations
d'aujourd'hui entre les Quebecois et les autochtones a ete caracterisee,
dans nos manuels d'histoire, par un phenomene mysterieux ;les autochtones
avaient disparu du paysage historique! Cette mysterieuses disparition,
avait deja ete constatee la fin des annees 1970 par deux chercheurs qui
se sont interesses a l'image de l'Amerindien dans les manuels scolaires du
Quebec ... Une grogne populaire s' en est suivie atteignant probablement un
sommet vers Ie milieu des annees 1990. C'est d'ailleurs dans ce contexte
de relations deteriorees que s'est impose, au Quebec, l'image de
"l'rndien privilegie", cet "exploiteur du systeme" repete-t-on sans gene
et sans nuance, qui ne paierait "ni taxe ni imp6t". Loin d'etre des
opprimes, les Autochtones seraient maintenant devenus des " pr ivilegies".
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This conflict also highlights just how isolated
Indigenous people can be, especially with regards
to the international system. Not only are they at
odds with the States that colonized them but also
wi th certain elements of civil society, such as
conservationists. In the international arena
there is no doubt that the State is the key
player but over the past 50 years civil society
groups have gained prominence. These NGO' shave
the potential to affect change but it is not
clear how much of the international effort is
geared towards the benefit of Indigenous peoples.
Hyndman states that much of this effort should be
geared to Indigenous Peoples because, Uthe inter-
dependence of biological and cultural diversity
challenges the view of environment as something
wi thout humans ... Existing biological and cultural,
diversity occurs predominately in humanised,
65
cultural landscapes
Indigenous nations."6o
and seascapes inhabited by
It is with the consideration of all these factors
that the law needs to evaluate how to best
protect Indigenous traditional knowledge. Simply
ofprocesstheviewingbegoal
contorting Indigenous traditional medicinal plant
knowledge to fit pre-existing criteria for patent
protection is not advisable nor will the intended
achieved. 61
medicinalofand application
plants by Indigenous people as similar to that of
identification
60 Hyndam D., "Conservation
Interdependence of Cultural
Organization 296 at 310.
Through Self-Determination, Promoting the
and Biological Diversity" (1994) 53 (3) Human
61 Pierre Baucage, "Le Savoir Ethnopharmocologique des Nahuas de la Sierra
Norte de Puebla (Mexique) Structure et variation" (1997) 17 Recherches
Amerindiennes au Quebec 19 at 120. He states:
Mais la nouvelle sOlls-discipline, l'ethnobiologie, que s'est inspiree de
ces considerations, a parfois perdu de vue que les groupes humaines ne
construisent pas les systems de connaissances uniquement, ni meme
principalement, .pour satisfaire une "exigence d'ordre". Comme Ie
soulignait E. Hunn a propos des Tzeltals du Mexique: "II est clair que la
precision des details classificatoires est largement fonction d'un interet
pratique [ ... J Pour comprendre la science traditionnelle (folk science),
nous devons done investiguer sa signification pratique autant que son
ordonnancement formel." La presence de ces deux niveaux apparait
particulierement dans les domaines de l'ethnomedecine et de
l'ethnopharmacologie, ou s'enchevetrent les resultants d'une pratique
seculaire d'experimentation sur les plantes, les animaux, les mineraux, et
des conceptions du corps, de l'univers et des rapports sociaux qui
relevant de la cosmologie comme de la morale.
pharmaceutical researchers
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completely
decontextualises traditional plant medicine to
the extent that it cannot longer be recognized as
traditional medicine. This pattern of behaviour
was followed during the colonisation of North
America, resulting in the virtual dismissal of
the contribution Indigenous Peoples, and their
traditional knowledge of the medicinal plants
found in North America, made to the medical and
pharmaceutical fields of study in North America. 62
An argument can be made that this is still the
case. There is to this day a refusal to recognize
the contribution of Indigenous traditional
knowledge of medicinal plants to the very
62 Aguirre-Marc.o supra at note 59 at 91. She states:
A propos des usages rnedicaux de ces plantes, Barton concede gU'on ne
pouvait encore, oil 1 epoque, s'appuyer sur les experiences des medecins
nord-americains et qU'elles devaient encore faire l'objet de beaucoup de
recherches. II affirma toutefois, de maniere a defender l'enorme potentiel
therapeutique que, selon lui, ces plantes contenaient, que les Amerindiens
nord-arnericains disposaient de rernedes tres efficaces, bien que, ecrit-
il,_ils ne les appliquent pas toujours avec jugernent et discernement. Mais
qui sait les tresors que nous pouvons encore attendre d'un people qui bien
qU'encore prive des lurnieres de la science, a decouvert les proprietes de
quelques-unes des plus inestimables medecines dont nous [le s
scientifiques] disposons. Pour Barton, ces remedes "veritablement nord-
americains H et utili sees par les peuples autochtones nord-americains sont
Ie point de depart de la matiere medicale des Etats-Unis.
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profitable pharmaceutical industry. According to
the World Resources Institute, "Indians dwelling
in the Amazon Basin make use of some 1,300
medicinal plants, including antibiotics,
narcotics, abortifacients , contraceptives, anti-
diarrhoeal agents, fungicides, anaesthetics,
muscle relaxants, and many others.,,63 In fact the
bulk of the planet's biodiversity is closely
related to traditional management techniques that
are cUltur~lly based.
Otherwise said, without cultural diversity, which
gives birth to varying management techniques,
there would not be the ecological diversity found
in various areas today. Law tends to gloss over
this fact. In environmental law circles it is
common to hear the need for the preservation of
areas in "their natural state,,64 or "pristine
forests" any other phrase to denote the
absence of human influence in a given area. But
63 http://www.wri.org/ (Last visited on 27/02/07).
64 Convention Relative to the Preservation of Fauna and Flora in their
Natural State, 172 L.N.T.S 241.
Wood insists that, "virtually all
68
existing
environments have in part been shaped by human
habitation and use and their continuation
requires human involvement... in fact, forests are
cultural artefacts. Present day biodiversity
exists in Central Africa not in spite of human
habitation, but because of it. A review of
evidence suggests that human influence in
tropical vegetation is far greater than
previously thought. ,,65 As we saw earlier science
has had to. redefine what is meant by "wild" to
reflect this very important role that Indigenous
people have played in shaping biologically
diverse areas of the world.
This leads us to the very real need to seriously
reconsider the way that we think about
biodiversity conservation. Cultural diversity
seems to be a necessary precursor to biodiversity
preservation as well as creation. There seems to
be clear evidence that the right human activity
can be vital to biological diversity. Given the
65 Wood, supra at note 22 at 447.
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critical role that cultural diversity appears to
diversity,
legitimize
biological
international
the narrative a
to
as
needs
of
alsolaw
proliferation
role ofthe
theinplay
communication tool
insists that,
of Indigenous
II s tories ...become
Peoples. Said
the method
colonized people use to assert their own identity
and the existence of their own history. ,,66 If we
insist on rational-world arguments as the only
credible form of intellectual reasoning then the
authentic voices of Indigenous peoples will
hardly, if ever, be heard. This is detrimental
not only for Indigenous people but also for the
Western world that is being deprived of such
intellectual thought. Fields of study such as law
and science can potentially benefit greatly from
narrative-type inquiries. At the very least,
lending credibility to the narrative way of
seeing the world would allow Indigenous people to
inform leg(ll and scientific thought in a useful
and profound way. Perhaps then the strong link
between cultural diversity and biological
66 Said EW., Culture and Imperialism, (London: vintage 1993) at xiii.
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diversity will be better understood or at least
more widely acknowledged. Nowhere is this more
urgent than in the South where so many of these
Indigenous cultures live, contributing greatly to
these regions' rich biodiversity.
social Inequalities in the South
The South has long been treated as a single
entity in the international law debates. The
discussions usually take the form of the rich
North imposing their will on the poor South and
reaping the benefits of this imposition. As
mentioned earlier this is generally true enough
but it is time to seriously discuss the fact that
the South is not uniformly poor. 67 The behaviour
of the South during the TRIPS and CBD
negotiations gives·us a glimpse to the importance
67 Please see: Jeffrey L. Dunoff, "Civil Society At The wto: The Illusion
Of Inclusion?" (2001) 7 lIsa J. Int'l & Compo L. 275. Stephen Mccaffrey,
"Biotechnology: Some Issues Of General International Law" (2001) 14
Transnat'l Law. 91. John Ntambirweki, "Biotechnology And International Law
Within The North-South Context" (2001) 14 Transnat'l Law. 103. Muria
Kruger, "Harmonizing Trips And The Cbd: A Proposal From India" (2001) 10
Minn. J. Global Trade 169.
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of considering this factor in any international
patent law analysis. 68
During the TRIPS negotiations the South was
undoubtedly under a lot of pressure from the
collective North to accept uniform minimum
standards for intellectual property rights.
However, it is difficult to explain the behaviour
of some of these countries in accepting the TRIPS
reality so easily. Even, as we will see later, we
consider the enormous pressure they were exposed
to under s.301 challenges from the US and a
similar challenge from Europe, the situation
seems suspect.
The economic power of countries such as Mexico,
Brazil, Argentina, South Africa, India,
Singapore, China and others is very significant
68 Please see: Rocta Mushkat, "Globalization And The International
Environmental Legal Response: The Asian Context" (2003) 4 Asian-Pac. L. &
Pol'y J. 49. Peter K. Yu, uThe Harmonization Game: What Basketball Can
Teach About Intellectual Property And International Trade" (2003) 26
Fordham Int'l L.J. 218. Lauren E. Godshall, "Making Space For Indigenous
Intellectual Property Rights Under Current International Environmental
Law" 15 Geo. Int'l Envtl. L. Rev. 497. Laurence R. Helfer, "Human Rights
And Intellectual Property, Conflict Or Coexistence?" (2003) 5 Minn.
Intell. Prop. Rev. 47.
yet there was little collective action
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to
seriously renegotiate aspects of TRIPS that may
be deleterious to their economies and most
importantly the social well-being of their
people. Researchers in this area have offered all
the usual explanations including: excessive
bulling by the North; economic powerlessness;
lack of expertise; neo-colonization; imperialism
et cetera. What is rarely discussed is the power
and influence of the government elite in this
part of the world and if it is discussed it is
explained away as simply a case of puppet
governments of the North. 59
Although there is definitely interests common to
governing entities on a global level it should
not be assumed that those found in the South
69 Please see: John R. Schmidhauser, "Power, Legal Imperialism, And
Dependency" 23 Law & Soc'y Rev. 857. Laurie Anne Whitt, "Indigenous
Peoples, Intellectual Property & the New Imperial Science" (1998) 23 Okla.
City U. L. Rev. 211. Christopher J. Hunter, "Sustainable Bioprospecting:
Using Private Contracts and International Legal principles and Policies to
Conserve Raw Medicinal Materials' (1997) 25 B.C. Envtl. Aff. L. Rev. 129.
David R. Downes, uHow Intellectual Property Could Be a Tool to Protect
Traditional Knowledge" (2000) 25 Colum. J. Envtl. L. 253. Gregory C.
Shaffer, "The World Trade Organization Under Challenge: Democracy and the
Law and Politics of the WTO's Treatment Of Trade And Environment Matters"
(2001) 25 Harv. Envtl. L. Rev. 1.
simply exist to do the bidding of
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the North.
Independent interests and political strategies
are rampant in the international arena. Europe
took a back seat to the us in the TRIPS
negotiations not because it was any less
interested in the outcome of the negotiations but
because politically it made sense. Biotechnology
issues are much thornier politically in Europe
than in the US. Therefore, sometimes it is a
question of fulfilling particular interests
rather than any overwhelming external pressure
that results in States behaving the way they do. 7o
Upon a significant amount of analysis of the way
the South handled itself during the negotiation
over TRIPS one can come to the conclusion that a
70 Political manoeuvring can take many forms: James Thuo Gathii, liThe
Structural Power Of strong Pharmaceutical Patent protection In U.S.
Foreign Policy" (2003) 7 J. Gender Race & Just. 267 at 268.
My basic thesis in this paper is that the humanitarianism underlying u.s.
assistance, particularly in preventing the spread of the HIV/AIDS pandemic
around the world, plays a significant role in simultaneously disguising
and legitimating the uncompromising support of the united States
government for strong international pharmaceutical patent protection.
Indeed, by loudly proclaiming its generosity, the United States manages to
disguise the fact that its commitment to a strong regime of pharmaceutical
patent protection has a lot to do with limiting access to antiretroviral
drugs to large numbers of those infected with HIV/AIDS outside the United
States.
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similar situation was at play. This is especially
true in the patent provisions of TRIPS.
Developing countries appeared to be in direct
conflict, on a cultural level, with the idea of
patenting everything under the sun but they are
also proprietors of the vast majority of the
world's genetic resources. 71 In fact, statistics
have shown that the countries rich in genetic
thereresources are mainly in the Third World:
are 12 megadiversity countries (Malaysia, Brazil,
China, Mexico, Australia, Indonesia, Peru,
Ecuador, India, Zaire, Madagascar and Colombia).
These countries collectively house 60 to 70
71 Also see: Catherine Tinker, "Responsibility For Biological Diversity
Conservation Under International Law" (1995) 28 Vand. J. Transnat"l L.
777. Charles Zerner, People, Plants, And Justice: The Politics Of Nature
Conservation, (New York: Columbia university press, 2000). Clifton Curtis,
~The Convention On Biological Diversity" (1997) Ali-Aba 105. David
Maybury-Lewis, Indigenous Peoples, Ethnic Groups, And The State, (London:
Pearson Allyn & Bacon, 2001). David N. Fagan, "Achieving Restitution: The
Potential unjust Enrichment Claims Of Indigenous Peoples Against
Multinational Corporations" (2001) 76 N.Y.U. L. Rev. 626. Doris Estelle
Long, "The Impact Of Foreign Investment On Indigenous Culture: An
Intellectual Property Perspective" (1998) 23 N.C. J. Int'l L. & Com. Reg.
229. Dr. Erica-Irene A. Daes, "Equality Of Indigenous Peoples Under The
Auspices Of The United Nations--Draft Declaration On The Rights Of
Indigenous Peoples" (1995) 7 St. Thomas L. Rev. 493. Dupuis, Renee, Le
Statut Juridique Des Peuples Autochtones En Droit Canadien, (Scarborough:
Carswell, 1999).
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percent of the world's plant and animals. 72 This
is a staggering amount of wealth. Given the
economic value of this biodiversity it is
difficult to explain the behaviour of many of
these countries. Certain tactics adopted by
developing States during the CBD negotiations
further demonstrates that there may very well be
clear divisions in the South.?3
It was obvious that during the CBD negotiations
the developing world took center stage seeing as
they are in control of the vast majority of the
global biological diversity available.
Furthermore, wi thin their borders are found the
72 http:/;www~elbalero.gob.mx/kids/bio/html!oeculiar/megadi.html. (Last
Visited 27/02/07).
73 Even in the implementation of the CaD the record is spotty: Laurel A.
Firestone, "You Say Yes, Say No; Defining Community Prior Informed
Consent Under the Convention on Biological DiversityH (2003) 16 Geo. Int'l
Envt1. L. Rev. 171 at 174. He states:
Community rights over genetic resources themselves have been more
controversial. The balance between community and State control of genetic
resources seems to rest in the State's hands because of the consistent
emphasis within the CaD on national sovereignty. Indigenous and local
communities have argued that human rights, cultural rights, and Indigenous
rights should qualify national sovereignty._But some national governments,
such as Brazil, have been resistant to relinquish any control to local
communities. Brazil has gone so far as to propose a constitutional
amendment to make all genetic resources part of the national heritage.
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majority of Indigenous Peoples with Indigenous
traditional knowledge regarding this commercially
viable biological diversity. The behaviour of
developing states during the CBD negotiations
resembled as follows:
Some countries -led by Brazil- opposed the
presence of observers at the final
discussions and deliberations of the
contact group. The observers comprised
representatives from Indigenous peoples,
local communities, non-governmental
organizations, and international
institutions ...These events, which took
place at a United Nations conference,
illustrate the impasse between social
actors. Many international institutions
and states are blind to, or uninterested
in, the viewpoints of social actors at the
grassroots, particularly Indigenous
peoples and powerless peasant
communities. 74 (emphasis added)
This is not to say that the current inequities in
the South are not related to the colonialism
experience of the past. In fact there were
significant efforts by colonial powers to develop
a signif icant elite base that would eventually
have similar economic interests but history does
74 Josep-Antoni Gari, "Conservation, Use and Control of Biodiversity:
Local Regimes of Biodiversity Versus the Global Expansion of Intellectual
Property Rights" in Peter Drahos and Michael Blakeney, IP in Biodiversity
and Agriculture: regulating the biosphere (London: Sweet and Maxwell 2001)
at 15.
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not necessarily excuse current behaviour. 75 It is
not the purpose of this thesis to delve deeply
discussing
whenbut
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importancegreatontakes
75 JoAnn Kawell, "NACLA Report on the Americas" (2002) 35 NACLA 1 at 21,
She states:
As Latin
economy,
America became fUlly
the United states made
integrated into
it a matter of
the global capitalist
policy to influence the
cultural values of the local elites. Over the course of the twentieth
century, the United States influenced Latin American learned communities
through the medical and scientific practices brought by its occupying
armies and by the private companies in the region. More lasting and subtle
was the work of North American philanthropic agencies, such as the
Rockefeller and Kellogg Foundations, and other private and pUblic
institutions ...
76 some examples of disregard for the poor in the developing world;
Swazi king bans pictures of his luxury limousines
http://www.sabcnews.com/africa/southern africa!0,2172,98324,00.html
The 36-year-old king, sub-Saharan Africa's last absolute monarch, has run
into flak for extravagant spending despite the fact that his tiny,
impoverished kingdom suffers frequent food shortages and one of the
world's highest AIDS infection rates. Mswati was forced to shelve plans
retinue
three
little
$45 million on a new royal jet, but has shown
in other royal spending projects which include
build individual new palaces for his growing
new Mercedes limousine was custom built in
million project to
of wives. Mswati's
years ago to spend
inclination to rein
$15a
Germany and is the only one of its kind in Africa, local sources said.
Furthermore according to The Economist on March 17th 2005:
If one considers how Nigeria has handled its oil revenues over the past 30
years, its quest for debt relief seems laughable. Its oil wells have
yielded hundreds of billions of dollars, which its politicians have
largely stolen or squandered. Nigeria is scarcely less poor than before
its oil boom began. And, since successive governments borrowed against
future oil receipts and wasted that money too, the country is saddled with
some $34 billion in foreign debt. such a record suggests that extra cash
freed up by debt relief would be frittered away.
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disadvantaged Indigenous peoples are in this
international system. International human rights
law does not recognize their right to homelands,
self-determination and decolonization and hence
are forced to rely upon States for
representation. However, even in States where
they are the
governments in
majority of
question
the
often
population the
ignore their
interests. In Peru, Indigenous people make up the
majority of the population but this does not mean
that their interests are represented on the
national level. To add to this already
unfortunate situation, many of the Third world
nations are suffering from poverty and conflict
further l~ssening the chance that
people will be seen as a priority
international development agenda.
Indigenous
l.n their
At the very least the position of Indigenous
people in various States of the South should
alert any researcher to the possibility that
Indigenous people are significantly under-
represented in the international arena. It is
therefore ill advised for researchers to
79
lull
Indigenous people into a false sense of security
by promoting international legal instruments such
as the CBD as solid protection or even
representative of their interests. Given the lack
of education and European language skills of many
Indigenous people, information received from
third parties has great value, as they are not
able to consult source documents for themselves.
Since only States are considered legitimate
actors in the international legal arena for the
most part, it becomes almost impossible for
even for thoseIndigenous people to be heard,
with the capacity to assimilate to the rational-
world model and convey information. 77 In fact if
77 Please see: Edward F. Fischer, Cultural Logics And Global Economies:
Maya Identity In Thought And Practice, (Houston: University Of Texas
Press, 2002). Fergus Mackay, A Guide To Indigenous Peoples' Rights In The
Inter-American Human Rights System, (New York: Aksant Academic Publishers,
2002). Fergus Mackay, International Law, Intergovernmental Organizations
And The Rights Of Indigenous Peoples, (New York: Paul & Co Pub Consortium,
1999) • George J. Sefa Dei, Budd L. Hall, And Dorothy Goldin
Rosenberg, Indigenous Knowledge In Global Contexts, (Toronto: University
Of Toronto Press, 2000). Gerald P. Neugebauer, "Indigenous Peoples As
Stakeholders: Influencing Resource-Management Decisions Affecting
Indigenous Community Interests In Latin America" (2003) 78 N.Y.U. L. Rev.
1227. Daniel Gervais, The Trips Agreement: Drafting History And Analysis,
(London: Sweet & Maxwell, 1998). Gordon Prain, Sam Fujisaka And Michael D.
the State, in which they find themselves
80
in
geographically, does not recognize the concept of
Indigenous people or has constructed it in such
as way as to exclude this particular group from
the definition,
limited.
their resources are even more
This controversy was illustrated by statements
made by the Asian delegation of Indigenous
peoples at the united Nations conference for the
drafting of a normative declaration on the rights
of Indigenous peoples and statements made by
China to a working group of the united Nations
Commission on Human Rights. The delegation
maintained that, "we want to bring to your
attention the denial of some Asian governments of
the existence of Indigenous peoples in our part
of the world.,,78
Warren, Biological And Cui tural Di versi ty: The Role Of Indigenous
Agricultural Experimentation In Development, (London: Intermediate
Technology, 1999). Sebastien Grarnrnond, Aboriginal Peoples And The Law,
(Montreal: Mcgill University, Faculty Of Law, 2000) Heather S. Archer,
"Effect Of United Nations Draft Declaration On Indigenous Rights On
Current Policies Of Member States" (1999) 5 J. Int'l Legal Stud. 205,
78 United Nations, "Declaration of the Asian Delegation," IWGIA
Newsletter, Sept/Oct 1991 at 40,
China however, sees this issue in a
81
very
different light. It maintains that:
... the question of Indigenous peoples is the
product of European countries' recent
pursuit of colonial policies in other
parts of the world...As in the majority of
Asian countries the various nationalities
in China have always lived for eons on
Chinese territory. Although there is no
Indigenous peoples question in China, the
Chinese government and people have every
sympathy with Indigenous peoples'
historical woes and historical plight ...79
It is easy to see how frustrating it can be for
Indigenous people to be told what their identity
is and to not have the option of communicating
what they know their identity to be. In 1979, the
Premier of Quebec at the time, stated, "to be
unable to live as ourselves ... in our language and
according to our own ways, would be like living
without an arm or a leg - or perhaps a heart. ,,80
79 Consideration of a Draft United Nations Declaration on the Rights of
Indigenous peoples, UN DOC E/CN.4/WG.15/2 (1995).
80 Rene Levesque quoted by R. Wright, Stolen Continents, (Toronto: penguin
Books, 1992) at 334. Also see:
Russel Lawrence Barsh, "Indigenous Peoples In The 1990s: From Object To
Subject Of International Law?" (1994) Harv. Hum. Rts. J. 33. Michael D.
Coughlin, "Recent Development Using The Merck-Inbio Agreement To Clarify
The Convention On Biological Diversity" (1993) 31 Colurn. J. Transnat'l L.
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Implicit in this statement is that Peoples are
aware of their collective identity whether or not
it is recognized externally.
For Indigenous Peoples however, time is of the
essence. Some groups are literally at the
threshold of extinction numerically and many more
are close to cultural extinction. Compounding
this is the severe powerlessness of Indigenous
people regardless of their geographic location.
Prevented from utilizing the international legal
system to its potential by the State sovereignty
concept, they are left to defend themselves
within domestic jurisdictions and to a limited
extent the international legal arena. We have to
remember that at the Rio Conference the South
outnumbered the North substantially, yet there is
very little for Indigenous people ln the
resulting conventions. The continuing conflict
between Indigenous people and the elite in the
337. Keith Aoki, "Weeds, Seeds & Deeds: Recent Skirmishes In The Seed
Wars" (2003) 11 Cardozo J. Int'l & Compo L. 247. Thomas J. Krumenacher,
"Protection For Indigenous Peoples And Their Traditional Knowledge: Would
A Registry System Reduce 'The Misappropriation Of Traditional Knowledge?"
(2004) 8 Marq. Inte11. Prop. L. Rev. 143.
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South isolates Indigenous people within their
State and severely limits their ability to reach
support from external sources.
84
The Convention on Biological Diversity
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importance of
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necessarily
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knowledge
demonstrates
people or to the promotion of the creative and
inventive processes that develop traditional"
knowledge. 81
81 Graham Dutfield, Intellectual Property Rights and the Life Science
Industries: A Twentieth Century History, (Aldershot: Ashgate, 2003) at 46.
He provide~ an example :
To give just one example, for as long as anybody knows the Xhornani San
(Bushman) people of the Kalahari Desert have eaten parts of a local plant
called hoodia to stave off hunger and thirst during their hunting trips.
South African scientists working at South Africa's Council for scientific
and Industrial Research (CSIR) learned about the Xhornani people's use of
the plant, did some experiments, and claimed this use of the plant as
their own invention. In fact, the CSIR has filed patent applications in
about 100 countries claiming ownership of the process of obtaining the
active ingredient of this plant and its analogues and derivatives, as well
as their use 'for the manufacture of medicaments having appetite
suppressant activity'. Nowhere in the patent documents are the Xhomani
people even mentioned. While it could be argued that first describing the
mode of action in chemical terms may deserve to be considered as
inventive, several other patents relating to traditional knowledge do not
even go this far and seem to appropriate traditional knowledge with
virtually no additional intellectual input at all.
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Sovereignty over natural resources is attributed
to national governments and hence the CBD is
unable to deal with the volatile nature of the
relationship between Indigenous peoples and their
respective national governments, both in the
developed and developing world. Khor in assessing
the CBD suggests that, "reflecting the
uncomfortable political deal which was struck in
bringing the CBD to conclusion, the language of
the convention is unfortunately vague. The
positive affirmation of principles in a number of
areas is qualified by vague transcendental
values. ,,82
Preamble
Some of these issues are revealed right away in
the Preamble of the CBD. The Preamble reaff irms
"that States have sovereign rights over their own
biological resources" and that "States are
responsible for conserving their biological
82 Martin Khor, Intellectual Property, Biodiversity and Sustainable
Development: Resolving the Difficult Issues, (London: Third World Network,
2002) at 40.
diversity and for using their
86
biological
resources in a sustainable manner." At the same
time the Preamble recognizes "the close and
traditional dependence of many Indigenous and
local communities embodying traditional
lifestyles on biological resources, and the
desirability of sharing equitably benefits ... ,,83
Although the Preamble gives the impression of a
somewhat balanced treatment of States and
Indigenous Peoples, an analysis of the rest of
the convention illustrates that there is a
significant bias towards the needs of the State.
Article 3: Sovereignty over Resources
The State's legal position is further reinforced
in Article 3 which states that, "States have, in
accordance with the Charter of the United Nations
83 CBD supra at note 15 Preamble. Also see: Dr. Gerard Bodeker,
OiTraditional Medical Knowledge, Intellectual Property Rights Benefit
Sharing" (2003) 11 Cardozo J. Int'l & Compo L. 785. Douglas L. Tookey,
"Southeast Asian Environmentalism at its Crossroads: Learning Lessons From
Thailand's Eclectic Approach To Environmental Law And Policy"' (1999) 11
Geo. Int'l Envtl. L. Rev. 307. Gaetan Verhoosel, ffBeyond the unsustainable
Rhetoric of Sustainable Development: Transferring Environmentally Sound
Technologies" (1998) 11 Geo. Int' 1 Envtl. L. Rev. 49.
and the principles of international law,
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the
sovereign right to exploit their own resources
pursuant to their own environmental policies, and
the responsibility to ensure that activities
within their jurisdiction or control do not cause
damage to the environment of other States."~
The CBD therefore unquestionably puts all control
over natural resources, the exploitation thereof
and the preservation of biodiversity in a
sustainable manner directly into the jurisdiction
of the State. This is hardly surprising since
everyone seems to be entering the race for
genetic material even the United Nations. For
example, II cases of biopiracy also extend to the
subterranean world, possibly the most fertile and
diverse region of the world, with one bag of soil
potentially containing more species than the
entire tropical rainforest. The United Nations
has launched a programme to discover the micro-
84 Ibid. Article 3.
Please see: A. Charlotte De Fontaubert, David R. Downes, Tundi S. Agardy,
"Biodiversity in the Seas: Implementing the Convention on Biological
Diversity in Marine and Coastal Habitats" (1998) 10 Geo. Int'l Envtl. L.
Rev. 753.
bacter ia... ,,85 countries such as China
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that
categorically refuse to acknowledge the existence
of Indigenous peoples in its territory, has sent
"the Chinese Academy of Sciences ... on a quest in
neighbouring Tibet and Inner Mongolia to discover
commercially useful microbes. ,,86 Giving all
control over natural resources, including
biological diversity, to the State severs the
all-important connection between community and
biodiversity. This situation results in a lack of
control for Indigenous Peoples over the
ecosystems that they developed and maintained
since time immemorial. As discussed previously
there is ample evidence to suggest that cultural
diversity and the unique management techniques
that ensue, are elemental to a healthy ecosystem.
As Paraj uli explains, "the field of politic s for
ecological ethnicities is the community, and not
necessarily the civil society or the nation-state
as one would usually suppose ... the seeds of
85 Gavin Stenton, "Biopiracy Within the Pharmaceutical Industry: A Stark
Illustration of how Abusive, Manipulative and Perverse the Patenting
Process can be towards Countries of the South" (2004) E.l.P.R. 17 at 18.
86 Ibid. at 18.
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regeneration need the firm soil of community and
cuI ture, vernacular technology and agriculture,
collectivities and memories."~
Furthermore, this article stipulates that the
development activities a State decides to pursue
are not to harm the environment of other States.
It does not put any limits on these activities
with regards to traditional Indigenous
territories within the State. This is a
significant oversight given the importance of
intact ecosystems for the advancement of both
Indigenous traditional knowledge and the holders
of such knowledge.
Article 8: In-Situ Conservation
Article 8 encourages in-situ conservation over
ex-situ, that is to say, encourages the
preservation of biological diversity in its
87 Parajuli, P., "Learn~ng from Ecological Ethnicities: Toward a Plural
Political Ecology of Knowledge" in J. A. Grim, Indigenous Traditions and
Ecology. The Interbeing of Cosmology and Community, (Cambridge: Harvard
University Press, 2001) at 574.
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original location rather than in seed banks and
the sort, in other parts of the world. This is
advantageous to Indigenous people as they live in
the same areas where the vast majority of
biological resources are found. However, there is
no express role for Indigenous communities in
this in-situ conservation nor is there any
privileged status for Indigenous methods of
conservation. 88
Article 9: EX-Situ Conservation
Article 9 lays out the framework for ex-situ
conservation with particular attention being paid
to ex-situ sites within the State a resource
would naturally be found. Article 9 then,
stipulates the possibility of pursuing ex-situ
conservation and once again reinforces the role
of the State in which the biological resource is
88 CBD supra at note 15 Article 8. Also see: Srividhya Ragavan,
"Protection of Traditional Knowledge" (2001) 2 Minn. Intell. Prop, Rev. 1-
David S. Tilford, "Saving the Blueprints: The International Legal Regime
for Plant Resources" (1998) 30 Case W. Res. J. Int'l L, 373, Robert F.
Blomquist, "'Resisted: Understanding Americaos Response to the Convention
on Biological Diversity, 1989-2002" (2002) 32 Golden Gate U. L, Rev. 493.
located. 89 Ex-situ protection is feared
91
by
Indigenous peoples because it opens the door to a
scenario where medicinal plants are removed from
indigenous territory and are exploited elsewhere
as those in possession see fit. This is
disconcerting for Indigenous people since many of
these plants are sacred and therefore control
over their use is important. Also, they fear that
should some plants become in danger of extinction
the remaining samples will be taken under the
guide of biodiversity protection. We must
remember that Indigenous traditional knowledge is
not static. This is perhaps one of the most
damaging stereotypes regarding Indigenous
traditional knowledge of medicinal plants. As was
mentioned earlier by the Four Directions Council
of the First Nations, "what is 'traditional'
about traditional knowledge is not its
antiquity.... " Indigenous traditional knowledge
89 Ibid. Article 9. Also see: Gelvina Rodriguez Stevenson, "Trade Secrets:
The Secret to Protecting Indigenous Ethnobiological (Medicinal) Knowledge"
(2000) 32 N.Y.U. J. Int'l L. & Pol. 1119. A. Dan Tarlock, "Exclusive
Sovereignty versus Sustainable Development of a Shared Resource: The
Dilemma of Latin American Rainforest Management" (1997) 32 Tex. Int'l L.J.
37. Bethany Lukitsch Hicks I "Treaty Congestion in International
Environmental Law: The Need for Greater International Coordination" (1999)
32 U. Rich. L. Rev. 1643.
holders advance and build upon
92
previous
knowledge. separating Indigenous traditional
knowledge holders from the resources necessary
for this knowledge seriously impedes furtherance
of current Indigenous traditional knowledge of
medicinal
knowledge.
plants and the development of new
Article B(j): Indigenous Traditional Knowledge
Sub-section (j) of Article 8 states that:
Each Contracting Party shall, as far as possible
and as appropriate:
Subj ect to its na tional legis la tion,
respect, preserve and maintain knowledge,
innovations and practices of Indigenous
and local communities embodying
traditional lifestyles relevant for the
conservation and sustainable use of
biological diversity and promote their
wider application with the approval and
involvement of the holders of such
knowledge, innovations and practices and
encourage the equitable sharing of the
benefits arising from the utilization of
such knowledge, innovations and
t · 90prac lces.
90 Ibid. Article 8 (j). Also see: Karen Liptak, Endangered peoples,
(London: Franklin Watts, 1999). Kay B. Warren, Indigenous Movements And
Their Critics, (Princeton: Princeton university Press, 1998). Lauren
Guttenplan Grant, uThe protection Of Traditional Or Indigenous Knowledge U
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This by far the most cited section of the CBD
concerning .Indigenous traditional knowledge. What
is often forgotten is that a State has to provide
the protection and maintenance of Indigenous
traditional knowledge subject to its own national
legislation and only for the knowledge that is
relevant to biological diversity conservation.
The State is to uencourage U sharing the benefits
that result from the use of traditional knowledge
based innovation.
This section, exemplifies the bias of the CDB
towards the rights of the state. Basically it
says that the State is encouraged to share with
Indigenous traditional knowledge holders economic
benefits that the State receives due to
innovations developed by Indigenous people. We
(2000) Ali-Aba 15. Lawrence watters, Indigenous Peoples, The Environment,
And The Law, (New Haven: Carolina Academic Press, 2003). Linda Tuhiwai
Smith, Decolonizing Methodologies: Research And Indigenous Peoples,
(Auckland: Zed Books, 1999). Michael F. Brown, Who Owns Native Culture?,
(Boston: Harvard University Press, 2003). Mireya Maritza Pena Guzman, "The
Emerging System Of International Protection Of Indigenous Peoples' Rights"
(1996) 9 St. Thomas L. Rev. 251. Parastoo Anita Mesri, "The Violation Of
The Human Right To Health As A Factor In The Zapatista Revolution Of
Chiapas, Mexico" (2003) 10 Tulsa J. Compo & Int'l L. 473.
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really need reflect on why should States be the
primary recipients of any economic benefits that
result from Indigenous innovations?
The de-contextualization of this section in
analyses of the CBD is rampant. This section is
looked at without consideration of the overall
tone of the Agreement and with disregard for
words such as "encourage", "promote", "relevant"
and "subject" which are vague and limi ting in
over their
nature. 91 The concentration of so many rights to
the State effectively paralyses the ability of
Indigenous people to use the CBD as a forum in
which they may assert their rights
knowledge of medicinal plants. There is nothing
in the language of this section that actually
91 Michael Blakeney, "Ethnobiological Knowledge of Peoples in Australia"
in Perspectives in Intellectual Property: Intellectual Property Aspects of
Ethnobiology, (London: Sweet and Maxwell, 1999) at 139.
For Article 8(j) to have constructive value to Indigenous peoples,
governments must go much further t·han this to: Uti) accept the right to
self-determination of Indigenous peoples; (ii) observe Indigenous peoples'
human rights and' fundamental freedoms: (iii) facilitate capacity-building
of Indigenous and local communities; (iv) promote the validation of
Indigenous knowledge; (v) acknowledge that Indigenous knowledge is an
intellectual property in the broadest sense but is inadequately protected
by existing IPR regimes; and (vi) develop national legislation to protect
Indigenous knowledge including the establishment of sui generis systems."
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imposes a legal duty on a nation-state to act
upon these recommendations.
Article 14: Impact Assessment and Minimizing
Adverse Impacts
Article 14 is of utmost importance, but is rarely
ever discussed with connection to Indigenous
traditional knowledge. Article 14 deals with the
requirements of environmental impact assessments
and the minimization of adverse impacts on
biodiversity. What is surprising about this
Article is that nowhere is the role of Indigenous
traditional knowledge contemplated. It would seem
obvious that those who know an area the best
should be consulted regarding possible
environmental impacts of any public policy or
project.
Canada for example has, for many years, required
knowledge
the consultation
bearers
of
on
Indigenous
projects
traditional
affecting
Indigenous . 92terrltory. It is a
96
serious
disappointment not to see any indication of such
participation by Indigenous Peoples in the CBO.
Clauses such as this one can even be interpreted
as disempowering Indigenous peoples rather than
contributing to their legal protection. It is not
difficult 'to see how unfair this is for
Indigenous People since not only does the COB not
place limits on the projects that can occur in
92 caD supra at note 15 Article 14. Also see: Marc G. Stevenson,
"Indigenous Knowledge in Environmental Assessment" (1996) 49 Arctic 278 at
291. He states:
Experience gained in attempting to give aboriginal people a voice and an
assessment role in the diamond mine propose by BHP Diamonds Inc. at Lac de
Gras in the Northwest Territories has led to the development of a
multiphased, holistic approach to involving aboriginal people and their
knowledge in EIA. Because of their in-depth knowledge of the land,
aboriginal peopl e have a particularly important role to play in
environmental monitoring and distinguishing project-related changes form
natural changes in the environment. However, the strengths of traditional
and Western scientific knowledge in EIA will not be realized until both
are recognized as parts of a larger worldview that influences how people
perceive and define reality.
This oversight could not be ignored forever and in the COP-7
meeting in 2004 the Working Group on 8 (j) adopted the Akwe: Kon
guidelines whose purpose is:
... t h e voluntary guidelines for the conduct of cultural,
environmental and social impact assessment regarding developments
proposed to take place on, or which are likely to impact on, sacred
sites and on lands and waters traditionally occupied or used by
indigenous and local communities.
It is however too early to tell if these voluntary guidelines will
have any impact on current State behaviour in this area.
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their territories but it also does not require
their participation in the environmental impact
assessments to be done concerning these projects.
Article 15: Access to Genetic Resources
Article 15 further reinforces State sovereignty
in its provisions regarding access to genetic
resources. Sub-section ( 1 ) demonstrates the
importance of lI·recognizing the sovereign rights
of States over their natural resources, the
authority to determine access to genetic
resources rests with the national governments and
is subject to national legislation." 93
SUb-section (5) considers the notion of informed
consent by. stipulating that, "access to genetic
resources shall be subject to prior informed
consent of the Contracting Party providing such
resources, unless otherwise determined by that
Party." This once again is a misunderstood
93 Ibid. Article 15.
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section of the CBD. This section in no way
requires the informed prior consent of the
Indigenous Peoples in whose traditional territory
the resource is found or with whose traditional
knowledge it was identified as a desirable
genetic resource. 94 The prior informed consent
contemplated here is that of the State. The State
requirement party,
not
as an
thisassign
such
to,obligated
anotherto
isbutmay,
Indigenous group. Furthermore, biodiversity taken
prior to the CBD coming into force does not
require consent and if a state is not party to
the Convention there is no prior informed consent
protection.
94 Firestone, supra at note 73 at 181.
The concept of PIC has arisen primarily from two distinct areas:
international agreements regarding hazardous waste and hazardous
substances and .requirements concerning medical procedures. These two
previous uses of PIC address situations that are arguably very different
from the situations of access agreements involving Indigenous groups or
local communities and private institutions. PIC "was initially constructed
as a relationship between individuals (a doctor and a patient) or between
Nation-States (which are treated as corporate individuals) in a dialogue
over matters restricted in scope
immediate decision over a treatment
(e.g., chemicals)
or shipment).
and time (e. g. , an
99
Article 16: Technology Transfer
Article 16, insists on the protection of
intellectual property rights and deals with
technology transfers but does not explicitly
mention Indigenous tradi tional knowledge. 95
Article 16 (5) explicitly states that the parties
subject to the convention recognize "that patents
and other intellectual property rights may have
Convention"
implementationan influence on
and
the
Article 16 ( 2 )
of
warns
this
that
technology. transfer is subj ect to "the adequate
and effective protection of intellectual property
rights." For example, "an implicit presumption in
the CBD is that technology transfers must take
place in a North-South direction. However, the
Convention also acknowledges the existence of
'Indigenous and traditional technologies', which
probably flow in
are quite likely
a less
often
predictable manner, but
to be South-North".96
95 CBD, supra at note 15 Article 16.
96 Outfield supra at note 81 at 56.
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Furthermore questions are also raised concerned
"technologyrefusetorightPeoplesIndigenous
transfers" that endanger their territories. 97
Thus it is conceivable to have a situation where
any technology going South is subject to the
receiving nation proving the existence of an
adequate and effective mechanism for protecting
patents. In the absence of such legal protection
97 Kawell, supra at note 75 at 14. She states:
Increasingly, however, patented biotech products are ones that Latin
Americans (and others) would like to avoid-but can't. Latin American
farmers, like farmers around the world, are being pressured to adopt
genetically modified (GM) seeds produced and sold by multinational
companies. Promoters of these products claim that they will make it
possible to feed the world f s growing population. But agricultural expert
Miguel Altieri argues that the real brake on food production in Latin
America is unequal distribution of land, and that traditional crop
varieties, and traditional ways of growing them, still offer the best
chance for feeding the region while at the same time preserving the
region's natural resources. Altieri warns as well of the permanent damage
that genetically modified crops could wreak on the region's biological
diversity via contamination of the genetic stock of Indigenous plant
species. Such contamination has already occurred in Mexico, where genes
from GM corn have been found in native varieties.
See also: Mark Ritchie, Kristin Dawkins, Mark Vallianatos, "Intellectual
property Rights and Biodiversity: The Industrialization of Natural
Resources and Traditional Knowledge" (1996) 11 St. John's J. Legal
Comment. 431. Lyle Glowka, "Bioprospecting, Alien Invasive Species, and
Hydrothermal Vents: Three Emerging Legal Issues in the Conservation and
Sustainable Use of Biodiversity" (2000) 13 Tul. Envtl. L. J. 329. Albena
P. Petrova, "From the Amazon to the Alps: A Comparison of the
Pharmaceutical Biodiversity Legal protection in Brazil and Switzerland"
(2003) 15 Pace Int'l L. Rev. 247. Gregory F. Maggio, "Recognizing the
Vital Role of Local Communities in International Legal Instruments for
Conserving Biodiversity" (1997) 16 UCLA J. Envtl. L. & Pol' Y 179.
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there would be no transfer of the technology.
However, technology going to the North (such as
Indigenous traditional knowledge of medicinal
plants) does not face such a hurdle as the North
already has such protection in place. Therefore
Article 16 can in fact favour the North to the
detriment of the South even though at first look
it appears as though its purpose is the opposite
scenario.
The CBD is undoubtedly a very important
international legal instrument in the sense that
protection of biological diversity and the
importance of Indigenous traditional knowledge
are discussed in a legally binding, if not
necessarily an enforceable, international legal
treaty.98 This treaty leads to the possibility of
building on the existing mechanisms and evolving
the CBD into a stronger and more complete
instrument of international law. However, as it
98 Firestone, supra at note 73 at 172. She mentions that:
Despite its lofty goals, the Convention's language provides little to
Indigenous and traditional communities when trying to assert their rights
over genetic resources and traditional knowledge within the national
context.
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stands there is very little in the agreement that
promotes legal empowerment of Indigenous
traditional knowledge holders. As mentioned
earlier ln this thesis, this is not surprising.
The CBD wa's not necessarily conceived with the
legal protection on Indigenous traditional
knowledge of medicinal plants in mind, rather
there was an effort to provide the South with
some benefits derived from their biological
Indigenous
potential
though is
the possible
resources. The forgoing analysis
important is bringing to light
negative impacts of this treaty for
traditional knowledge holders and the
for misinterpreting the legislation. The CBD was
created more with the Third World in mind rather
than the Fourth. Despite this reality, it must be
said that the CBD has made an effort to respond
to the needs of the Fourth World.
This is generally through working groups that are
responsible for studying and commenting on how
aspects of the CBD can be better implemented to
serve the need of Indigenous people. The most
103
prominent of which are: 1) The Ad Hoc Open-ended
Working Group on Access and Benefit-sharing,
whose major achievement has been the Bonn
Guidelines on access to genetic resources and the
fair and equitable sharing of the benefits
arising from their use; and 2) Ad hoc Open-Ended
Working Group on Article 8 ( j ) and related
provisions, which succeeded in having the Akwe:
Kon "guidelines for the conduct of cultural,
environmental and social impact assessments
regarding developments proposed to take place or
which are likely to impact on sacred sites and on
lands and waters traditionally occupied or used
by indigenous and local communi ties" adopted by
the Parties..
The effect that these voluntary guidelines will
have remains to be seen. The Akwe: Kon guidelines
were adopted in 2004 and the Bonn guidelines in
2002. They do however bring into evidence some of
the shortcomings of the CBD mentioned above and
the need to reinforce the text of the CBD with
notions that reflect the reality in
104
which
Indigenous traditional knowledge holders exist.
A further example of this real i ty is the fact
that Indigenous Peoples and their knowledge, just
like biological diversity, do not fit well into
current State borders. The Maya live in Mexico,
Guatemala, Belize, Honduras and EI Salvador and
the Amazon River crosses Brazil, Columbia, Peru,
Bolivia, Ecuador and Venezuela. 99 Given that
Indigenous traditional knowledge II is now widely
recognized as having played and is still playing
crucial roles in economic, social and cultural
life and development, not only in traditional
societies but also in modern societies ll this
cross-border existence further complicated
judicial protection under international law. 100
99 Pease see: Jarrod H. Becker, "The Role of International Parks In
Promoting Species Retention and Biodiversityll (200.2) 29 Syracuse J. Int'l.
L. & Com. 371. Michael Jeffery, "Bioprospecting: Access To Genetic
Resources and Benefit-Sharing Under the Convention on Biodiversity and the
Bonn Guidelines" (2002) 6 Sing. J. Int·l & Compo L. 747. Chris Wold, "The
Futility, Utility, And Future Of The Biodiversity Convention" (1998)
Colo. J. Int"l Envtl. L. & Pol' y 1. Edgar J. Asebey, "Biodiversity
Prospecting: FUlfilling The Mandate Of The Biodiversity Convention ll (1995)
28 Vand. J. Transnat' 1 L. 703.
100 Khor, supra at note 82 at 15.
105
The objectives of the CBO is Uthe conservation of
biodiversity, the sustainable utilization of its
components and the fair and equitable sharing of
the benefits arising out from the utilization of
genetic resources u .101 Oespite this focus on
benefit sharing rather than protection or
empowerment of Indigenous traditional knowledge
holders, the accord was well received by many
environmentalists, human rights activists and
developing countries in general. Indigenous
communities themselves were content to see that
their role in the creation and preservation of
this knowledge was acknowledged. Although not
perfect the CBO was well received because, Uthe
CBO grew out of the concerns of the environment
and development communities, which sought to
emphasize the interests of the global environment
and of local communities and Indigenous peoples
101 Pease see: Jeffrey P. Kushan, "Biodiversity: opportunities And
Obligations" (1995) 28 Vand. J. Transnat'l L. 755. Paul E. Minnis, Wayne
J. Elisens, Biodiversity And Native America, (Norman: University Of
Oklahoma press, 2000). Royal C. Gardner, "Diverse Opinions On
Biodiversity" (1999) 6 Tulsa J. Compo & Int'l L. 303.Eliana Torelly De
Carvalho, "Protection Of Traditional Biodiversity-Related Knowledge:
Analysis Of Proposals For The Adoption Of A Sui Generis System" (2003) 11
Mo. Envtl. L. & pol'y Rev. 38.
who are recognized as holding the key
106
to
biodiversity conservation and use."102 This
support for the CBD led to a legal divide between
the TRIPS agreement whose purpose is to extend
the US intellectual property law system worldwide
and the CBD, which attempts to provide some
recognition of Indigenous traditional knowledge.
This safety measure provided by the CBD, however
minuscule, was not lost on the proponents of
TRIPS. According to Blakeney:
The USA delayed accession to the
Convention until June 1994, until
President Clinton had obtained the views
of biotechnology industry representatives.
Upon accession, the President issued an
interpretive statement, requiring that
Parties to the Convention "must ensure
that access to and transfer of technology
recognize and are consistent with adequate
and effective protection of intellectual
property rights." The statement warned
that the USA would strongly resist any
actions "taken by the Parties to the
Convention that lead to inadequate levels
of protection of intellectual property
rights. ,,103
102 Khor, supra note 82 at 55.
103 Blakeney supra an note 91 at 87.
Also see: Chetan Gulati, '"The '"Tragedy Of The Commons" In Plant Genetic
Resources: The Need For A New International Regime Centered Around An
International Biotechnology Patent Office" (2001) 4 Yale Hum. Rts. & Dev.
L.J. 63. Lawrence Watters, "Indigenous Peoples And The Environment:
Convergence From A Nordic perspective" (2002) 20 Ucla J. Envtl. L. & Pol'y
237. Shira pridan-Frank, HHurnan-Genomics: A Challenge To The Rules Of The
107
Intellectual property rights were deemed to be of
a higher priority than the biological diversity
protection but given the percentage of the us
economy that is directly influenced by patents
this is not .. 104surprlslng. This potential for
economic growth was not lost on the Third Wor ld
either. Outfield explains that in "realizing the
potential economic value of their biodiversity
weal th... Perhaps not surprisingly, most uses of
the words 'right' or 'rights' in the CBO are to
affirm that they belong either to states or to
intellectual property " 105owners. The TRIPS
agreement on the other hand is also very much
Game Of International Law" (2002) 40 Colum. J. Transnat'l L. 619.Robert F.
Blomquist, "Protecting Nature "Down Under": An American Law Professor's
View Of Au·stralia's Implementation Of The Convention On Biological
Diversity--Laws, Policies, Programs, Institutions And Plans, 1992-2000"
(2000) 9 Dick. J. Envtl. L. & Pol'y 227. Natsu Taylor Saito, "From Slavery
And Seminoles To Aids In South Africa: An Essay On Race And Property In
International Law" (2000) 45 ViII. L. Rev. 1135.
104 Duncan Matthews, Globalizing Intellectual Property Rights: The TRIPS
Agreement:, (London: Routledge, 2002) at 18. He states:
As James R. Enyart, Director of International Affairs at Monsanto, put it:
'the rules of international commerce are far too important to leave up to
government bureaucrats and their academic advisors. But governments, not
businessmen, rnak'e rules and they only listen when the chorus gets big
enough and the singing loud enough'. So it was that patent and copyright
business groups drove trade-related intellectual property policy in the
19805 and 19905, although the diplomacy was conducted on their behalf by
the USTR.
105 Dutfield supra at note 81 at 213.
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economics based but bypasses the whole question
of state sovereignty by insisting on uniformity
theservemayTRIPSjudicialwith
of policy objectives 106 and reinforcing this goal
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106 Daniel Jenks, "The Convention of Biological Diversity: An Efficient
Framework for the preservation of Life on Earth?" (1995) 15 Northwestern
J. of Int. Law and Bus. 636 at 638.
107 Timothy Swanson, Intellectual Property
Convention: An Interdisciplinary Analysis of
Plants, (Cambridge: Cambridge University press,
Rights and
the values
1995 ) .
Biodiversity
of Medicinal
108 Karnil Idris, Intellectual Property: A Power Tool for Economic Growth,
(Geneva: WIPO, 2002) at 132.
These ideas -that patents are not relevant to developing nations, or that
they are incompatible with the economic objectives of the developing
nations- are inaccurate because they give the impression that it is
possible to simply opt out of the international patent system, and yet
still achieve ec.onomic development. This is an error, as patents are an
essential component of economic strategy regardless of whether the country
is developed or developing.
109
PART II
International Patent Law
Introduction
Intellectual property law includes legislation
that regulates such legal fields as Copyright,
Trademarks, Patents and Trade Secrets among
others. The stated purpose behind these legal
rights is to ensure that free riders and
"copycats" do not avail themselves the creative
works and public goodwill of individual authors
and inventors.
The financial rewards associated with such legal
monopolies are justified with the idea that
socially imperative research and development are
expensive propositions and that it is simply
unfair to allow others free access to the
intellectual works of individual creators. If
this were the case, companies and other creators
would have no incentive to invest in years of
expensive research and development. Therefore,
110
financialsubstantialensure atosociety has
windfall for these creators and consequently the
means by which to bankroll further research,
development and creative works.
Until very recently the term intellectual
property was a vague concept for most people, if
it had any meaning at all. Even within legal
circles, intellectual property law was the domain
of a few specialized lawyers and legal scholars
and of not much interest to anyone else. This
isolation resulted in the development of a body
of law that was for the most part shielded from
in recent years
circles. 109legal
intellectual property
outsideorwithin
However,
criticism
has peaked the interest of other fields of study
leading to a certain uneas iness felt wi thin the
intellectual property community.
109 Lionel Bently, Spyros Maniatis, Intellectual Property and Ethics
(London. Sweet & Maxwell, 1998) at vii. They explain that:
Writing on intellectual property law has traditionally been doctrinal in
nature: dry and technical legal elaborations of complicated rules.
Recently, however, the emphasis has changed and we have witnessed a
proliferation of valuable interdisciplinary studies of intellectual
property.
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This is especially true of patent law because of
its technical character. Experts have likened the
patent area of law to an "epistemic community"
with clear protocols and a common vision. l1O Even
intellectual property's fixation with individual
rights can be explained, in part, by the
isolation in which it was developed from common
law customs to full fledged legislation.
According to Drahos
property has
possessive
most part,
why intellectual
monument to
is that, for the
One reason
become a
individualism
110 Outfield, supra at note 81 at 41. He suggests that:
Patent community members bear technical knowledge that most opponents and
sceptical governments cannot match. According to Sell, 'to a certain
extent IP law is reminiscent of the Catholic Church when the Bible was in
Latin. IP lawyers are privileged purveyors of expertise as was the Latin-
trained clergy. IP law is highly technical and complex, obscure even to
most general attorneys'. Many of them have an obvious economic stake in
the system, but some do not, particularly those from academia. With the
enormous economic power of some members arrayed alongside the 'objective'
expertise of others, it would be surprising if one particular perspective
on patent law did not become the conventional wisdom within regulatory
agencies and processes, government trade and industry departments, and
throughout society. understood this way, the patent community is not just
an economic interest group but an 'epistemic community', a term used by
the political scientist Peter Haas to refer to 'networks of professionals
who share common normative and causal beliefs, accept common truth-tests
and are engaged in a common policy enterprise'.
Also see: Susan K. Sell, "Trips and the Access to Medicines Campaign"
(2002) 20 Wis. Int'l L.J. 481 and Leanne M. Fecteau, "The Ayahuasca Patent
Revocation: Raising Questions about Current U.S. Patent policy" (2001) 21
B.C. Third World L.J. 69.
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it has escaped scrutiny by the broader
liberal tradition. To a large extent,
possessive individualism has been embedded
in intellectual property through the
technocratic agency of the professionals
who serve in the administration of
intellectual property the patent
attorneys, the trade mark attorneys,
patent offices, copyright lawyers, the
specialist courts and so on. Their simple
mission has been to expand the scope and
use of intellectual property systems,
using a vulgar version of liberal property
, d I I' , t h' ,1111 eo ogy to eg1t1ma e t 1S expans10n.
The insular world of the intellectual property
community has now been fully exposed to public
scrutiny largely due to the exponential growth of
the multinational corporation over the past
twenty years and the associated movement towards
globalization both in an economic and cultural
sense. Helfer suggests that~ lithe few short years
since TRIPs entered into force have seen nothing
less than an explosion of interest in
intellectual property issues in a broad array of
international fora. ,,112 In fact intellectual
111 Peter Drahos, In"tellec"tual Proper"ty, (Dartmouth: Ashgate, 1999) at
xxv.
112 Laurence R. Helfer, "Regime Shifting: The Trips Agreement and New
Dynamics of International Intellectual Property Lawmaking" (2004) 29 Yale
J. Int'l L, 1 at 6.
property issues run the gamut in terms
113
of
international agencies and international
legislation. WIPO alone administers 24 treaties 113
and agencies from the World Health Organization
and the Food and Agriculture Organization to
political bodies such as the united Nations
Commission 'on Human Rights are all preoccupied by
intellectual property issues. If we also consider
the influence of intellectual property on
international treaties concerning international
trade or the environment, it is hard to escape
the conclusion that intellectual property is
pervasive throughout the international community
as a whole.
Globalization however, was also marked with an
exponential increase in large multinational
organizations often referred to as Non-
Governmental Organizations ( NGO f s ) . 114 Some of
these NGO f s, among other members of the civil
113 http://www.wipo.int/treaties/en/ (Last Visited 27/02/07).
114 Doris Estelle Long, "·'Democratizing" Globalization: Practicing the
Policies of Cultural Inclusion" (2002) 10 Cardozo J. Int'l & Camp. L. 217
at 220.
society, began to question the power
114
of
multinational corporations and point to various
consequences of such power for the social,
environmental cultural and economic well-being of
communities locally and on a global level. 115 One
result of such intense scrutiny was a growing
mountain of evidence of a relationship between
intellectual property rights and the financial
clout of any given corporation or . d 116ln ustry. It
115 For a discussion on some of the social consequences of unchecked
multinational pharmaceutical companies operating in developing countries
please see: Finnuala Kelleher, "The Pharmaceutical Industry's
Responsibility For protecting Human Subjects Of Clinical Trials In
Developing Nations" (2004) 38 Colum. J.L.
states:
Soc. Probs. 67 at 68. She
In August 2001, thirty Nigerian families sued Pfizer, the world's largest
pharmaceutical company, in the United States under the Alien Tort Claims
Act, alleging that Pfizer had violated the law of nations in the course of
clinical trials conducted during a meningitis epidemic in Kana, Nigeria.
The plaintif is claimed that Pfizer and its researchers violated
international standards for the protection of human sUbjects in clinical
trials. In particular, they claimed that Pfizer, the sponsor and conductor
of the trials, violated the principle of informed consent by failing to
explain the experimental nature of the treatment, that the patients could
refuse it, and that other organizations offered conventional treatment
free of charge_Finally, the plaintiffs questioned the ethics of the
company's decision to conduct a clinical trial of a treatment known to
cause liver damage in children_
116 Marcia Angell, The Truth About the Drug Companies, (New York: Random
House, 2002) at 5. Furthermore at 11 she states:
... in 2001, the ten American drug companies in the Fortune 500 ... ranked far
above all other American industries in average net return, whether as a
percentage of sales (18.5 percent), or assets (16.3 percent), or of
shareholder f S equity (33.2 percent). These are astonishing margins. For
comparison, the median net return for all other industries in the Fortune
was fairly obvious that the
115
monopolistic
character of intellectual property rights
contributed greatly to the financial success of
intellectual
corporations.
property driven multinational
For the purposes of this thesis we focus on the
pharmaceutical industry and their meticulous use
of patent law since this is the industry most
directly involved in the appropriation of
Indigenous traditional knowledge of medicinal
plants. Understanding the intricate relationship
between patent law and pharmaceutical products is
important in determining the potential of patent
law to provide legal protection for Indigenous
traditional knowledge of medicinal plants. The
foundation of this relationship is of course the
propriety rights of inventors.
500 was only 3.3 percent of sales." Astonishing and somewhat disconcerting
at the same time, since in 2002 the profits of the ten drug companies
listed in the Fortune 500 were greater than all the other 490 companies
combined. The non-profit group Families USA reported that Charles Heibold,
former CEO of Bristol-Myers earned $74,890,918 in addition to $76,095,611
of unexercised stock options.
116
proprietarianism as a Creed
The successful public relations campaign by the
intellectual property community concerning the
value of intellectual property has resulted in an
image of intellectual property products and
producers that is deeply ingrained into the
collective soc ietal psyche. Fisher's description
of the romantic image of an inventor is important
in this discussion because it establishes the
often-ignored desire by modern culture to
dominate nature based on the ideals of
proprietarianism. He states:
Less well studied than the romantic image
of the author -but equally important to
the overall shape of American intellectual
property law- is an analogous heroic image
of the inventor...the glowing image of the
inventor was already well established in
Western culture when American patent law
began to take shape. In the United States,
the attractiveness and importance of this
image was reinforced by at least three
cultural forces: the frontier ethic, which
envisions man as pitted against nature,
harnessing it through ingenuity as much as
through force; the associated "pastoral
ideal, ". celebrating the transformation of
the wildernes s into the garden; and the
premium placed on soc ial mobility, from
117
which standpoint inventiveness is seen as
an important way in which a talented youth
can achieve wealth and fame. 117
This romanticised image of authors and inventors
was the foundation upon which the ideological
concept that strong intellectual property rights
are necessary for innovation and scientific
progress was founded. This ideology though fails
to address the reality that innovation is a
process of Ubaby stepsu. Progress rarely arrives
in giant leaps forward but is rather a cumulative
process to which an inventor is but a
contributor. The image of the author or inventor
as a solitary creature also ignores the existence
of collaborative research and innovation. 118 In
117 William W. Fisher, "The Growth of Intellectual Property:A History of
the Ownership of Ideas in the United states" in Eigentumskulturen im
Verg1eich (Munich: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1999) at 134.
118 Christopher May, A Global Political Economy of Intellectual Property
Rights: The New Enclosures?, (London: Routledge, 2000). May supports this
idea by stating at 45:
__ how valid is the single author as the paradigmic creator of intellectual
property? New knowledge is the result of the manipulation of previous
knowledge, with some further marginal elements added: innovation is
largely incremental ... However, the paradigm of the autonomous author as
intellectual producer is still strongly held and defended by the
entrepreneurs of the knowledge economy.
Also see: Richard Posner, The Economic Structure of Intellectual Property,
(Cambridge: Harvard university Press, 2003) • Si1ke von Lewinski,
Indigenous Heritage and Intellectual Property: Genetic Resources,
118
this area of law jurists often make reference to
the concept of a dwarf standing on the shoulders
giant
thetakes
pre-existing
approach
collective,the
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to
giant.
signify
aof
knowledge and the dwarf is representative of an
inventor who is able to see a bit further due to
the existence of a common stock of knowledge. 119
Others went beyond the centrality of the inventor
with a far more definitive and one-dimens ional
ideaTheintellectual property rights.
that Upatents are the heart and core of property
view of
and
property
rights,
destruction of
once
all
they
other
are destroyed,
rights
the
will
Traditional Knowledge and Folklore, (The Hague: Kluwer Law International,
2004). Lionel Bently, Brad Sherman, Intellectual Property Law, (Oxford:
Oxford university Press, 2004). Robert Merges, Jane Ginsburg, Foundations
of Intellectual Property, (New York: Foundation Press, 2004). Thomas
Mandeville, "An information economics perspective on innovation" (1998) 25
Int. J. of Soc. Econ. 357 at 360.
119 Lotus Development Corp. v. Paperback Software, Int'l, 740 F. Supp. 37,
77 & n.3 (D. Mass. 1990). The court said:
Defendants' general contention that «Progress of Science and useful Arts"
cannot occur unless authors and inventors are privileged to build upon
earlier progress and earlier innovation has long been a virtually
unchallenged premise in all branches of the law of intellectual property.
An early expression of the point is Newton's declaration: ~If I have seen
further it is by standing on ye shoulders of Giants" ... This principle is
also firmly established in our case law.
follow automatically, as a brief
119
. 120postscrlpt,"
represents to what extent patents are seen as
absolutely essential for the effective
functioning not only of the economy but society
in general. Idris insists that intellectual
property is the "foundation of human
existence. ,,121 Yet others look to historical
justifications of tangible property for answers
such as real property theories of John Locke and
others. 122
The history of patent law itself shows that
innovation does not necessarily depend upon a
patent system for its existence at least not one
such as the present model. 123 May makes a very
120 Ayn Rand, Capitalism: The Unknown Ideal, (New York: New American
Library, 1966) at 128. Also see: Ove Granstrand, The Economics and
Management of Intellectual Property: Towards Intellectual Capitalism,
(Cheltenham: Elgar Publishing, 1999).
121 Press Release, world Intellectual Property Organization, Dr. Kamil
Idris Re-approved as WIPO Director General (May 27,2003) (quoting Dr.
Kamil Idris in his acceptance speech), available at http://
www.wipo.int/pressroom/en/index.html (last visited Sept. 5, 2003).
122 Edwin C. Hettinger, "Justifying Intellectual property" (1989)18 Phil.
& Pub. Aft. 31 at 51.
123 Dutfield supra at note 81 at 53. He reminds us that:
120
interesting parallel between the arbitrary
andland asclassification of private property
the expansion of intellectual property rights. He
argues that between the fifteenth and eighteenth
centuries Uvast areas of common grazing land were
enclosed by landlords and made private property.
Land previously held in cornmon by local
communities and used by villagers on a shared
basis was rendered private property by erecting
a
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commodification
direct parallel to the enclosure of common land
three hundred years u 124ago.
J. Geigy-Merian, founder of a Swiss chemical firm that later merged with
eiba to form eiba-Geigy and an opponent of an 1882 attempt to revise the
constitution in order that a patent law could be enacted, was particularly
vitriolic: 'patents are a paradise for parasites._Patent protection forms a
stumbling block against the development of trade and industry_ The patent
system is a playground for plundering patent agents and lawyers. I
Also: Nuno pires de Carvalho, The TRIPS Regime of Patent Rights. (London:
Kluwer Law International, 2002) at 10.
In 1191, the powerful Abbot of Bury saint Edmunds opposed the building of
a windmill by Herbert the Dean, who had built it for his own use. Bending
to the threat that the Abbott would send his carpenters to destroy his
windmill, whose only sin was to compete with the Abbott's own mills, Dean
preferred to have it demolished. His argument that "free benefit of the
wind ought not to be denied to any man" met deaf ears.
124 May, supra at note 118 at 13.
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another social construct, intellectual property
loses its IIsacred cow ll status and is open to
criticism from various sources.
May explains that, lithe state cannot be removed
from the institution of property; without it
there would be no institution of property ... 11 125
125 Ibid. at 16. May concludes:
Institutions are not necessarily or even usually created to be socially
efficient; rather they, or at least the formal rules, are created to serve
the interest of those with the bargaining power to devise new rules. In a
zero-transaction-cost world, bargaining strength does not affect the
efficiency of outcomes, but in a world of positive transaction costs it
does.
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Trade-Related Aspects of
Therefore the proprietarianism creed
122
is
reinforced by the synchronized actions of the
state which enforces propr ietary rights through
law and the patent community which promotes an
image of intellectual property creators that is
more ideal than real. There are three assertions
that can be made regarding the development of the
international patent law system.
First, whatever pretensions of glory that the
system may purport to confer upon an inventor the
reality is that globalization has brought to the
international arena the same level of corporatism
as found in national arenas. As on the national
level, the corporatisation of the international
patent law has transformed inventors into
corporate "employees rather than romanticized
figures. Inventor Charles Draper laments that,
"thirty years of work on various problems have
inspired a number of inventions resulting in
patents carrying my name either as inventor or
Intellectual Property Rights" (2000) 1999 Colo. J. Int'l Envtl. L. & Pol'y
49.
co-inventor... the total business generated
123
for
industry amounts to several billion dollars. My
personal returns have been not more than a few
thousand dollars. ,,126
Second, the patent system currently in place in
international law was not received by its
European creators in its entirely at once. There
were significant modifications made according to
the economic and technological needs of varying
European States. To apply this system as a whole,
uniformly, acros s the globe, without regard to
the economic and social needs of individual
States and communities seems rather
. . bl 127lrresponsl e.
126 Bhupinder Chimni, "Hard Patent Regime Completely unjustifiable" in
Subrata Chowdhry, The Right to Development in International Law
(Dordrecht: Martinus Nijhoff, 1992).
127 J. H. Reichman, "International Property in International Trade:
opportunities and Risks of a GATT connection" (1989) 29 Vanderbilt J.
Trans. Law at 238. As Reichman put it:
The imposition of foreign legal standards on unwilling states in the name
of 'harmonization' remains today what Ladas deemed it in 1975, namely, a
polite form of economic imperialism.
Third, refusing to recognize the level
124
of
inventiveness in other cultures, whose
methodologies and worldviews differ from those of
the international patent community is a very
biased cultural perspective. It is important to
remember that there are many rich cultures
included under the umbrella of "Indigenous
Peoples". Some Indigenous Peoples have a very
developed system that is akin to patents 128 and
every group has its own way of dealing with the
concept of .property. What is rare however is the
notion of an "owner" having the right to exclude
all others from using the "thing" . . 129ln questlon.
Therefore, with the appropriate legislation in
place, a virtuous image as a backup and the
financial clout necessary to incite change, the
128 Robert Lawie, Primitive Society (London: Routledge & Kegan Paul 1960)
at 224. Lowie states:
Contrary to wh~t might be supposed, the notion of patents._is well
developed_.among the Andamans._To the minds steeped in the spirit of an
industrial era it is difficult to conceive that privileges without obvious
utilitarian benefits may be highly prized and sometimes distinctly rank as
wealth. (Emphasis added).
129 Ruth Gana, "Has Creativity Died in the Third World? Some Implications
of the Internalization of Intellectual Property" (1995) 24 Denver J. of
Int. Law and Pol. 109.
pharmaceutical industry, with the help
125
of
colleagues in other intellectual property driven
industries, was ready for the global stage. The
internationalization of the economy made taking
this direction all that
of course was that
more
the
urgent. The problem
World Intellectual
Property Organization, that was at the forefront
of international intellectual property protection
at that time, did not provide the right structure
necessary for the vision the architects of TRIPS
had for an international intellectual property
protection regime. In short, it lacked both scope
and enforceability.
Patents and Big Pharma
For patent law and the pharmaceutical industry,
the nineteenth century
several pharmacological
was pivotal. There were
innovations, such as the
extraction and purification of active plant
ingredients. Powerful drugs such as morphine,
codeine and cocaine were developed and available
126
for sale. 130 According to Dutfield medications
came in forms that today, due to various public
policy decisions, are not thought of as
therapeutic agents. He explains that, "in 1874 at
St. Mary's Hospital in London, a therapeutic
compound developed by a team led by Frederick
Pierce turned out to be 'one of the first drugs
ever produced by modifying a natural molecule'.
Two decades later, Bayer adopted this new
chemical and subsequently marketed it under the
brand name 'Heroin'. "131
However, even in those days Bayer was better
known for its pain medication, also a plant
derivative, marketed under the name Aspirin. The
German, French and Swiss pharmaceutical
industries took the lead in the early twentieth
century as science concentrated on synthetic
the Second World War
occurring substances
chemicals, but just after
the focus changed to
manipulation of naturally
130 Outfield, supra at note 81 at 90.
131 Ibid.
the discovery and
127
such as hormones and micro-organisms. American
and British companies flourished in this
environment as they had more expertise in
"natural product research and fermentation
science. ,,132
Research and modification of these naturally
occurring products was very fruitful. A doctor
just before World War II had about "a dozen or so
proven remedies" at his disposal with which to
treat patients. However by the 1960's the number
of regularly prescribed medications was over
2000. 133 This explosion in new drugs placed on the
market could not be sustained indefinitely and by
1989 the trend was for the patenting of "me-too"
drugs that can hardly be considered innovative
since they are mostly reformulations of existing
products. 134
132 Ibid. at 91.
133 Ibid. at 92 •
... aspirin for rheumatic fever, digoxin for heart failure, the hormones
thyroxine and insulin for an underactive thyroid and diabetes
respectively, salvarsan for syphilis, bromides for those who need a
sedative, barbiturates for epilepsy, and morphine for pain.
134 Ibid. at 93.
128
Between 1989 and 2000, 65% of all drugs approved
by the FDA were based on already existing
ingredients and 54% "differed from the marketed
product in dosage form, route of administration,
or were combined with another active ingredient"
and 11% "were identical to products already
available on the US market. ,,135 Remarkably this
substantial downturn in innovation occurred
during a period of unprecedented patent
protection while during the innovation period
patent protection was not nearly as strong. These
type of statistics help confirm the suspicion
held by many that the enormous control
pharmaceutical companies have over the
environment in which they operate allows them
much leeway on how rules are applied. Dutfield
suggests that, "this paradox can be explained by
the enormous capacity that the sector's major
firms have built up not only for developing
authentic inventions, but also for taking out
135 Ibid.
129
on
in order to extend their monopoly
patents
developments,
secondary, occasionally trivial
over a product or process, beyond that allowed by
the original patent.,,13G
These types of schemes to control the definition
and term of patents are common and for the most
part legal. Other behaviour patterns fall more or
less into a legal grey zone. Patent pools are a
for
owners
holding make
ain
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other patentto
patent
patents
way
available
theWoodenvironment. 137 explains
ambiguous nature of patent pools by saying:
controlled
136 Ibid. at 109.
Many others warn against limiting the control pharmaceutical companies
possess. Please see:
Edward J. King, "Don't Bite The Hand That Provides Life-Saving Drugs:
Application Of The Hatch-Waxman And Sherman Acts To The Pharmaceutical
Industry And Thli'! Detrimental Effects To Future Innovation In Order To
Achieve Current Savings For Consumers" (2004) 49 Vil1. L. Rev. 51.,
Douglas A. Robinson, "Recent Administrative Reforms Of The Hatch-Waxman
Act: Lower Prices Now In Exchange For Less Pharmaceutical Innovation
Later?" (2003) 81 Wash. U. L.Q. 829., Colleen Chien, "Cheap Drugs At What
price To Innovation: Does The Compulsory Licensing Of Pharmaceuticals Hurt
Innovation?" (2003) 18 Berkeley Tech. L.J. 853., Adi Gillat, "Compulsory
Licensing To Regulated Licensing: Effects On The Conflict Between
Innovation And Access In The pharmaceutical Industry" (2003) 58 Food
Drug L.J. 711.
137 Robert Merges, "Institutions for Intellectual property Transactions:
The Case of Patent Pools" in Dreyfuss, Rochelle et al., Expanding the
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Some patent pools are certainly pro-
competitive: they bring together all sorts
of inputs, some of which are competitive,
some of which are complementary, and the
creative effort may be enhanced through
the mixture. Some patent pools, however,
may look quite different: Company A has
the US patent for widgets, and Company B
has the French patent for widgets, and
they agree on a cross-license whereby A
agrees to stay out of France, and B agrees
to stay out of the United States. That
looks a lot like the old international
market divisions condemned in cases like
Timken Roller Bearing Co. v. United
States, and United States v. National Lead
Co. : garden variety, illegal,
international cartels.l~
Other types of cartels that can occur are price-
fixing by patent holding companies. An example
would be when a patent owner enters into an
agreement with a generic pharmaceutical producer
whereby the patent owner pays the generic firm
not to challenge a patent or delay the marketing
of a generic drug that would compete in the same
market as the patent owner's brand name drug.
This type of business manoeuvring can have a
Boundaries of Intellectual Property: Innovation Policy for the Knowledge
Society (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2004) at 135.
138 Dianne Wood, UIP in the Courts = The Role of the Judge" Dreyfuss,
Rochelle et al., Expanding the Boundaries of Intellectual Property:
Innovation Policy for the Knowledge Society (Oxford: Oxford University
press, 2004) at 435.
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negative impact for access to medication by those
individuals unable to afford brand name
medications. However the prof it margins of such
medications are extremely high. 139
Despite this behaviour, intellectual property
rights have not lost their "sacred cow" status in
of
the
theft
intellectual
presenting
of
to
aspect
endorsing
Basically,
akinis
system.
negative
lawproperty
judicial
potentially
the
private property, bringing irreparable harm
against the artists and inventors, and generally
undermining the cultural, economic and scientific
progress of the Western world. 140 In fact it can
139 Dutfield, supra at note 81 at 109.
F'or example, Bayer came to an agreement in 1997 with a generic company
called Barr Pharmaceuticals. By this deal, Barr agreed to drop its legal
challenge to Bayer's patent on its commercially successful antibiotic,
Cipro (ciprofloxacin). In exchange, Bayer agreed to pay Barr around US $28
million a year until 2003, when the patent on Cipro is due to expire. Two
other companies are also alleged to have been paid by Bayer not to
challenge its patent ... In 2001, Abbott Laboratories was accused of paying
generic firms to delay the commercialization of generic versions of
Hytrin, a commercially successful treatment for hypertension and enlarged
prostate_But by agreeing to recognize Pfizer's patent and to limit
competition, a group of five companies Pfizer, Cyanamid (Lederle's
parent company), Bristol, Squibb and Upjohn cornered the tetracycline
market and managed to ensure that the price of their closely related
products remained high and almost equal for about a decade.
140 May, supra at note 118 at 101.
be said that, "increasingly,
132
governments regard
strong patent rights as an essential component of
national innovation policy for achieving the
I knowledge based economy'. So to take this line
is to be pro-innovation and to oppose it is to be
reactionary, neo-Luddite and even anti-
. l' 141cap1ta 1st." Examples such as imperial China
suggest however, that impressive scientific
innovation can occur without the presence of
patent 1 142aWe Some argue that the same may be
said about Indigenous societies.
Effectively, this has taken away the possibility for a dual system, no
longer will a blind eye be turned to 'theft'. The discourse has been
narrowed from one where the health of developing states' populations might
be considered an element in assessing the suitability of intellectual
property legislation, to one in which only the morality of 'piracy' and
'theft' is discussed. There is no longer a space in policy discussion for
the reasons which underlie such differences in the recognition of drug
patents, it is theft and that is it all.
141 Outfield, supra at note 81 at 209.
142 John Needham, Science and Civilization in China, (Cambridge:
Cambridge university press, 1954).
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Overview of the Pharmaceutical Industry
ofandin
a complex issue
not,is
It becomes
successfinancialCorporate
problematic.itself,
financialsuchwithassociatedthe power
success is exercised in ways that are contrary to
when
ofusetheiswaysuchOnegiven
the well being of individuals and groups in any
society.143
financial influence to direct national and
international legislation. For example the
headlinesNonetheless,in
pharmaceutical lobby group spent $177 million on
1999-2000. 144lobbying
143 For a discussion of some of the ways patent restrictions can be
manipulated and harm the society that insisted on these restrictions
please see: Melody Wirz, "Are Patents Really Limited To 20 Years?--A
Closer Look At Pharmaceuticals" (2003) 1 Okla. J. L. & Tech 5.
144 For an excellent summary of the present day crisis in the
pharmaceutical industry please see The Economist, supra at note 76 at 73
and John Abramson, Overdosed America, (New York: Harper Collins, 2004) at
89. He states:
The financial conflicts of interest at the NIH are by no means isolated
examples of drug company influence on the government oversight of the drug
industry. Because crucial recommendations about drug approval and drug
labelling are made at the FDA's Advisory Committee meetings, federal law
Ugenerally prohibits" the participation of experts who have financial ties
to the products being presented on these committees. An article in the USA
Today in September 2000 shows, however, that the FDA granted so many
waivers-800 between 1998 and 2000- that 54 percent of the experts on these
all-important Advisory Committees had "a direct financial interest in the
drug or topic they are asked to evaluate." And this 54 percent figure does
not take into account that FDA rUles do not even require an Advisory
Committee member to declare receipt of amounts less than $50,000 per year
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about the 4angers of many drugs including Vioxx,
Celebrex and Aleve; the increase in suicides by
people on anti-depressant medication; the
influence of the pharmaceutical industry on the
FDA and Congress via its formidable lobby group
in Washington; the immense marketing of
questionable medical conditions, are all topics
making news daily.
The production of scientific evidence to back up
the reported health benef its of many drugs is
similarly influenced by the pharmaceutical
industry. According to Abramson, Uthe problem is
that the search for scientific truth is, by its
very nature, unpredictable, and this uncertainty
is hardly optimal from a business point of
view... ln this context, the role of the drug and
medical-device companies has evolved so that
their most important product 1S uscientific
evidence. u 145
from a drug company as long as the payment is for work not related to the
drug being discussed.
145 Abramson, supra at note 144 at 52.
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The need for control over scientific evidence has
resul ted in for-profit medical research centres
and unprecedented pressure on well-established
medical journals to publish carefully managed and
even dubious clinical trial results. In fact, by
the year 2000 university and academic centres
were responsible for only one-third of all
clinical trials. The aforementioned for-profit
medical research centres conducted the rest of
centres academicHowever,
the
these
trials. The pharmaceutical
directly.146
companies pay
researchers fare only slightly better. Al though
academic researchers
corporate influence,
are more likely to refuse
this is becoming less and
less possible. According to Angell:
146 Ibid. at 95. Furthermore at 96 he states:
In september 2001 an unprecedented alarm was sounded. The editors of 12 of
the world I 5 most- influential medical journals I including the Journal of
the American Medical Association, the New England Journal of Medicine, The
Lancet and the Annals of Internal Medicine, issued an extraordinary joint
statement in their pUblications. In words that should have shaken the
medical profession to its core, the statement told of "draconian" terms
being imposed on medical researchers by corporate sponsors. And it warned
that the "precious objectivity" of the clinical studies that were being
published in their journals was being threatened by the transformation of
clinical research into a commercial activity.
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Consider some of the academic-industrial
arrangements at Harvard University. The
Dana-Farber Cancer Institute, a Harvard
hospital, has a deal that gives Novartis
rights to discoveries that lead to new
cancer drugs. The Japanese cosmetic maker
Shiseido gave Harvard's Massachusetts
General Hospital $180 million over ten
years for first rights to discoveries by
faculty dermatologists. Merck is building
a twelve-story research facility next door
to Harvard Medical School. 147
With extensive reach in Congress; the National
Institute of Health (NIH) ; the Food and Drug
Administration (FDA) and medical research
centres, the pharmaceutical industry's influence
is rather all-encompassing. What is less obvious
is how the industry gained such influence. There
147 Angell, supra at note 116 at 102. Furthermore at 103 she states:
The head of Psychiatry Department of Brown University made $500,000 just
in consulting fees in 1998.
Also see: Idris, supra at note 108 at 101. He states:
In the United States of America, to implement the Bayh-Dole Act
effectively, a number of TLOs (technology licensing offices) were
established at universities. As a result I the membership of the
Association of university Technology Managers (AUTM) increased from 113 in
1980, to 2,178 in 1999 ... An increasing number of universities are becoming
entrepreneurial. For instance, Oxford university in the United Kingdom and
27 of its colleges have recently set up a U8$25 million venture capital
fund to invest in spin-offs from university research. The Isis College
Fund invests in companies that convert university research into commercial
assets. In 1988, the university set up a special unit, Isis Innovation, to
assist in transferring technology from laboratories to commercial use
through patents, licensing, and specific-purpose companies. The University
has already invested in 18 companies, at least 5 of which are now pUblicly
listed.
is no doubt that the industry is filled
137
with
excellent businessmen and women capable of
creating and leading such a powerhouse of an
. d 148ln ustry. However, the pharmaceutical industry
is part of group of businesses 149 that depend
heavily on intellectual property law for the
maintenance and growth of their prof its. 150 The
148 Dutfield, supra at note 81 at 241.
By way of illustration, a study by researchers at Boston University School
of Health found that the American brand-name drug sector increased its
marketing staff from a total of 55,348 people in 1995 to 87,810 in 2000.
In the same years the number of researchers actually fell, from 49,409
people to 48,527.
149 Idris, supra at note 10 at 61. He explains:
Valuations of IP assets, such as trademarks, have grown to become an
important component of a firm's capitalization. According to Interbrand,
in 2001, the worldwide trademarks of Coca-Cola, Disney and Ford were 61,
54 and 66 percent, respectively, of the capitalization of those companies,
and were worth US$69, 32.5, and 30 billion respectively. A decade or so
ago, very few companies entertained such a concept of trademark
valuation._Recently, IP assets have also been recognized as financial
assets_ For patent valuation, the Patent License Exchange uses a
mathematical model based on the Nobel prize-winning option theory
developed by Robert Merto, Myron Scholes, and Fischer Black.
150 Ozlem A. Bordes, liThe Learned Intermediary Doctrine and Direct-To-
Consumer Advertising: Should the Pharmaceutical Manufacturer be Shielded
from Liability?" (2004) 81 U. Det. Mercy L. Rev. 267 at 267. He mentions
that:
Early on, pharmaceutical manufacturers were successful in avoiding
liability. They prevailed on motions for summary judgment simply due to
the learned intermediary doctrine, claiming the physician was adequately
warned and in turn had the duty to warn the patient. More recently,
however, some pharmaceutical manufacturers have not been protected by the
learned intermediary doctrine against suits by the ultimate user of
prescription drugs. The application of the learned intermediary doctrine
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pharmaceutical industry may not be the largest
industry in the world but due to the monopolies
made possible by patent law it is consistently
the most profitable one, ln the First World at
least. As we see below the pharmaceutical
industry outpaces other Fortune 500 companies by
a wide margin.
Retum 011 Assets for DrugCompanies Versus for AJlMajor Companies, b)<
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is diminishing due to increased direct-to-consurner pharmaceutical
advertising.
Also see: Willem Pretorius I "TRIPS and Developing Countries: How Level is
the Playing Field?" in Mayne, supra at note 39 at 193. He writes:
21 July 1999: the House of Representatives, by a vote of 307 to 117,
rejects the 'Sanders amendment. I The Sanders amendment would make it
illegal for the Department of State to lobby Asian or African countries
against access to essential medicines, if the country was TRIPS-compliant.
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Minimum Standards for Everyone
Historically patent law has consistently been
used to serve a public policy that a government
in question felt was of importance at a given
time. 151 Balasubramaniam reinforces
by stating that:
the argument
Some countries in Western Europe as well
as Japan refused to grant product patents
for pharmaceuticals until they had reached
international competitiveness. These
countries provide the most convincing
argument that a national patent policy is
essential for the technological
development of a national pharmaceutical
industry. France, Germany, Italy, Japan,
Sweden and Switzerland, home of some of
the most innovative pharmaceutical
companies, persistently resisted providing
pharmaceutical product patents until their
industries had reached a certain degree of
development. France introduced product
patents in 1960, Germany 1968, Japan 1976,
151 According to Ladas. http://www.ladas.com/Patents/USpatentHistory.html
In general the twentieth century has seen a dynamic interrelationship
between the patent system and the application of antitrust laws. Although
the first antitrust law, the Sherman Act, was enacted in 1890, the courts
did not start to give it teeth until Theodore Roosevelt's administration
(1901-1909). It was not until the 1930's that the patent system started to
come under attack, being viewed as assisting in the maintenance of
monopolies that were seen as being at least a contributing factor to the
economic misery of the thirties. This scepticism about the patent system
survived World War II and blossomed again in the depressed economic
conditions of the 1970's, a period of strong anti-trust enforcement. In
the early 1980's, the thinking of the Chicago School of economists came to
the fore and with the elect~on of President Reagan enthusiasm for
antitrust enforcement went out of fashion.
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Switzerland 1977, and Italy and Sweden in
1978. 152
The monopoly accorded to a company over a process
and/or product by patent law is an integral part
of achieving high profit margins. The acquisition
of a patent leads to the ownership of that which
is the subject of the patent, be it for a limited
amount of time. In the pharmaceutical industry
these legal monopolies, among other legal
instruments, have created companies with very
impressive intellectual property assets allowing
this industry and others like it extensive
152 Kumariah Balasubramaniam, "Access to Medicines: Patents, Prices and
Public policy-Consumer Perspectives" in Mayne, supra at note 39 at 105.
Also see Han. Robin Jacob, "The Onward March of Intellectual property
Rights and Remedies" in Dreyfuss, Rochelle et al., Expanding the
Boundaries of Intellectual property: Innovation policy for the Knowledge
Society, (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2004) at 417. Mr. Jacob states:
For some time I have been worried by the onward march of IP rights and
remedies. I am near sure that its push into countries that get no or
little benefit from IP laws by the TRIPS Agreement is likely to prove
unfortunate. It may be all right for the 'flimflam' products of the
designer world, such as those products sold under famous trademarks, which
have achieved the status of snob marks. But in the large scheme of things,
particularly third world poverty, I cannot see it doing any good. When our
countries were young and backward the last thing we needed was our
fledgling industries under a yoke of foreign rights. On the contrary, in
the United Kingdom we gave patents to people who went abroad to 'steal'
ideas from foreigners, and the USA only gave copyright rights for works
first published in the United States-if first pUblished elsewhere
Americans were free to pirate.
legislative reach. 153 Macdonald drives the
141
point
home by stating:
These two groups [economists and lawyers]
have long dominated discussion of the
pa tent system with the consequence that
discussion rapidly descends to sub-
paragraphs of legislation and the minutiae
economic theory_ Indeed, the complications
and implications of the system pass
virtually unnoticed in the world at large,
masked by the simple assumption that the
patent stimulates innovation, and -equally
innocent- that something would surely be
done about the system if it did not. The
patent system is taken on trust, vaguely
perceived as beneficial and, if not
beneficial, at least benign. 154
What is interesting about this perspective is
that it can easily be applied to the
pharmaceutical industry. This industry until
recently was perceived as JJ one of the least
153 Mattews, supra at note 105 at 46. Matthews illustrate this
cooperation between wealthy nations and corporations in the following way:
_how a consensus in favour of global action was achieved across a range of
industry sectors, how a coherent strategy of industry alliances linked to
government action then emerged, most visibly in the United States but also
in Europe and Japan, and how a willingness to engage in forum shifting
from bilateral to multilateral action, coupled with a negotiating
advantage over developing nations in terms of intellectual property
expertise, led to a successful outcome of the uruguay Round of GATT
negotiations as far as global business interests were concerned.
154 Stuart Macdonald, "Exploring the Hidden Costs of' Patents" Mayne, supra
at note 39 at 15.
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tarnished of industries. ff155 The Vioxx controversy
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industry was far from benign. This led to the
realization that real clinical trials are done
post-market on ordinary consumers, meanwhile, the
pharmaceutical companies benefit greatly from
the FDA continues tolonger patent monopolies;
receive its Prescription Drug User Fee Act fees
for having put those drugs on the market; and the
USPTO (United States Patent and Trademark Office)
agents reviewing patent applications benefit from
the bonuses received on each patent application
approved. This is the very patent system that was
adopted into the WTO via the TRIPS agreement to
serve as a model for the protection of patents
worldwide. 156
155 The Economist, supra at note 76 at 78.
156 Keith E. Maskus, Jerome H. Reichman, "The Globalization of privat·e
Knowledge Goods and the Privatization of Global Public Goods" Journal of
International Economic Law 2004 at 300.
Consider, for example, that the drive to further harmonize the
international minimum standards of patent protection at WIPO has occurred
at the very time when the domestic standards of the United States and the
operations of its patent system are under critical assault. That country's
patent system has been subject to scathing criticism in numerous law
journal articles, in the scientific literature, and even in magazines of
general circulation. New proposals to reform both the domestic and
In fact, TRIPS strengthened and expanded
143
the
rights of intellectual property owners without
equivalent care given to the obvious public
interest consequences associated with such a
system. This lack of protection for those
affected by the expansion and strengthening of
intellectual property rights in international law
is very disconcerting given that just about llall
the major pharmaceutical firms are already at
work screening the genetic resources found in
Brazil, Costa Rica, China, Micronesia and other
biologically diverse countr ies . ,,157 There is a
growing concern that the rush for certain
medicinal ingredients has pushed some species to
the verge of extinction. The consequences of such
extinction are obvious. In other cases by the
time that the medicinal potential was discovered
international patent systems appear frequently, and commissions to study
or propose reform are operating on numerous fronts. How, under such
circumstances, could it be timely to harmonize and elevate international
standards of patent protection--even if that were demonstrably beneficial-
-when there is so little agreement in the US itself on how to rectify a
dysfunctional apparatus that often seems out of control?
157 Biodiversity Prospecting: Using Generic Resources for Sustainable
Development, (Washington. WRI, 1993) http.//www.wri.org.
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the species had already disappeared due to
various unsustainable activities. iS8
TRIPS Overview
thetostepnecessaryaseen
TRIPS did not come to be overnight. The GATT was
getting
international economy back on track after World
War II. Shortly after the war, negotiations began
to achieve this economic necessity and since then
the GATT has seen many negotiation rounds leading
to a more liberal trade regime each time. During
the Uruguay Round of negotiations a push was made
to create the WTO, which included TRIPS. The WTO
with its vertically integrated compliance
systemiS9 is one of the most important
developments in the history on international law.
158 This is the case of a Malaysian gum tree which was discovered to
contain a chemical compound capable of blocking the HIV-l virus in a
laboratory. However, when the scientists returned to Malaysia the tree
species had already gone extinct.
159 Brett Frischrnann, "A Dynamic Institutional Theory of International
Law" Buffalo Law Review 2003 at 775. The compliance system of the WTO
works that following way:
The WTO regime involves a comprehensive, integrated compliance system that
employs all three compliance strategies. The dispute settlement system is
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Predecessors to the TRIPS agreement include the
1883 Paris Convention for the Protection of
Industrial Property, 160 the 1886 Berne Convention
for the Protection of Literary and Artistic
Works 161 and the 1978 Patent . 162Cooperatlon Treaty.
However, these legal instruments and their
various incarnations and offshoots, pale in
comparison to the cohesion, scope and
comprehensiveness of the TRIPS agreement in and
of itself and the structural breadth of the WTO.
Unlike the relative obscurity the international
intellectual property community was use to, the
the centerpiece of the regime and is
powerful yet created under international
advance in the international law field,
perhaps the most advanced and
law. It represents a significant
is the 'backbone' of the WTO
trading system, and has been touted as the model institution for other
developing areas of international law.
160 Paris Convention for the Protection of Industrial Property, as last
revised at the Stockholm Revision Conference, July 14, 1967, 21 U.S.T.
1583; 828 U.N.T.S. 303.
161 Berne Convention for the Protection of Literary and Artistic Works,
Sept. 9, 1886, as revised at Paris on July 24, 1971 and amended in 1979,
S. Treaty Doc. No. 99-27 (1986).
162 Patent Cooperation Treaty, June 19, 1970, 28 U.S.T. 7645; 1160
U.N.T.S. 231; 9 I.L.M. 978 (1970).
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decision to include intellectual property under
the auspices of the WTO presented the community
with a serious public relations problem. As part
of a general trade agreement, TRIPS came under
the scrutiny of individuals and organizations
that normally would not be concerned with or were
unaware of such matters. Poor farmers, Indigenous
toablewereorganizationsother
distance,a
assess intellectual property rights
since such rights were not
intrinsically embedded into their economic or
from
groups and
critically
health care systems.
In the developed world the pharmaceutical
industry is a major economic force. The number of
people directly or indirectly employed by the
industry is enormous. It was very difficult,
therefore, for critics here to really analyze the
value of such as system from a disinterested
point of view. When all the intellectual property
industries are taken together it becomes apparent
that intellectual property rights are so
ingrained in our economic life that the very idea
147
that we should consider an alternative means to
promote innovation and scientific progress seems
superfluous given the wealth our intellectual
property industries generate.
Of course this is a main argument behind the
developing world
TRIPS ideology. The idea
adopts the
is that, if the
same intellectual
property standards, they will benefit much the
same way via direct foreign investment and the
growth of local intellectual property industries.
As with most magic bullets conceived to remedy
the profound economic problems of the developing
world, it is a one-dimensional solution based
much more on a self-serving theory than
expectation of economic prosperity in developing
regions.
Irrespective of the desirability or utility of
the TRIPS accord, it 1S major force to be
reckoned with in international law. The way that
TRIPS achieved this status in international law
brings into focus the organizational prowess of
148
the pharmaceutical industry to identify a problem
and implement a solution via public policy on a
local or international level. According to Shiva
the
this:
coordinated effort looked something like
James Enyart of Monsanto, commenting on
the IPC strategy states, llbesides selling
our concepts at home we went to Geneva
where we presented (our) document to the
staff of the GATT secretariat. We also
took the opportunity to present it to the
Geneva based representatives of a large
number of countries. What I have described
to you is absolutely unprecedented in
GATT. Industry has identified a major
problem. in international trade. It crafted
a solution, reduced it to a concrete
proposal and sold it to our own and other
governments. Industries and traders of
world commerce have played simultaneously
the role of patients, the diagnosticians
and the prescribing physicians. ,,163
Although there were many interested intellectual
property parties that joined the effort to
internationalise intellectual property standards,
the pharmaceutical industry was instrumental.
Their impressive influence was felt especially in
163 Vandana Shiva, "protecting Our Biological and Intellectual Heritage"
in Protecting Our Biological and Intellectual Heritage in the Age of
Biopiracy , (New Delhi: Research Foundation for Science, Technology and
Nature Resource Policy, 1996) at 18.
the patent law section of TRIPS. 164 The
149
end
law that wasa patent
matter;
product was
encompassing just about any
capable
subject
of
effectively enforceable; and in practice able to
bypass most traditional means of mitigating
patent rights. Their ability to influence
international legislation is not very surprising
since the pharmaceutical industry is one of the
most active industries when it come to mergers,
concentrating control of the industry in fewer
entities. As we see below this trend towards
worldwide mergers is still very pertinent.
164 Daniel Gervais, The Trips Agreement: Drafting History And Analysis,
(London: Sweet & Maxwell, 1998) at 220.
The patent section of the TRIPS Agreement was one of the most difficult to
negotiate. It involved a number of key North-North as well as North-South
issues. The result is impressive, and makes TRIPS the most important
multilateral instrument in this field. The TRIPS Agreement overcame the
main weakness of the Paris Convention in this regard, and instead of
relying domestic law, TRIPS defined the scope of a patent.
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The obligatory nature of TRIPS in the WTO
effectively sets uniform minimum standards of
protection for intellectual property worldwide.
We will examine the TRIPS agreement in this
thesis for its potential to protect Indigenous
traditional knowledge of medicinal plants while
keeping in mind the identity and nature of its
architects.
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A Closer Look at TRIPS
Preamble
The Preamble of TRIPS specifically states the
need for Urecognizing the underlying public
policy objectives of national systems for the
protection of intellectual property." The
Preamble goes
Uintellectual
on to specifically
property rights
states that,
are private
rights. ,,165 This is very significant because it
affirms the successful interpretation by the
intellectual property community of intellectual
property as a private right as opposed to a
public privilege.
This is important because there is a vast
difference between a right and a privilege. The
idea that certain privileges should be afforded
to intellectual property creators for their
contribution to the arts and sciences had been
transplanted by the idea that intellectual
165 TRIPS, supra at note 7 Preamble.
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notion for intellectual property is even more
problematic in the TRIPS context because many
cultures worldwide are simply not familiar with
this concept, which adds to the overall confusion
regarding the ownership of intangible property.
Irrespective of this cultural bias, for some
patent protection goes beyond being a legally
enforceable private right, it is part and parcel
of good governance. 167
Article 3: National Treatment
Article 3 of TRIPS insists that, II each member
shall accord to the nationals of other Members
treatment no less favourable than that it accords
166 Drahos, supra at note III at xxiv.
Those actors who have the most to gain from strong intellectual property
rights routinely mobilize the language of private rights to legitimate
their claims for ever higher levels of protection. Running the case
against intellectual property rights is much harder because it requires
one to defend group notions such as the public domain, or cultural rights,
the common heritage and so on, within a philosophical framework that
grants primacy to individuals and their freedom.
167 pires, supra at note 123 at 123.
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to its own national. ,,168 The national treatment
provision makes it very difficult, if not
impossible, for developing countries to give
preferential treatment to local pharmaceutical
enterprises in an effort to reduce their
dependency on foreign medications. Since any
incentive given to its own nationals must be made
equally available to the nationals of all the
members of the WTO, competing, established
foreign firms hold jump-starting local industry
historically the States that
back. It is very important to
are
note that,
intellectual
property powerhouses today used incentives to
promote local biotechnical industry as well as
protecting this industry until it was strong
enough to compete internationally before
venturing into the realm of patent protection for
foreign firms.
Public policy incentives are simply not an option
for countries without an already well-established
industry. The tools used therefore by countries
168 TRIPS, supra at note 7 Article 3.
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such as England, Switzerland, the United States,
France, Germany et cetera are seen as unnecessary
and the implementation of strong intellectual
property rights is put forth as the answer to
promoting research and development in the poor
areas of the world.
Article 4: Most-Favoured Nation
Article 4 builds upon the intended purpose of
Article 3 by necessitating that "with regard to
the protection of intellectual property, any
advantage, favour, privilege or immunity granted
by a Member the nationals of any other country
shall be a~corded immediately and unconditionally
to the national of all the Members." 169 This is
known as the Most-Favoured-Nation Treatment and
it provides protection for Member States against
the preferential treatment of a country by any
WTO member.
169 TRIPS, supra at note 7 Article 4.
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The effect this has on the ability of developing
nations to compete with developed nations in
intellectual property based industries is
enormous. A country such as Brazil cannot give
preferential treatment to a country such as
Argentina and thus develop a complementary system
of trade that can benefit both countries and
possibly the Latin American region as a whole.
Once again the behaviour that allowed, for
example Europe, to develop its intellectual
property industries by investing heavily in
complementary relationships within its region is
not available to the developing world of today.170
The potential for countries like India and Brazil
to become competi tive pharmaceutical innovators
is seriously undermined by the restrictions
placed on regional preferential treatment. Given
the infrastructure already available in Brazil
and India, the enormous biological diversity
found within their borders and the number of
Indigenous traditional knowledge holders that
170 Christopher Arup, "TRIPs: Across the Global Field of Intellectual
property" [2004J E.I.P.R. at 9.
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reside there, it is not inconceivable that they
could establish significant pharmaceutical
industries.
Article 6: Exhaustion principle
The exhaustion principle, contemplated in Article
6 is dealt with in a very particular way in that
it is not really dealt with at all. The article
states that, " ...nothing in this Agreement shall be
used to address the issue of the exhaustion of
intellectual property rights."l?l This form of
omission demonstrates the controversial nature of
the exhaustion principle. Pires explains the
complicated process of the international
exhaustion principle. He says:
When a patented product is sold on the
na tional market to be exported and then
re-imported, exhaustion takes place at the
national level. There is no international
exhaustion under those circumstances.
International exhaustion only occurs when
the patent rights that are valid in at
least two countries and that cover the
same intangible asset (i.e., the same
invention) are owned by the same person or
171 TRIPS, supra at note 7 Article 6.
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by different persons under the legal and
economic control of the same person, and
the patented article, after being sold in
one of the countries, is exported into the
other. l72
Therefore, if the same patent-holder sells a
particular product in country A for $100 and in
country B for $200 the principle of exhaustion of
rights means that any third party can import the
product from A into B, so that they may take
advantage of the lower price, without the
authorization of the patent-holder. Once the
patent holder has put the particular product on
the market in country A their rights over the
product have been eXhausted.
The reason for the controversy is that those
opposed to the monopolistic pricing by
pharmaceutical companies were hoping to use the
exhaustion principle in conjunction with the
first-sale doctrine, (the first unrestricted sale
of a patented item exhausts the patentee's
control over that particular item) to assure
172 Pires, supra at note 122 at 105.
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access to lower priced drugs. The ambiguity in
TRIPS regarding exhaustion of intellectual
property rights has resulted in the constant
attempts at WTO ministerial meetings to negotiate
some sort of definition of international
exhaustion of intellectual property rights that
will privilege developing countries.
Article 27: Patentable Subject Matter
Article 27 spells out the patentable subject
matter. It states:
Patents shall be available for any
inventions, whether products or processes,
in all fields of technology, provided that
they are new, involve an inventive step
and are capable of industrial application...
patents shall be available and patents
shall be enjoyed without discrimination as
to the place of invention, the field of
technolqgy and whether products are
imported or locally produced. 173
This expansive interpretation of patentability is
a main concern for Indigenous peoples since
products and processes that were previously
considered as "found in nature" are
173 TRIPS, supra at note 7 Article 27.1.
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systematically included under the umbrella of
patentable subject matter.
What is patentable according to TRIPS is
therefore very broadly defined. In a sense there
is not very much that does not fall under this
definition of patentability. There are some
restrictions with regards to national security,
health emergencies or morality but the
interpretive nature of legal documents makes such
restrictions ineffectual given the expansive
definition of patentability in the first place.
allows members exclude
For example,
agreement
Article 27 3(b)
to
of the TRIPS
from
patentability "plants and animals other than
micro-organisms and essentially biological
processes" only if plant varieties are protected
via patents or some other sui generis system of
protection that is effective. The problem with
this exemption is that what is considered
"effective alternative protection" is determined
by the WTO. In a sense, what is being promoted is
160
the idea that as long as the end result is the
same as it would have been under TRIPS you may
choose the· means that will assure the desired
end.
Pires de Carvalho upon considering the scope of
Article 27 concludes that, "higher life forms
aside, however, not many biotechnological
inventions have been left out of the mandatory
patentability."I~ Article 27 solves what was
perceived as a major obstacle in international
trade, the discriminatory treatment of various
fields of technology especially in the chemical
and pharmaceutical fields. In many countries
protection for pharmaceutical products either did
not exist or was severely limited. Pires notes
that, "the TRIPS Agreement does not prohibit WTO
Members to grant patent protection for
discoveries or for inventions that could be seen
as mere reconstitutions of natural products and
processes. "175 As Drahos and many other have noted
174 Pires, supra at note 123 at 177.
175 Ibid. at 145.
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Article 27 is the culmination of a trend that
began over 20 years ago: the blurring of the
discovery-invention distinction, a principle of
patent law since its inception.
Article 27 of the TRIPS agreement not only
affirms the patentability of what can be viewed
as naturally occurring products and processes but
also allows second uses to be patentable subject
matter. Second use refers to the practice of
finding "new therapeutic uses for molecules and
compositions that have been on sale for years,
thus adding new life (and utility) to substances
that are already known. ,,176 Regarding Article 27
Khor provides the following analysis:
~all classes of new biotech patents should
have been rejected on one or more of the
following grounds: all involve biological
processes not under the direct control of
the scientist and cannot be regarded as
inventions; there is no specific basis to
support. the patenting of genes and
genomes, which are discoveries at best;
the hit-or-miss technologies associated
with many of the "inventions" are
hazardous to health and biodiversity; many
patents involve acts of plagiarism of
Indigenous knowledge and biopiracy of
176 Ibid. at 150.
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plants and animals bred and used by local
communities for millennia.... !??
As we have seen earlier, the industry is facing a
serious shortage in new and innovative compounds.
This decline was marked by an increase in the
patenting of pre-existing compounds or the
reformulation of such compounds. The restriction
in patent law of the patentability of naturally
occurring substances presented a major hurdle for
the pharmaceutical industry. Redefining, through
legal formalism, the concept of innovation and
invention was critical in controlling the growing
genetic material market. The bridge between the
required legal reasoning and the immediate
industry needs was being constructed over the
years through the subtle obscuring of the
boundary between invention and discovery. The
melting of the two was accomplished in the
Chakrabarty case where the Supreme Court of the
United States, concluded that Congress intended
177 Khor, supra at note 82 at 75. Also Dutfie1d, supra at note 80 at 223.
The African Group of countries warned that, 'by mandating or enabling the
patenting of seeds, plants and genetic and biological materials, Article
27.3 (b) is likely to lead to appropriation of the knowledge and resources
of Indigenous and local communities'.
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patentable subject matter to include uanything
under the sun that is made by man.ul~
As expansive as the patentable subject matter may
be already I there are indications that there is
room for more expansion. The free trade agreement
completed by the United States and Jordan allows
for less exclusion from patentability than does
Article 27 of TRIPS. Over time the US and
European Union may well develop a web of free-
trade agreements that globalize a new set of
minimum international standards of intellectual
property protection higher than those contained
in TRiPS.
Lastly I Article 27 also makes clear that those
inventions that may be considered as contrary to
ordre public or even morality are not
automatically excluded from patentability. This
is also problematic for Indigenous people since
the private ownership of certain plants that have
sacred value is contrary their morals. Hence a
178 Diamond v~ Chakrabarty, supra at note 38~
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restriction on patentable subject matter that
would have been beneficial to Indigenous people,
to control use of medicinal plants that are also
sacred, pre TRIPS was taken away by the expansive
definition
Article 27.
of patentable subject matter in
Article 31: Other Use Wi thout Authorization of
the Right Holder
Article 28 sets out the exclusive rights that a
patent confers upon its owner, 179 but Article 31
deals with the use of pa~ented products and
processes without the authorization of the right
holder. Article 31 was extensively criticized at
the Doha ministerial meeting because it
restricted greatly previously allowable
exceptions such as compulsory licensing. This
protest resulted in a decision taken by the
General
members
Council in
from some of
2003 to exclude eligible
the obligations of Article
179 TRIPS, supra at note 7 Article 28.
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31 with respect to pharmaceutical products. This
waiver however is subject to several
conditions .180 Some of these conditions inc lude:
Alerting the TRIPS Council as to the names and
quantities of the products; evidence that the
importing country cannot manufacture the product;
compulsory licence has to be granted according to
Art.31 of the TRIPS Agreement; resulting products
must be clearly identified and re-exportation of
these products is prohibited. 181
Furthermore, these conditions placed on
compulsory licenses do not aid poor countries
without the manufacturing ability to fully take
advantage of compulsory
180 TRIPS, supra at note 7 Article 31.
licensing .. 182provlslons.
181 Kongolo and Shyllon, "Panorama Of The Most Controversial Issues In
Developing Countries, Controversial IP Issues In Developing Countries"
[2004J E.I.P.R. at 261.
182 James Love, "Access to Medicine and Compliance with the WTO TRIPS
Accord: Models for State Practice in Developing Countries· in Ruth Mayne
et al. Global Intellectual Property Rights, (New York: Palgrave Macmillan,
2002) at 75. He states:
Canada has the most extensive experience with the use of compulsory
licenses for pharmaceutical drugs. Until pressured by the US, as a
condition of joining NAFTA, to abandon a compulsory licensing approach
that was nearly ~utomatic, Canada routinely granted compulsory licenses on
Compulsory licences are means by which
166
a
government can authorize the production of
pharmaceuticals, with compensation based upon royalties, typically set at
4 per cent of the competitor's sales price.
Also see: Carlos M. Correa uPro-Competitive Measures under TRIPS to
Promote Technology Diffusion in Developing countries" in Ruth Mayne et al.
Global Intellectual Property Rigbts, (New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2002)
at 48.
In March 2000, the Panel concluded that canada was not in violation of
TRIPS in its practice of allowing the development and submission of
information required to obtain marketing approval for pharmaceutical
products carried out without the consent of the patent holder. However,
canada was found to be acting inconsistently with TRIPS in its practice of
allowing the manufacture and stockpiling of pharmaceutical products during
the months immediately prior to the expiry of the 20-year old patent
term.
For other cases concerning patent law before the WTO please see:
DSl14 Canada - Patent Protection of Pharmaceutical Products (Complainant:
European Communities) 19 December 1997. DS153 European Communities
Patent Protection for Pharmaceutical and Agricultural Chemical Products
(Complainant: Canada) December 1998. DS170 Canada Term of Patent
protection (Complainant: United states) 6 May 1999. DS171 Argentina
Patent Protection for Pharmaceuticals and Test Data Protection for
Agricultural Chemicals (Complainant: United States) May 1999. DS176
united States Section 211 Omnibus Appropriations Act of 1998
(Complainant: European Communities) 8 July 1999. DS186 United States
Section 337 of the Tariff Act of 1930 and Amendments thereto (Complainant:
European Communities) 12 January 2000. DS196 Argentina - certain Measures
on the Protection of Patents and Test Data (Complainant: united States)
30 May 2000. DS199 Brazil Measures Affecting Patent Protection
(Complainant: United States) 30 May 2000. DS224 United States - US Patents
code (Complainant: Brazil) 31 January 2001. DS36 Pakistan Patent
Protection for Pharmaceutical and Agricultural Chemical Products
(Complainant: United States) 30 April 1996.DS37 Portugal Patent
Protection under the Industrial Property Act (Complainant: united States)
30 April 1996. DS50 India Patent Protection for Pharmaceutical and
Agricultural Chemical Products (Complainant: United States) 2 July 1996.
DS79 India Patent Protection for Pharmaceutical and Agricultural
Chemical Products (Complainant: European Communities) 28 April 1997. DS83
Denmark Measures Affecting the Enforcement of Intellectual Property
Rights (complain'ant: united States) 14 May 1997. DS86 Sweden - Measures
Affecting the Enforcement of Intellectual Property Rights (Complainant:
united States) 28 May 1997.
generic drugs without the approval of
167
the
pharmaceutical company but with adequate
compensation. According to Correa, "despite the
legitimacy of compulsory licences, some countries
that have provided for them in their legislation
have faced the threat of unilateral retaliations,
or the suspension of aid, by some developed
countries. Of particular interest was the dispute
between the USA and South Africa in relation to
South African legislation aimed at allowing
parallel imports and compulsory licences for
medicines. ,,183
South Africa had been paying 98 percent higher
prices for medications than the best available
price in the European Union. Although South
Africa was legally in a just position to apply
the measures that it did, the pressure from the
pharmaceutical companies and the United States
183 Carlos M. Correa "Pro-Competitive Measures under TRIPS to promote
Technology Diffusion in Developing Countries" in Mayne. supra at note 39
at 50.
was enormous. 184 Public outcry forced
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the
companies and the US to take a more conciliatory
tone but the fact remains that "while public
heal th is being transformed by medical advances
in rich countries, 14 million people die every
year of treatable diseases in poor countries."l~
This is partly due to the fact that
pharmaceutical companies do not have the
financial incentive to produce medications for
the populations of these countries as their
ability to pay is limited and because the
medications that are available are subject to
monopolistic pricing due to patent protection.
Sykes explains that:
Much of" the problem is attributed to the
prices charged by pharmaceutical companies
184 Alan O. Sykes, "Trips, Pharmaceuticals, Developing Countries, And The
Doha "Solution" (2002) 3 Chi. J. Int'l L. 47 at 47.
The bulk of the attention stems from the HIV/AIDS epidemic which affects
many developing countries acutely, and where much of the infected
population is said to be unable to obtain effective therapies because of
their prohibitive cost. The annual cost of advanced retroviral therapies
in South Africa, where one in eight persons is thought to be infected, is
said to be about $12,000, far beyond the means of most south Africans.
Also: Ellen 'T Hoen, "'Trips, Pharmaceutical Patents, And Access To
Essential Medicines: A Long Way From Seattle To Doha" (2002) 3 Chi. J.
Int'l L. 27.
185 Ruth Mayne, "The Global Campaign on Patents and Access to Medicines:
An Oxfam Perspective~ in Mayne, supra at note 39 at 245.
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for their patented medications. A UN study
reports, for example, that 150 mg of the
HIV drug fluconazole costs $55 in India,
where the drug does not enjoy patent
protection, as compared to $697 in
Malaysia, $703 in Indonesia, and $817 in
the Philippines, where the drug is
patented. Similarly, the HIV treatment
known as AZT costs $48 per month in India,
as compared to $239 in the United States,
where p~tent protection exists. 186
Article 34: Reverse Onus
Finally, Article 34 puts in place a reverse onus
on defendants to prove that the process used to
arrive at a product was not that which is patent
protected. It states that, JJ judicial authorities
shall have the authority to order the defendant
to prove that the process to obtain an identical
product is different from the patented
process. ,,187 This is a convenient tool for
pharmaceutical companies that are significant
patent owners to prevent others from reverse
engineering their products in cases where it is
the process that is protected.
186 Sykes, supra at note 186 at 47.
187 TRIPS, supra. at note 7 Article 34.
Article 34 puts the burden of proof on
170
the
defendant and it allows the distinct possibility
for the plaintif f to learn the process used by
the defendant irrespecti ve of whether it was an
infringing process or not. Small pharmaceutical
laboratories are severely restricted in their
operations by the fear that they will be subject
to Article 34. May concludes that it is llperhaps
emblematic of the whole agreement, in the area of
process patent, the burden of proof has been
switched from the plaintiff (the owner of the
patent) to the defendant. ,,188 Therefore companies
with deep pockets can virtually bankrupt smaller
ones by insisting on proof of independent
188 May, supra at note 118 at 76. Also see: Fergus Mackay, International
Law, Intergovernmental Organizations And The Rights Of Indigenous Peoples,
(New York: Paul & Co Pub Consortium, 1999). George J. Sefa Dei, Budd L.
Hall, And Dorothy Goldin Rosenberg, Indigenous Knowledge In Global
Contexts, (Toronto: University Of Toronto Press, 2000). Gerald P.
Neugebauer, "Indigenous Peoples As Stakeholders: Influencing Resource-
Management Decisions Affecting Indigenous Community Interests In Latin
America" (2003) 78 N.Y.U. L. Rev. 1227. Gordon Prain, Sam Fujisaka and
Michael D. Warren, Biological And Cultural Diversity: The Role Of
Indigenous Agricultural Experimentation In Development, (London:
Intermediate Technology, 1999). Sebastien Grammond, Aboriginal Peoples And
The Law, (Montreal: McGill University, Faculty Of Law, 2000) Heather S.
Archer, "Effect .of United Nations Draft Declaration On Indigenous Rights
On Current Policies Of Member states" (1999) 5 J. Int'l Legal Stud. 205.
creation. In the meantime the more
171
affluent
companies are privy to the process used even if
it was not similar to theirs.
Article 8: Implementation/Enforcement
All these inequalities in the patent protection
afforded by TRIPS would not be nearly as
disconcerting if it were not for the fact that
for the first time in international law there is
an intellectual property rights agreement that is
enforceable. WTO members do not have a choice
acceptance
membership
regarding
mandatory
the
part of their
of TRIPS, it
to
is a
the
organization. Thus the pressure to adopt the
TRIPS agreement is enormous .189
189 The pressure to enact intellectual property laws that provide the same
protection as contemplated in TRIPS is enormous for countries hoping to
join the WTO.
Xue Hong, Zheng Chngsi, Chinese Intellectual Property Law in the 21st
century (Hong Kong: Sweet & Maxwell, 2002) at xxxix.
Since the Chinese IP law system did not satisfy the requirements of the
TRIPs Agreements in many respects, China decided to extensively modify its
IP law system before accession to the WTO. China was seriously concerned
that other WTO members (for example the US) may complain to the WTO
Dispute Settlement System if China failed to keep its IP law system
consistent with the requirements of the TRIPS Agreement. under the
pressure of accession to the WTO, China launched a project to modify its
TRIPS is enforced by the dispute
172
resolution
mechanisms available through the WTO. These
mechanisms allow for cross-retaliation. picciotto
suggests that this is a powerful incentive for
developing countries to respect patent rights,
even if this is detrimental to their economic and
social pol icy. He states that, II a state which
fails to rectify measures found to be in breach
of the patent provisions of TRIPS should, in
principle, be subject to sanctions in respect of
patent rights. However, cross-retaliation against
a developing country/s trade exports is likely to
be approved under WTO rules .... ,,190
Rather than subject its exports to retaliatory
tariffs, a country will most likely try to abide
by the patent rules as laid out in TRIPS. 191 These
major IP laws_Since China has become a member of the WTO, Chinese IP law
reform has also peaked.
190 Sol picciotto, "Defending the Public Interest in TRIPS and the WTO" in
Ruth Mayne et al. Global Intellectual property Rights, (New York. Palgrave
Macmillan, 2002) at 228.
191 Matthews, supra at note 105 at 88.
rules, no matter how a country
173
implements,
interprets or formulates them, must be
"consistent with the provisions of this
Agreement. ,,192 In fact Members must provide the
TRIPS Council with documentation as to the
progress of the implementation process. According
to Matthews, "once these documents have been
submitted, that Member is subject to a scrutiny
process, during which all WTO members are able to
ask additional questions to ascertain how the
national laws of the country under scrutiny are
in accordance with the Agreement.,,~3
It is difficult not to be in awe of the breadth
and depth of the TRIPS agreement. The obvious
bias towards effective protection of intellectual
property is hard to miss. Al though it is clear
this bias favours patent owners and the nations-
The effectiveness of the Dispute settlement Procedure is enhanced by
provision for an aggrieved Member to withdraw from the offending Member
concessions in the same area of trade or, if this is not practicable or
effective, in another trade area. From the perspective of developing
countries, however, this threat of 'cross sectoral retaliation' is of
great concern.
192 TRIPS, supra at note 7 Article B.
193 Matthews, supra at note 105 at BO.
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states in which they are located, it is naIve to
think that· the citizens of these nation-states
benefit similarly to the patent owners.
Social Inequalities in the North
The developed countries are for the most part
disproportionately wealthier than the developing
countries. 194 However, poverty, prejudice, unequal
access to education and health care, malnutrition
in theillssocialand other are very present
populations of the developed nations. Many in the
united States, the pharmaceutical powerhouse of
the world, simply cannot afford medication and in
many instances not even the basic necessities of
194 Amir Attaran, "Doha Declaration on the Trips Agreement and public
Health, Access to Pharmaceuticals, and Options under WTO Law" (2002) 12
Fordham Intel!. Prop. Media & Ent. L.J. 859 at 859. Poverty in the North
is often ignored in discussions about intellectual property and
pharmaceuticals. Attaran reinforces this by stating:
Finally, we reit,erate one point of tremendous importance: no matter what
the legal specifics of the chosen solution, the success or failure of the
Doha Declaration depends on having appropriate eligibility conditions. It
would be devastating if a legitimate exception to benefit poor countries
were hijacked and turned into loophole for rich countries. The incentive
for future pharmaceutical research and innovation lies almost totally in
rich country sales, and if concessions were to Qcreep" into this market,
that incentive would be spoiled, with dire results for the future of
public health. This fact is recognized and agreed by many others.
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life. 195 In the Harlem region of New York State a
man has the same life expectancy as a man in
Bangladesh .196 Indigenous people face Third World
living conditions on many of the reservations
have
secure within the various
theirandhomecalltoforced
fromfar
been
are
they
rights
political and legal systems of the developed
countries in which they live. Racism towards the
Aboriginal Peoples of these countries is still
commonplace.
The current rush towards gene patenting shows how
disadvantageous this system can be for residents
of the North. When it was announced that an
attempt was to be made to sequence the human DNA
195 According to Angell, supra at note 116 at xiii, many people even in
the USA, simply cannot afford medication. She states:
Many of them simply can't do it. They trade off drugs against home heating
or food. Some people try to string out their drugs by taking them less
often than prescribed, or sharing with a spouse. Others, too embarrassed
to admit that they can' t afford to pay for the drugs ... rlan' t have them
filled. The situation has led to Americans turning to Canada and Mexico to
obtain their medications less expensively. The US does not have price
controls on pharmaceutical drugs like the vast majority of developed
nations do. The prices in the US are the highest in the world. Rather than
lowering prices the drug companies are attempting to stop Americans from
buying drugs in Canada, including earmarking money specifically for
changing the law in Canada and restricting shipm~nts of drugs to Canada.
196 Abramson, supra at note 144 at xx.
code there was as much excitement
176
as
apprehension. Soon after a team dedicated to
making all the information obtained from the
project public showed some success, one of the
scientists left the team and formed a private
company called Celera to continue a parallel
sequencing project. Despite promises that the
company's database would be accessible to all,
information soon became privatized. Sulston
explains that, IICelera stated at the time that
the data would eventually be released free of
charge and' suggested that the HGP should phase
out human sequencing_There was nothing to
guarantee that those holding stock in Celera
would not abrogate the data release policy, and
that's exactly how it turned out."197
The patenting of human genes (and genes in
general) should be of concern to everyone. 198 The
197 John Sulston, "Intellectual Property and the Human Genome" in Mayne,
supra at note 39 at 64.
198 Ibid. at 71. He goes on to say that:
At the time, I was astounded by the difficulties we had in ensuring open
access to the human genome, information of fundamental importance to
medicine which the great majority of people believe should be beyond
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case of Myriad's patent on a gene sequence (BRCAI
and BRCA2) important in screening for hereditary
breast cancer provides a frightening example. The
company refused to allow any other laboratory to
perform the test and charges nearly $3000.00 US
per screening, about 3 times more than a
comparable test done by the Ontario government
and takes about 8 times as long. Basically anyone
who could not afford this test could not have it
done regardless of its life-saving potential.
The cost differential finally became so great
that the government of Ontario has refused to
acknowledge the patent and began doing tests in
its own laboratories and the European Patent
Office revoked the patent in Europe on May 18,
2004. 199 There are many 'similar examples that
demonstrate the gap between those that can and
private ownership. These difficulties become more comprehensible when seen
in the context of the current exaggerated belief in private ownership,
many instances of which are described in this book. The documentation of
them is all the more important because the ambition for wealth that gave
rise to them continues unabated both in terms of gene patenting and in
attempts at control through proprietary databases.
199http.//www.european-patent-office.org/news/pressrel/2004_05_18_e.htm
(Last Visited 27/02/07).
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those that cannot afford treatment for life-
threatening illnesses in the developed world. The
exponential increase in the number of genes
patented and the constantly rising prices for
pharmaceuticals will undoubtedly aggravate the
situation.
The race to patent as much genetic information as
possible is gaining momentum and as of November
2000, patents are pending or have been granted by
40 patent authorities worldwide on over 500,000
are over 9,000 patents
genes and
organisms.
partial gene
Of these there
sequences in living
pending or granted involving 161,195 whole or
partial human genes. 200
In the developed world the public interest tends
to revolve around "flash" issues that come and go
according to media attention but there is no real
sign of a sustained effort for any sort of
accountability by governments, the scientific
community or commercial entities for the
200 Su1ston, supra at note 199 at 74.
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consequences of such behaviour. 201 It is suggested
that the public in the developed world needs to
rethink the casual attitude with which these
issues are treated and decide whether research
conducted via public funds should end up as part
of the intellectual property assets of private
corporations.
The social, cultural and economic implications of
intellectual property laws that protect
pharmaceutical industries are of concern to
everyone. 202 The Economist states in its March 17th
201 Gerd Winter "patent Law policy in Biotechnology" (1992) 4 J. Env. Law
167 at 177. Winter writes:
Only recently has a 'critical mass' taken up the patent issue. However,
they have primarily tackled the most symbolic point at issue, the
patenting of animal species, without fully realizing how much of animals
and the other living world has already become patentable. Also, they have
hardly attempted to transform their opposition into arguments of legal
doctrine, which is the password for being heard in the inner circles of
the legal debate.
202 Shalini Bhutani, Ashish Kothari, "The Biodiversity Rights of
Developing Nations: A Perspective from India" (2002) 32 Golden Gate U. L.
Rev. 587 at 627. They point to the Canadian example as well:
Other popular drugs are available at big savings as well: a three-month
supply (180 pills) of Tamoxifen, a cancer-fighting drug, costs $298 in the
United States, but only $26 in Canada; forty-five capsules of Prozac
retails for $115 in the United states, but only $35 in Canada. During one
trip in August 2002, a group of seniors saved, in aggregate, more than
$18,000 on prescriptions, according to Chellie Pingree, a U.S. Senate
candidate from Maine.
2005 issue that,
180
"it has all gone horribly wrong
for the dozen or so manufacturers that make up
"big pharma" . The withdrawal of high-profile
drugs, growing suspicion among
drug companies' ethics, and
regulators and customers, have
consumers about
arguments with
all dented what
until recently was one of the least tarnished of
industries. " 203
There is a serious lack of information and
understanding about what strong intellectual
There is clear
property rights mean for the genElral population
in the North and the liability issues surrounding
some of the resulting products.
evidence however that the current patent system
203 The Economist, supra at note 76. Also, Christopher T. Nidel,
"Regulating the Fate of Pharmaceutical Drugs: A New Prescription for the
Environment" (2003) 58 Food & Drug L.J. 81 at 81. He states:
Increasing international attention has been given to the impact of
pharmaceutical drugs on the environment. This attention primarily started
with scientific studies in Europe, but the findings have since attracted
the attention of scientists and policymakers in the United States. This
interest has generated a growing body of literature that documents the
presence of human and animal drugs, including hormones, antibiotics, and
antineoplastic compounds, in soil, lakes, rivers, and tap water_.In fact,
according to F.M. Christensen, a researcher at the Danish Toxicology
Center, it is difficult for scientists to define levels below which there
are no adverse effects. The research also has shown that several of these
chemicals are "environmentally persistent,U stubborn chemicals that refuse
to degrade readily.
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may be inefficient in looking after the needs of
innovation and social equity in the North as
well. Weal th and power therefore are far from
uniform acros s the North just as poverty and
powerlessness are not uniform across the South. 204
As troubling as all this is for consumers in the
North or the First World it 1S devastating for
Indigenous Peoples or the Fourth World. As we
have seen the role of patents in promoting
innovation and scientific progress in the First
World is being seriously questioned. The Fourth
World is extremely disadvantaged in this
situation because even if somehow they manage to
build constructive relationships with their
nation-states, most of these States are
developing States. As we clearly saw in our
analysis of TRIPS, developing countries are
204 Please see: Rosemary J. Coombe, "Intellectual Property, Human Rights &
Sovereignty: New Dilemmas in International Law Posed By the Recognition of
Indigenous Knowledge in the Convention of Biodiversity" (1998) 6 Ind. J.
Global Legal Stud. 59. Jeffrey P. Kushan, "Biodiversity: Opportunities
And Obligations" (1995) 28 Vand. J. Transnat'l L. 755. Paul E. Minnis,
Wayne J. Elisens, Biodiversity And Native America, (Norman: University Of
Oklahoma Press, 2000). Royal C. Gardner, "Diverse Opinions On
Biodiversity" (1999) 6 Tulsa J. Compo & Int'l L. 303.
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impeded from tailoring patent laws to meet their
particular economic situations. Therefore even if
succeeds in
presented,
comes to
the Fourth
they are
obstacles
World
still
when it
joining the Third
with substantial
using international
patent law to their favour due to the uniform
minimum standards required by TRIPS.
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PART III
A Necessary Look Beyond Patent Law
Introduction
Uniformity is the key word in international
patent law but the push for uniformity is not
limited to patent law or the economy but it is
encroaching on what was considered the very
antithesis of uniformity: cultural d · . 205lverslty.
According to Battiste, "one of the
characteristics of our contemporary world is the
205 More on cultural survival please see:
Ruth Thompson, Indigenous Peoples Rights In International Law: Workshop
Report, (Saskatoon: University Of Saskatchewan, 19 B6 ) • James Anaya,
Indigenous Peoples In International Law, (Oxford: Oxford University Press,
2000). Sheila Aikman, Intercultural Education And Literacy: An
Ethnographic Study Of Indigenous Knowledge And Learning In The Peruvian
Amazon, (Boulder: Benjarnins Publishing Co., 1999). Sinclair Thomson, We
Alone Will Rule: Native Andean Politics In The Age Of Insurgency,
(Madison: University Of Wisconsin Press, 2003) . Stan Stevens,
Conservation, Through Cultural Survival: Indigenous Peoples And Protected
Areas, (London: Island Press, 1997) Stephen B. Brush, Doreen Stabinsky,
Valuing Local Knowledge: Indigenous People And Intellectual Property
Rights, (London: Island Press, 1996). Stephen B. Brush, Local Knowledge:
Indigenous People And Intellectual Property Rights, (London: Island Press
1996). Stephen Greymorning, A Will To Survive: Indigenous Essays On The
Politics Of Culture, Language, And Identity, (Toronto: Mcgraw-Hill, 2003).
Terence Dougherty, UGroup Rights To Cultural Survival: Intellectual
Property Rights In Native American Cultural Symbols" (1998) 29 Colum. Hum.
Rts. L. Rev. 355.
domination of men by strong centralized
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nation
states, which have the power to increase cultural
uniformity and homogeneity within their borders
and outside.,,206
The convention on Biological Diversity was
developed to promote and preserve biological
diversity. It was agreed that one of the means by
which ecological diversity could be conserved
would be via the recognition of the importance of
local and Indigenous traditional knowledge and
its culturally diverse holders. It was also
accepted that Indigenous traditional knowledge
was key to understanding the problems associated
with the loss of biological diversity as well as
206 Battiste, supra at note at 57. Also see: Sol Picciotto,
"Liberalization And Democratization: The Forum And The Hearth In The Era
Of Cosmopolitan Post-Industrial Capitalism" McGeorge Law Review Fall, 2000
at 226. He states'
Thus, the WTO agreements also entail a shift towards international
harmonizatio~ of regulation, by requiring states to adopt internal
regulations based on international standards. It is not surprising that
this has made the WTO the focus of debates and conflicts about
globalization. This raises three main issues for the WTO as an
institution~ the 'linkages' between the WTO and related regulatory regimes
(especially standard-setting bodies) i the tension between uniformity and
appropriate diversity inherent in the slippery concept of harmonization;
and the accountability, transparency and responsibility of the WTO as a
public institution.
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formulating ecologically sustainable solutions.
However, there seems to be a lot of doubt as to
whether the CBD has the potential or the capacity
to fulfill these very important roles. Indigenous
traditional knowledge concerning medicinal plants
represents not only diversity in culture and
knowledge systems but also legal and medical
divers i ty. In a sense the knowledge concerning
the use of plants for therapeutic purposes
results in plurality in medical treatment.
Indigenous traditional knowledge regarding
medicinal plants brings to the surface the very
real, and many would argue desirable, existence
of diversity in several realms. International
patent law, with its current focus on
standardization and uniformity is simply not
comfortable with the value-based challenge that,
something so nothern as Indigenous traditional
knowledge, represents. The CBD for its part
privileges patent rights as found in TRIPS
f th . f . 1 1 . f . 207ur er reln orclng ega unl ormlty.
207 May, supra at note 118 at 44.
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Legal Diversity: An Obligation?
This preference, for uniform standards based on
the principles of a particular legal tradition,
leads to an undervaluation of traditional
knowledge and the natural ecosystems on which it
thrives. These ecosystems are systematically
exploited over time and within the context of a
particular worldview. Within this context,
biological diversity and Indigenous traditional
knowledge have taken on a free, common property
character while the economic value of the
commodities created from this supposed common
property is enormous and private. One wonders if
Indigenous judicial principles had a place in
international patent law if this would still be
the case. May states:
Where patent drugs are concerned, the
pharmaceutical companies see the lack of
patents as encouraging theft but when it
comes to the need to secure the resources
of nature that are needed by their
biotechnological arms, the absence of
patents in nature works to their
advantage. This disjuncture suggests that
the TRIPs mechanism is drafted in such a
way that the developed states' companies
rights are given priority over the social
(or even human) rights of those who live
in the areas
biotechnological
loca ted. 208
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The contribution of the people of the developing
countries to the success of the economies of the
developed countries is often completely ignored.
According to some, just as in Canada Aboriginal
people went from victims to profiteers overnight,
the people of developing countries are free-
riders not victims and suggest that JJin a
globalized economy, consumers in developed
countries may not be willing to cross-subsidize
consumers in developing countries, therefore the
latter should be ready to cover their share,
albeit smaller, in the cost·s of developing new
pharmaceutical products. ,,209
Somehow providing a significant amount of
biological diversity and knowledge necessary to
find and ·produce medicinal products is not
considered a contribution and definitely not a
contribution
208 Ibid. at 105.
that has economic value. This
209 Pires, supra at note 123 at 121.
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pattern of thought is not isolated and nor does
it belong in some former era. This is modern
thought based on well-accepted definitions of
value based on an all-pervading worldview. Legal
formalism has done much to advance such corrupt
versions of reality. According to Pires:
The traditional knowledge holder is not a
co-inventor of the pharmaceutical product
his sole contribution was to show that
plant and describe its medicinal
properties to some bioprospector. The
misuse of such information may not
undermine the right of the inventor to
obtain a patent in the new pharmaceutical
product. In a nutshell, patents are not
certificates of good behaviour. Patents
are certificates of inventive behaviour. 210
Under this legal interpretation, patents are
decontextualized to the point that they appear to
exist in a legal bubble. They affect nothing and
they are affected by nothing.
210 Ibid. at 160.
Medicinal plant
He further explains by stating the following :
Anyway it does not seem appropriate to link the grant or validity of a
patent to the legitimacy of the process of accessing genetic resources,
regardless of the relevance of the public policies behind that access. The
matter is that patents are the recognition of an inventive activity, and
not of the matter in which that activity has been pursued. So, if an
inventor has access to a genetic resource in a way that contradicts the
legislation and the national policy of a given country, sanctions may be
imposed upon the inventor. But the result of his mental activity of
inventing, although by using that genetic resource, should nonetheless be
entitled to the patent. (Emphasis added).
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knowledge on the other hand is given such a
peripheral role as to be commercially worthless.
This representation of Indigenous traditional
knowledge exists not only in legal formalism but
also in historical revisionism. Kaplinsky makes
the following argument:
... it might be claimed, for example, that
the British Empire was built
on... I biopiracy' ...But the wealth that flowed
back to Britain was not somehow stolen
from the various peoples around the world
who first cultivated or knew of the crops.
It was a product of a worldwide division
of labour that mobilized millions of
people on plantations and farms ...But in
reality, traditional knowledge has no
value to science outside of anthropology-
because it essentially consists of what
might be otherwise called old wive's
tales. On its own terms, traditional
knowledge has even less value to
. d . 211ln ustry...
Aside from the clear attempt at, once again,
negating the contribution of the people of the
developing world, and in particular Indigenous
Peoples, to the success of the developed world
economies, what is interesting in the above
quotation is the phrase: UOn its own terms,
traditional knowledge has even less value to
211 Joe Kaplinsky, "Protecting Superstition" (2003) Review (June) at 8.
industry."
that value
Basically
has to
this
be
reinforces
added to
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the view
Indigenous
traditional knowledge. It simply has none on flits
own terms." This need to privilege what is
familiar, at the expense of
different, is at the very
standardization movement ln
that which is
heart of the
international
intellectual property law. The absence of legal
diversity and a very real push for legal
uniformity assures a paramount importance being
placed on the familiar. This insidious legal and
cultural bias of the international patent regime
also claims rights to Indigenous people
themselves.
It was assumed that Indigenous people only needed
to find ways to protect misappropriation of their
traditional knowledge regarding medicinal plants
against the pharmaceutical industry. with the
advent of the biotechnology revolution, in which
pharmaceutical companies play a major role, they
are forced to find a way to stop the
misappropriation of their personal genetic
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information. According to Dhadda, "on October 26,
1993 the Rural Advancement Foundation
International (RAFI) issued a press release
condemning .a patent claim for the human cell line
of a Guaymi Indian woman. 212 The author goes on to
describe why Indigenous genetic material is so
much in demand by biotech scientists.
claimed that:
It is
Genetic samples taken from Aboriginal
peoples have therefore been held
invaluable for providing information about
human identity, history and origins.
Sampled population groups have been
divided into five categories by the
Project...the Project stresses the urgency
of sampling populations that are "in
danger of losing their identity as genetic
units" before this "information is lost
forever". The Project's interest in the
latter group has sparked controversy as it
expresses concern for the loss of genetic
information rather than the fact that
these populations are endangered. 213
212 Baljit K. Dhadda, "patenting Human Genetic Information. IS There
Nothing sacred" in Lionel Bently et al., Perspectives on Intellectual
Property, (London: Sweet & Maxwell, 1998) at 92.
213 Ibid. at 107.
Furthermore at 94:
The Human Genome Diversity Project is an interdisciplinary research
project that incorporates the work of geneticists, linguists,
anthropologists and evolutionists. The Project studies endangered
population groups who have been termed "linguistic isolates". The genetic
composition of linguistic isolates is held to further knowledge of human
identity, history and origins.
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The urgency felt by scientists to record genetic
information of Indigenous peoples before it is
lost forever is a very good gauge of the state of
their existence. According to United Nations
statistics there are about 300,000 Indigenous
people worldwide, dispersed over 70 countries. A
small population size dispersed over most of the
world is simply not encouraging for the ability
of Indigenous people to affect political,
economic and legal change.
In July 2007 further evidence of biopiracy concerning Indigenous DNA surfaced: According to
Luigi Palombi, uEquity for traditional Owners, the developing world and intellectual
property" RegNet, ANU July 10. 2007 at p.l.
since the late 19705 the Karitiana, an Amazonian Indian tribe of 313 people who live on a
subsistence basis as farmers, fishermen and hunters, had given blood to various visiting
researchers. They were promised medicines in return. No doubt they were told that their
personal sacrifice would benefit mankind. Recently, however, they discovered that samples
of their blood and, of course, their DNA, had been offered for sale on the internet by
Coriell Cell Repositories, a not-for-profit American company, to scientists for use in
experiments. The price - 85USD per sample. Naturally, they felt betrayed. Not only were
the promised medicines never delivered, but they were not asked if it was acceptable to
them that their body samples be made a matter of international trade and commerce. To make
matters worse, they were not made privy to any discussions about the potential revenues
that could be earned by universities or pharmaceutical or biotechnology companies from the
development of diagnostics, drugs or therapeutics derived from their bodily materials.
Almost irrelevant, apart from their bodily materials which they donated, the Karitianas
have been forgotten. But the example of the Karitianasis not, regrettably, an isolated one.
There are the Surui, also from the Brazilian Amazon and the Ya,nomami, who live on the
Brazilian-Venezuelan border.
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The situation however is much worse in reality
since many states refuse to recognize Indigenous
people within their territories and if they do,
engage in severe oppression campaigns. It seems
highly unlikely then, that an international legal
instrument like the CBD with its unequivocal
support of state sovereignty and economic focus
will be able to really support the needs of
Indigenous people let alone evolve into an
international instrument that is capable of
adapting to legal diversity. According to Coombe,
the llCBD, like most global instruments, tends to
put most of its emphasis on the transmission,
diffusion, and sharing of knowledge~ innovations,
and environmental practices rather than upon
their protection, but it is increasingly
recognized that unless there is some compensation
for and legitimation of knowledge held and
communicated in traditional ways, the benefits of
that knowledge will not continue to be available
to serve development needs .... ,,214 This warning also
214 Rosemary J. Coombe, uThe Recognition Of Indigenous Peoples· And
Community Traditional Knowledge In International Law" (2001) 14 St. Thomas
L. Rev. 275 at 276.
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brings to the forefront an often-ignored factor
concerning the precarious position of Indigenous
Indigenous
endangers
diversity
information,
many
genetic
which
social
and
in
This
knowledge
disarray
exist.
social
traditional
the
decay
Indigenous communities and with that,
communities
in legal systems, medicinal options and knowledge
acquisi tion among other concepts. 215 As mentioned
in the Introduction of this thesis a decrease in
traditional
in
knowledge
decreaseameans
of Indigenous
necessarily
number
holders
the
Indigenous traditional knowledge.
themselves
knowledge
Indigenous
dangerous
people
position;
find
their lands,
in a very
and
genetic information has never been so much in
215 Lakshmi Sarma, "Biopiracy: Twentieth century Imperialism in the Form
of International Agreements" (1999) 13 Temp. Int'} & Compo L.J. 107 at
109. Some of the disarray is externally imposed~
If governments of lesser developed countries resist pressure from
developed countries, lesser developed countries could take legal steps to
protect Indigenous and local knowledge within their borders. Unfortunately
most governments would rather use this knowledge as a profitable economic
resource, enabling them to gain more power in the global marketplace.
Furthermore, pressure from developed countries to force lesser developed
countries to comply with TRIPs could create a legal system that not only
weakens the economic situation in lesser developed countries, but also
speeds the destruction of Southern Indigenous knowledge systems.
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demand but their communi ties have never been in
such disarray. It is well known that not only
have Indigenous Peoples preserved most of the
world's biological diversity but also they
represent that vast majority of cultural
diversity on the planet. Their communities
however are being decimated by poverty and other
ills.
In Quebec the obesity and diabetes rates among
Indigenous peoples are extremely elevated. Drug
and alcohol abuse threaten the population,
especially the youth. Education levels remain
dangerously low and poverty rates high.
Traditional knowledge, culture and languages are
lost at alarming rates and depression and suicide
are constant threats. As well, like in many parts
of the world the trend is to move to urban
centres further eroding the community base and
the amount of narrative exchanged between the
generations. 216
216 Dr. David J. Jones, UTraditional Knowledge in The Global village"
(2000) LASIE Dec., 45 at 47.
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There is no doubt that many of these ills have
their origins in the historical and current
oppression of Indigenous Peoples. Forced
relocations, residential schools, assimilation
policies and other such activities have
contributed greatly to the state of Indigenous
communities today. However, there are ,some
inequities and social problems present in
communities that need to be addressed from
within. Obesity and diabetes are directly related
to lifestyle choices and can be controlled on a
personal level. Another major problem is the lack
of interest by the youth of the communities in
learning and practicing the traditional way of
The cultural heritage of numerically smaller communities is highly
vulnerable. When a person who is a bearer of knowledge passes on, their
knowledge too is gone forever, like the destruction of a library of unique
resources. There is a vivid and tragic example of the impoverishment of
world culture. The Nganasan is a Siberian people, numbering about 900
persons in
traditions.
1979, who
Some years
have no written language, but very
ago a local storyteller, said to know
strong oral
some 40,000
legends, epic tales and songs, lost his way
and with him vanished a significant part
Folklore specialists had managed to record
storyteller's repertoire.
in a blizzard and perished,
of that people's heritage.
only a small portion of the
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languages. 217traditionaloftheand usage
Only the communities themselves can correct these
life
issues. There is a major difference between
having the use of a traditional language
forbidden by external entities and a community's
youth that are simply not motivated to learn the
traditional language.
knowledge needs
The
to be
problem
traditional
of protection of Indigenous
addressed at
all levels: community, national and
international. Demonstrating, on an international
level a real willingness to understand Indigenous
traditional knowledge and its intrinsic role in
the cultural and spiritual life of a community by
217 Robert B. Porter, "Pursuing the Path of Indigenization in the Era Of
Emergent International Law Governing the Rights of Indigenous People"
(2002) 5 Yale Hum. Rts. & Dev. L.J. 123 at 139.
With haunting results, it appears that the architects of this assimilation
policy have succeeded in their social engineering effort. While there are
no hard statistics publicly available relating to the extent to which a
particular Indigenous nation is comprised of "mixed-bloods," it is
possible to extrapolate demonstrative conclusions from existing census
data. Accordingly to the 1990 census, Indigenous peoples marry other
Indigenous people only twenty-six percent of the time and intermarry with
Whites approximately seventy-one percent of the time. In contrast, the
next highest rates of intermarriage with Whites for other American
"minority" groups are Asian-Americans, who intermarry with Whites only
twenty-nine percent of the time, and African-Americans, who intermarry
with Whites only six percent of the time.
lending credence to their legal means
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of
protecting it can do nothing but help those that
are working very hard to better the situation of
their communities. Forcing upon these people yet
another foreign concept such as patent law and
private property rights will further erode their
ability to provide solutions for their
communities as well as diminish the practice of
their proper judicial traditions and customs.
Legal Diversity in International Law?
When all is said and done one question that
international patent legal scholars need to ask
themselves concerning the place of Indigenous
Peoples in the international patent system is:
What do we mean by the expression "international
law" ?2l8 Is it the application of a particular
218 Please see: Assafa Endeshaw, "The Paradox of Intellectual Property
Lawmaking in the New Millennium: Universal Templates as Terms of Surrender
for Non-Industrial Nations; Piracy as an Offshoot n (2002) 10 Cardozo J.
Int'l & Compo L. 47. Steven Mark, "Harmonization Or Homogenization? The
Globalization Of Law And Legal Ethics--An Australian Viewpoint n 34 Vand.
J. Transnat'l L. 1173. Graham Outfield, "Trips-Related Aspects Of
Traditional Knowledge" 33 Case W. Res. J. Int'l L. 233. Sujit Chaudhry,
"Globalization In Search Of Justification: Toward A Theory Of Comparative
Constitutional Interpretation" 74 Ind. L.J. 819.
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system of law, based on a particular worldview,
on an international level 219 or is it the creation
of an international legal culture that is
representative of diverse legal systems and
worldviews?22o Unfortunately there is overwhelming
evidence to support the first assertion.
According to Duffy:
what
and
is to
diversity
relevant policy question
interjurisdictional
The
extent
219 Steven Toope suggests that in reality international law rests
somewhere between the two variations of international law.
http://www.lawsite.ca/IAWJ/CRTOOpe e.htm at 1. He states:
Kennedy (David) argues that international law should root its objects and
methodology in new approached to comparative law. Instead of being
concerned with ( governance», international law should strive for
cultural understanding. For Kennedy current international law aspires
inappropriately to transcend culture. accept the validi~y of this
critique but would reject the conclusions that Kennedy draws largely
because he is firmly committed to dichotomous thinking. International law
is either inside or outside our system -treated as binding or by
implication, international law is best seen as « foreign» law that needs
to be translated into domestic systems and interpr'eted into local culture.
My argument is that international law is both outside and in.
220 Eduardo Galeano, Patas Arriba, (Montevideo: Imprenta Rosgal, 1999) at
25. He explains that:
La maquinaria de la igualacion compulsiva actua contra la mas linda
energia del genero humano, que se reconoce en sus diferencias y desde
elIas se vincula. Lo mejor que el mundo tiene esta en los muchos mundos
que el mundo contiene, las distintas musicas de la vida, sus dolores y
colores; las mil y una maneras de vivir y decir, creer y crear, corner,
trabajar, bailar, jugar, amar, sufrir y celebrar, que hemos ido
descubriendo a 10 largo de miles de anos. La igualacion, qu enos
uniformiza y nos emboba, no puede medir. No hay computadora capaz de
registrar los crimenes cotidianos que la industria de la cultura de masas
comete contra el arcoiris humano y el humano derecho a la identidad.
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competition should be sacrificed to
achieve global uniformity. This question
is important not only for determining the
optimal amount of harmonization to be
pursued in the future, but also for
understanding the proper limitations of
the steps already taken toward global
harmonization of patent law, particularly
the TRIPS agreement. If jurisdictional
diversity retains some merit, then the
provisions in TRIPS permitting variance
should be interpreted much more broadly
than if harmonization were an unqualified
good. 221
Simply assuming that minimum standards of
intellectual property rights are essential,
allows a large number of options to be
automatically discounted or abandoned and
injustices based on the interests of dominant
legal traditions and their beneficiaries go
unchecked. 222 The significance of diversity in
221 John Duffy, "Harmony and Diversity in Global Patent Law" (2002)
Berkley Tech. L. J. 80.
222 http.llwww.iisd.ca/journal/kothari.htlm (Last Visited 27/02107).
For example: There has been to date blatant disregard for any proprietary
right local communities may have in several intellectual property related
cases. For example:
The patenting of ancient herbal remedies, e.g. the US Patent (No.
5,401,504) given to the healing properties of turmeric, known for
centuries to Indians ~ or the US plant patent (No.5, 751) on the
'ayahuasca' plant, considered sacred and used for medicinal purposes by
Amazon·s Indigenous peoples.
http.llwww.fao.ora/doc/bio.html. It states.
In fact of the estimated 5 to 30 million varieties of life forms on earth
only a small fraction have been identified and many never will as they
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legal thought in modern international law is not
simply an exercise in theoretical or speculative
design of ideas but a very real necessity. Chimni
underlines this urgency to diversify the legal
traditions found in the international arena
especially given the disadvantaged position of
the various Peoples of the South. He states:
International Institutions (II) have today
acquired a significance for third world
states and peoples that they never
possessed before. A network of economic,
social and political lIs has been
established or repositioned, at the
initiative of the first world, and
together they constitute a nascent global
state whose function is to realize the
interests of transnational capital and
powerful states in the international
system to the disadvantage of the third
world states and peoples. The evolving
global state formation may therefore be
described as having an imperial
character. 223
have gone extinct before we were made aware of their presence.
Consequently most of these resources are located in developing countries,
particularly in tropical forests. However, the US, Japan, Germany, France,
UK, Italy, Canada, Netherlands, Sweden and Switzerland account for 95% of
all US patents taken between 1977 and 1996 totalling 46.6 billion dollars
in technology fees or 91% of the total.
223 B.S. Chimni, fllnternational Institutions Today: An Imperial Global
State in the Making" (2004) 15 EJIL 1 at 1.
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Reflecting on intellectual property law from the
perspective of valuing diversity in legal thought
and application as opposed to 'might makes
right', may not have concrete consequences in the
near future but like the CBD it may provide the
basis and history upon which future dialogue may
lead to alternatives in legal thought and
practice. 224 Shin maintains that, lithe World Trade
Organization stands at the intersection of public
and private international law. While the WTO
originates from treaty law, its members directly
affect the individual components of private
international law. 225
224 Duffy, supra at 260., at 81.
Throughout the history of patent law, individual nations have varied their
law and practice, and the re-sults of these experiments have strengthened
and improved patent practice. The author concludes that Nthe patent law of
the twenty-first century would be enriched if national and international
policymakers learn to value variety.u
225 Susan H. Shin, "Comparison Of The Dispute Settlement Procedures Of The
world Trade Organization For Trade Disputes And The Inter-American System
For Human Rights Violations" (2003) 16 N.Y. Int'l L. Rev. 43 at 43 Also
see: Susan Tiefenbrun, "Free Trade And Protectionism: The Semiotics Of
Seattle" (2000) 17 Ariz. J. Int'l & Compo L. 257. Matthew P. Jaffe, "World
Trade Organization" (1996) 90 Am. Soc'y Int'l L. Proc. 412. Howard C.
Anawalt, "International Intellectual Property, Progress, And The Rule Of
Law" (2003) 19 Santa Clara Computer & High Tech. L.J. 383. Christian H.
Nguyen, "A Unitary Asean Patent Law In The Aftermath Of Trips" (1999)
Pac. Rim L. & Pol'y J. 453.
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This unique position that the WTO occupies has
led to calls of incorporating into the WTO a sort
of global governance. The argument is that since
the WTO is already by far the most effective
legal instrument available in international law
and since trade affects so many areas of law its
scope should be widened to include such areas as:
human rights, environmental concerns, labour
issues et cetera. 226 Although this may seem
positive, we have to remember that the structure
and raison d' etre of the WTO is not necessarily
receptive or supportive of such areas of law.
Given the plurality of legal traditions found
around the world it seems rather unfortunate that
current international law is influenced by so
few. Glenn insists that, "law in the Americas
must first of all encompass the legal traditions
both of its original peoples and of its European
226 Andrew T. Guzman, "Global Governance And The WTO" (2004) 45 Harv.
Int'l L.J. 303 at 304. Also:
Andrew T. Guzman, "International Antitrust And The wto: The Lesson From
Intellectual Property" "2003) 43 Va. J. Int'l L. 933. John O. Mcginnis,
Mark L. Movsesian, "Against Global Governance In The WTO" (2004) 45 Harv.
Int'l L.J. 353.
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settlers, and the enduring character of
Indigenous laws is now being recognized in an
increasing number of American national
constitutions. ,,227 This assertion points to the
fact that the vast majority of legal traditions
are not finding their way into mainstream law.
In Canada two legal traditions have dominated the
legal landscape for much of the country's
not
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have , a preoccupation with harmonizing federal
227 Patrick Glenn, "Harmony Of Laws In The Americas" (2003) at 229. Also
see:Peter Thomas Muchlinski, "Globalisation And Legal Research" (2003) at
235. Muchlinski adds:
A theme that is acknowledged throughout the legal literature of law and
globalisation is that of legal pluralism. This concept owes its origin to
the study of legal relations in colonial societies. Such societies created
a pattern of legal organisation in which the modern law of the colonial
power had to maintain its dominance over traditional systems for order
maintenance, whether these involved recognised systems of law, such as
Islamic or Hindu law, informal systems of customary law, or other order
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law with aboriginal law. ' That is a fascinating
story but best left for a future lecture on
trijuralism. 228
The growing importance of biological material to
mayindustriesbiotechandpharmaceutical
provide an opportunity for these groups to assert
the
228 Claire L' heureux-Dube, "Bijuralism: A Supreme Court Of Canada
Justice's Perspective" (2002) 62 La. L. Rev. 449 at 453. Canada's
preoccupation with the legal traditions of the First Nations is further
discussed in: Sujit Chaudhry, "Globalization in Search of Justification:
Toward a Theory of Comparative Constitutional Interpretation n 74 Ind. L.J.
819. Kent Mcneil, "Aboriginal Rights in Canada: From Title to Land to
Territorial Sovereignty" (1998) Tulsa J. Compo & Int'l L. 253. Further
discussions of the recognition of Indigenous legal traditions elsewhere
see: Gloria Valencia-Weber, "Tribal Courts: Custom And Innovative Law"
Rev. 225. Amina Para MatIon, "Safeguarding Native
Partnering Tribal Law And Equity: An Exploratory
Bulun Bulun Equity To Navajo Sandpainting" (2004)
211. Bruce Kercher, "Many Laws, Many Legalities"
Rev. 621. Kevin J. Worthen, "The Grand Experiment:
L.N.M.24(1994)
American Sacred ,Art By
Case Study Applying The
27 Colum. J.L. & Arts
(2003) 21 Law & Hist.
Evaluating Indian Law in the "New World"" (1998) Tulsa J. Compo & Int'l
L. 299. Bradford W. Morse, "Indigenous Renaissance: Law, Culture & Society
in the 21st Century Common Roots But Modern Divergences: Aboriginal
Policies in Canada and the United States" (1997) 10 St. Thomas L. Rev.
115. James W. Zion, Robert Yazzie, "Indigenous Law in North America in the
Wake of Conquest" (1997) 20 B.C. Int'l Compo L. Rev. 55. A very
interesting example of the loss of a legal tradition is the traditional
law of Ireland, a country that is close to losing its traditional language
as well. Please see: Ian Holloway, "Judicial Activism in an Historical
Context: Of the Necessity for Discretion" (1994) 24 Mem. St. U. L. Rev.
297 at 303. He states:
The "brehon law" was the Indigenous legal system of Ireland that was
eventually overcome after the conquests of England's King Henry II in the
twelfth century.
their rights on all political levels. 229
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The
insistence of Indigenous groups not to
compartmentalize their knowledge and divorce it
from their culture and communities can serve as a
platform from which real discourse can take place
on the urgent issues facing their communities.
The value of Indigenous traditional knowledge is
increasing for all sides involved. It seems the
more science tries to get away from nature the
more it finds it cannot do without. Dutfield
explains that, lithe pharmaceutical industry is
still surprisingly dependent on natural products
and even on traditional knowledge of rural
communities, including those inhabiting isolated
parts of the globe, such as the Amazon. ,,230 I f one
229 patrick Thornberry, Indigenous Peoples And Human Rights, (New York:
Juris Publishing Inc, 2002). Patrick Thornberry, The Cultural Rights Of
Indigenous Peoples: In Search Of A Glass-Ball Country, (Manchester:
Manchester University Press, 2003). Richard A. Wilson, -Human Rights,
Culture And Context: Anthropological Perspectives" (1999) 93 Am. J. Int'l
L. 278. Richard Reed Pearson, Forest Dwellers, Forest Protectors:
Indigenous Models For International Development,
1996). Robert A. Williams, Jr., "Encounters
(London: Allyn & Bacon,
On The Frontiers Of
International Human Rights Law: Redefining The Terms Of Indigenous
Peoples' Survival In The World" (1990) Duke L.J. 660.
230 Outfield, supra at note 81 at 91.
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adds to this dependence of the pharmaceutical
industry on Indigenous traditional knowledge of
medicinal plants to the need for such knowledge
of the health food industry the commercial value
of such knowledge increases exponentially.
International intellectual property law needs to
be seen not simply as an economic tool. It also
has a wide-reaching impact on information
dissemination, biological and cultural
accul turation and various social costs unfairly
applied to communities such as the situation with
the pharmaceutical industry. According to
Oguamanam, "little regard is given to the fact
that virtually all cultures have their own
knowledge-protection protocols or conventions.
Fundamentally, such culture-specific protocols
are designed to protect knowledge". 231
This is perhaps one point that calls into
question the CBD potential to include Indigenous
231 Chidi Oguamanam HLocalizing Intellectual Property In The Globalization
Epoch: The Integration Of Indigenous Knowledge" (2004) Indiana Journal Of
Global Legal Studies at 136.
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protection.
dialogue
of
biodiversity
itsyears
for
15nearlythe
the
In
inpeople
existence there have been no worthwhile efforts
to incorporate any of the varying Indigenous
conventions or protocols for the protection of
knowledge
biological
traditional
Indigenous methods for
nor any of proven
diversity
thatareainholdasuchtakenhaslaw
preservation. 232 The idea that is has to be patent
this
options and alternatives are either dismissed or
ridiculed.
232 Young-Gyoo Shim, "Intellectual property Protection Of Biotechnology
And Sustainable Development In International Law" (2003) 29 N.C. J. Int'l
L. & Com. Reg • at 157
In principle, states have sovereign and exclusive rights over natural
resources, at least within their territories. This principle of
"sovereignty of states over their own natural resources n is favorably
upheld by general rules of international law. Several international
instruments declare this principle as "a valid norm of international law."
However, the problem of the legal status of Indigenous biological
resources, over which the local community has sovereign rights, remains
unsettled.
Also see: Peter J. Gardner, "Our Intellectual property World: Charting A
Course From Ancient Native Cultures To The Threshold Of The Future On A
Roiled Sea Of Macroeconomics, Morality And Ethics" (2004) 44 Idea 237.
Paul J. Heald, "Mowing The Playing Field: Addressing Information
Distortion And Asymmetry In The Trips Game" (2003) 88 Minn. L. Rev. 249.
Sarah La Voi #Cultural Heritage Tug Of War: Balancing Preservation
Interests And Commercial Rights" (2003) 53 Depaul L. Rev. 875.
One observation can be made for
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certain;
protection of Indigenous traditional knowledge is
not a priority among key players in the
intellectual property community. The
Semiconductor Chip Protection Act of the United
States and the Integrated Circuit Act of 1989
came quickly as responses to the fact that the
Patent Act could not be transformed in such a way
to suit these innovations. There is now global
protection for integrated circuits and
semiconductor chips. In a very short period of
time effective protection was achieved. Drahos
explains that contrary
legal .protection was
Semiconductor Chip, nthe
to the speed by which
provided for the
issue of protection for
Indigenous knowledge had remained just that, an
issue. Proposals and models have been put forth
but little in the way of concrete, binding law
has emerged...Basically international norms for the
protection of Indigenous knowledge have thus far
taken the form of model laws and declarations by
NGO' s, in other words, the softest of soft law. 233
233 Peter Drahos, "Indigenous Knowledge and the Duties of Intellectual
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Given the substantial evidence that the patent
system may not be nearly as efficient or
effective as the patent community would have us
controlled applied corporate
believe and that
and
it is for
by
the most part
and
governmental entities which profit enormously
from it,234 it is hard to envision the place
Indigenous traditional knowledge and worldviews
could have in it or why Indigenous knowledge
holders would choose to be part of it. According
to one scholar, lithe patent system lacks logic ... i t
is impossible to conceive of an existing social
institution so faulty in so many ways. 11 235
Combine this pervasive situation with the
incredible cost of patents, the technical and
property Owners" (1997) 11 Intel. prop. J. 179 at 197.
234 Andrew Pollac,k, uDefensive Drug Industry: Fuelling Clash Over Patents"
N.Y. Times, Apr. 20, 2001, A6.
TRIPS was also described by Jim Keon, the president of a trade group
representing generic drug companies in Canada, as "'probably the greatest
political economic achievement that the pharmaceutical industry ever
had.'"
235 John Jewkes, The Sources of Invention (London: Macmillan, 1969) at 25.
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hierarchal nature of the system and the power of
those already in control and it becomes more
clear that an alternative form of protection is
needed for Indigenous traditional knowledge.
Furthermore, the contentious nature of the
relationship between Indigenous Peoples and State
governments as well as the influence of a
particular worldview in international patent law,
support the assertion that this alternative form
of protection ought to exist without the need of
the State as the representative of Indigenous
people in the international arena. A group of
Indigenous people put it best when they said:
We know the current proliferation of
debate regarding the protection of
traditional knowledge and genetic
resources that is taking place in various
UN fora is centered on mechanisms for
exploitation, not protection. These
discussions focus on the use of Western
Intellectual Property Rights to be used as
the mechanisms for the protection of
Indigenous Knowledge. These mechanisms are
not only inadequate, but dangerous.
Indigenous Peoples who have participated
in the CBD, WIPO, and other UN processes,
have consistently asserted our
proprietary, inherent and inalienable
rights over our traditional knowledge and
biological resources. Those who wish to
impose intellectual property rights over
our traditional knowledge and resources,
if successful, will transform our
knowledge and resources into
owned alienable commodities,
IPR protection for a short
time. 236
individually
subject to
period of
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Furthermore, considering the linguist, cultural,
economic and social barriers that Indigenous
people face, the system of legal protection needs
to be simple, inexpensive and culturally
adaptable. In order to be cUlturally acceptable
the system must be flexible enough to deal with
the concept of communal rights as opposed to
strict individualism. 237
This thesis proposes that one such area of law is
contract law. This is not to say that it is the
perfect answer only that it has definite
236 IPCB (2004b) Collective Statement of Indigenous Peoples on the
Protection of Indigenous Traditional Knowledge. UN Permanent Forum on
Indigenous Issues. Third Session, New York, 10-12 May 2004. Agenda item
49(e): Culture.
237 Darrel A. Posey and Graham Dutfield, Beyond Intellectual property:
Toward Traditional Resource Rights for Indigenous Peoples and Local
Communities (Ottawa: IDRS 1996) at 60. They state:
Communal property is the prevailing system used in most traditional
societies to control access to basic resources like food and fuel, but
rights are multiple in that individuals, elders, women, clans, lineages,
etc., each have ownership rights within a given resource area and over
specified resources within them. Such rights may vary in their extent from
one group to another, but they are inalienable (others cannot take away or
undermine them).
potential. It is perhaps the area
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of
international law that is the most culturally
diverse in its makeup. For example in various
sales law treaties there has been some inclusion
of Is lamic Law by way of omiss ion. For instance
rather then explicitly dealing with issues of
interest the treaty will remain silent on the
issue as Islamic Law prohibits the charging of
interest. This influence from other legal
traditions is limited to the principles necessary
to conduct business in a global market to be sure
but it is a start. After two decades of
consecrating an enormous amount of time, energy
and funding in trying
traditional knowledge of
international patent law,
to fit Indigenous
medicinal plants under
we have very little to
show for it. As mentioned several times in this
thesis, time is of the essence where Indigenous
traditional knowledge is concerned. We could stay
the course or we could attempt to find a sui
generis system of protection.
unrealistic in the short term.
Both seem
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Contract Law
Contract law seems apropos especially given the
traditionalofvalue Indigenous
knowledge. According to one estimate out of the
economic
199 drugs developed from plants and currently on
medicinalofknowledgetraditional
the market 74 percent were based on Indigenous
plants. 238
Furthermore the patents claimed on these drugs
are virtually identical to the information
researchers received from tribal healers or other
shamans. 239
Blakeney is critical of the CBD for showing such
a strong tendency towards economic objectives
,238 K. Tate and S.A. Laird, The Commercial Use of Biodiversity: Access to
Genetic Resources and Benefit Sharing, (London: Earthscan, 1999) at 145.
239 Outfield, supra at note 81 Also see:
paul J. Heald, "The Rhetoric of Biopiracy" (2003) 11 Cardozo J. Int'l &
Compo L. 519. Mi'chael Woods, .... Food For Thought: The Biopiracy of Jasmine
and Basmati Rice" (2002) 13 Alb. L.J. Sci. & Tech. 123. Lakshmi Sarma,
"Biopiracy: Twentieth Century Imperialism in the Form of International
Agreements" (1999) 13 Temp. Int'l Compo L.J. 107. Vandana Shiva,
Biopiracy: The Plunder Of Nature And Knowledge, (London: South End press,
1997). Pollyanna E. Folkins, "Has The Lab Coat Become The Modern Day Eye
patch? Thwarting Biopiracy Of Indigenous Resources By Modifying
International patenting Systems" (2003) 13 Transnat'l L. & Contemp. probs.
339.
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rather than straight out preservation of the
environment and Indigenous traditional knowledge.
overcontrolthethatoutpointsHe genetic
resources by developing States is not necessarily
advantageous to either the environment or
Indigenous people. He states that, lI armed with
these principles, the developing countries have a
new power at hand: the control of bio-prospecting
activities within these countries_Indeed, the
driving force of the Rio Convention appears not
so much to be about conservation, but the
efficient allocation of economic resources and
the conservation of the environment, as a by-
product... 1I240
The CBD is not only focused on the economic
development of States but it also lacks any type
240 Blakeney, supra at note 91 at 51.
Mr. Blakeney goes on to discuss the futility of developing argument based
on economic value. He states on page 54:
Perhaps at the end of the day, the focus of economic exercises on the
value of biological resources is fallacious. Instead, we should accept
that biological and informational resources are unquestionably of vast
value, and something that defies empirical or even normative economic
valuation. As one biologist stated, HIf I were one of the many exploiters
and destroyers of biological diversity, I would like nothing better than
for my opponents, the conservationists, to be bogged down over the issue
of valuing."
of mechanism for the management, valuation
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or
enforcement of traditional knowledge rights or
biological resource benefits. The absurdity of
the entire situation caused botanist Hugh Itlis
to declare that III have no patience with the
phony requests of developers, economists and
humanitarians who want us biologists to IIprove"
with hard evidence, right here and now, the
IIvalue " of biodiversity and the II harm" of
tropical deforestation. 11 241
Most people can readily contemplate the value of
plants as food or medicine. It is estimated that
the global market for plant life forms is $500-
800 billion us per year and some would say this
is a very conservative estimate. 242 Few people
241 Ibid. at 77.
Blakeney goes on to suggest that:
Perhaps we should shy away from neo-classical theories, and even outdated
notions of intellectual property as properties tied to intangible inputs
of human creativity. More forward-looking theorists argue that the
environment is a' gigantic capital asset, and that economic notions must
shift from optimal development to sustainable development, where the
national GNPs should reflect this environmental resource. Thus, pollution
costs, stocks of biological species, ethno-biological knowledge are to be
regarded as Usustainable income" factors which need to be included in
national and regional GNP figures.
242 Tate & Laird, supra at note 233 at 1.
however reflect on the value of plants
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as
regulators
aesthetic
of climate
inspirations
and the
for art and
environment;
literature;
elements of religious ceremonies and other
ethical and moral dimensions. Indigenous people
cannot in any way protect the latter aspects of
plants or their traditional knowledge under
patent law. Contract law however is flexible
enough to allow for clauses that restrict how
plants or knowledge can or cannot be used.
For Indigenous peoples, traditional knowledge is
deeply connected to their cultural identity and
just as is the case for biological diversity, it
is impossible to place an accurate economic value
on this aspect of traditional knowledge. It is
possible for works construed as purely aesthetic
in nature to have significant cultural
importance. International patent law has not way
of adapting to this reality even if it wanted to.
A song for. instance does not only entertain but
it also educates listeners about the history and
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cuIture of a people. 243 In f act in some instances
it is a critical historical reference. Al though
aintasksvariousperform
traditional community, the cooperative effort of
individuals
a community in the creation of a given work is
recognized and not simply the individual that
ultimately may perform the work.
ritualisticthemedicinalofterms plants
nature of administrating the medicinal plant can
It
be just as important as the medicine itself. In
f act it could be argued that, Uno separation of
science, art, religion, philosophy, or aesthetics
exists in Indigenous thought; such categories do
not exist. Thus, Eurocentric researchers may know
243 According to Idris, supra at note 132 at 242.
Intertwined within practical solutions, TK often transmits the history,
beliefs, aesthetics, ethics, and traditions of a particular people. For
example, plants used for medicinal purposes also often have symbolic value
for the community ... In addition, TK, as representative of cultural values,
is generally held collectively. Thus f what can sometimes be perceived as
an isolated piece of literature" (a poem, for example) or an isolated
invention (the use of a plant to heal wounds, for instance) is actually an
element that integrates a vast and mostly coherent complex of beliefs and
knowledge, control of which is not in the hands of individuals who use
isolated pieces- of knowledge, but is vested in the community or
collective. Furthermore, most TK is transmitted orally from generation to
generation, and remains largely undocumented ... Thus, traditional knowledge
is also contemporary knowledge.
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the name of a herbal cure and understand how it
is used, but without the ceremony and ritual
songs, chants, prayers, and relationships, they
cannot achieve the same effect. ,,244 In other world
trying to understand a "cure" conceived by
Indigenous healers via traditional
using rational-world argumentation
knowledge
is not
possible. In a situation such as this we can see
more clearly the place of the narrative in
describing and transmitting Indigenous
traditional knowledge of medicinal plants and the
need for something other than patent law to
legally protect this knowledge.
Irrespective of the true nature of such
knowledge, its economic value and that of
biodiversity is enormous. The truth of the matter
is that biological diversity and Indigenous
traditional knowledge are important sources of
capital. Control of such capital is important in
today I s economy. 245 Knowledge and genetic material
244 Battiste, supra at note 1 at 43.
245 Idris, supra at note 123 states:
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is not only the economy of today but also the
future.
How we treat Indigenous traditional knowledge
regarding medicinal properties of plants and
other traditional knowledge will also determine,
in part, the position of Indigenous peoples will
occupy in the economy of tomorrow. 246 A world
where economic globalization is a reality exposes
the fact that, "under capitalism, an economic
becanItknowledge:onbecan placed
bought and sold like a bolt of cloth, a machine,
value
a piece of land, an oil well or an ore
deposit. ,,247 Contract law, with its long history
The bricks-and-mortar economy is, thus, being replaced with the economy of
ideas in which IP has become one of the major currencies. In the new
economy, wealth is generated through creating and capturing the value of
knowledge. Throughout the history of human civilization, wealth was based
on the possession of physical assets. Today, however, the paradigm has
changed, and knowledge had become the new wealth.
246 Dutfield, supra at note 81 at 34. He states:
Nevertheless, there is great resistance among many people in the private
sector to accepting that IPRs have anything to do with the destruction of
biodiversity or unsustainable practices. An investigation conducted in
Switzerland on the views of firms and universities in that country
utilizing genetic resources revealed little support for the need for
legislative reforms such as changes to IPR laws in support of the CaD or
for any other reason.
247 Kawell, supra, at note 75 at 16.
as the primary legal instrument used
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in
commercial transactions, could prove very useful
for Indigenous traditional knowledge holders in
this knowledge-based economy.
Despite all the evidence concerning the economic
value of Indigenous traditional knowledge to the
global economy, the devaluation of Indigenous
traditional knowledge in an economic sense is
practiced continually by those who refuse to, or
it is in their best interest not to, acknowledge
its economic importance. When such arguments
fail, the discourse can become more personal in
nature. Ac60rding to Ross and Pickering:
Detractors of Indigenous knowledge also
condemn the fact that so called
llecologically noble savages ll are using
resource management issues to further
their political agenda of self-
determination, as well as economic self
suff iciency, in the face of neocolonial
state control. These detractors have an
equally culturally embedded agenda,
however. They continue to hold up the
profoundly Western European paradigm that
successfully isolates the scientific
lltruth" from political values and
religious morals. N8
248 Anne Ross and Kathleen Pickering, liThe Politics of Reintegrating
Australian Aboriginal and American Indian Indigenous Knowledge into
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Any weight
traditional
social value. The multifaceted and continually
evolving nature of Indigenous traditional
knowledge cannot be ignored when protection
mechanisms are proposed. Databases, 249 for
example, freeze Indigenous knowledge in a
particular time and place. Databases do not
reveal the versatile and comprehensive nature of
Indigenous traditional knowledge nor do they
allow for the continuation of the creative
process that produced the knowledge initiaily. It
goes without saying that the actual holders of
this knowledge are not contemplated in this
system. Once again we see how the solutions
Resource Management: The Dynamics of Resource Appropriation and Cultural
Revival" (2000) 30 Human Ecology 189 at 198.
249 Pires supra at note 123 at 196. He concludes:
In a nutshell, it seems that the system that logically results from the
special characteristics of traditional knowledge is a sui generis
traditional knowledge database protection.
Also see: Ikechi Mgbeoji, »Patents And Traditional Knowledge Of The Uses
Of Plants: Is A Communal Patent Regime Part Of The Solution To The Scourge
Of Bio piracy?" (2001) 9 Ind. J. Global Legal Stud. 163. Miriam Latorre
Quinn, "Protection For Indigenous Knowledge: An International Law
Analysis" (2001) 14 St. Thomas L. Rev. 287.
proposed to the question of
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Indigenous
traditional knowledge preservation are focused on
recuperating the economic value of this resource
without consideration for any other aspect or the
rights of the holders of this knowledge.
Databases, as well as academic and scientific
published research, have also served as a means
of putting Indigenous traditional knowledge into
the public domain. Some argue that this placement
of Indigenous traditional knowledge into the
public domain violates important intellectual
property rights as information in the public
domain is exempt from protection. Dutfield
explains that, nit can plausibly be argued, then,
that unconsented placement of knowledge into the
public domain does not in itself extinguish the
legitimate entitlements of the holders and may in
fact violate them. n250 Given the amount of
250 Outfield, supra at note 81 at 142.
Following a more critical perspective, it is tempting to draw an analogy
between the taking of Indigenous peoples' knowledge without permission and
patenting inventions based upon this knowledge, and seizing their
territories and displacing them from their homelands .. In each case, it
seems that territories, ecosystems, plant varieties (whether domesticated
or no) and traditional knowledge, are treated as if the are res nullius
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Indigenous traditional knowledge that is already
placed in the public domain and hence exc luded
from patent protection surely a method of
protection is necessary in the meantime to ensure
Indigenouscompensation
the
knowledge
someleastvery
traditional
atorprotectionsome
holders. If not, by the time the international
patent community comes around to accepting
Indigenous traditional knowledge, with or without
its cultural and spiritual baggage, most of it
will be in the public domain and hence excluded
from patent protection.
If Indigenous medicinal plant knowledge is to
remain under the control of the communi ties in
which it was created it needs to be kept as far
away as possible from the present day patent
(the property of nobody) before their "discovery" by explorers,
scientists, governments, corporations, and conservation organizations.
During the Colonial period, sparsely populated "wildernesses" were
regarded as being to all legal intents and purposes vacant prior to
colonization. Settler societies, such as in Australia, built up legal
systems based upon the terra nullius (the land of nobody) doctrine.
According to such a view, open access is the rule for land, traditional
knowledge and resources, whereas enclosure is the rule as soon as these
are proved to have economic value.
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system. 25l Khor warns that, "if, at the same stage
of their development, developed countries had had
to adhere to the minimum standards set by TRIPS,
it is most doubtful that many of them would have
andoflevelstheattained technology
industrialization that they achieved. 11 2 52
One reason why Indigenous people and poor nations
would probably not attain such level of
251 Khor, supra at note 82 at 208.
In 1997 more than 54,000 applications were made. At present the
industrialized countries own 97 per cent of all patents worldwide. In 1995
one single country, the US, received over 50 percent of the global
royalties and licensing fees paid to owners of patents. Ten industrialized
countries controlled 95 per cent of the US patents of the past two
decades. These ten industrialized countries captured more than 90 per cent
of cross border royalties and licensing fees. Seventy per cent of global
royalties and licensing fee payments were between parent and affiliate in
multinational corporations. The use of intellectual property is alien to
developing countries. More than 80 per cent of patents that have been
granted in developing countries belong to residents of industrialized
countries.
252 Ibid. at 206. See also:
Russel Lawrence Barsh, "Pharmacogenomics And Indigenous Peoples: Real
Issues And Actors" (2003) 11 Cardozo J. Int'l Camp. L. 365. Daniel J.
Gervais, "Spiritual But Not Intellectual? The Protection Of Sacred
Intangible Traditional Knowledge" (2003) 11 Cardozo J. Int'l Camp. L.
467. Sarah Harding, "Defining Traditional Knowledge Lessons From
Cultural Property" (2003) 11 Cardozo J. Int'l Camp. L. 511. Dennis S.
Karjala, Robert K. Paterson, "Looking Beyond Intellectual Property In
Resolving Protection Of The Intangible Cultural Heritage Of Indigenous
Peoples" (2003) 11 Cardozo J. Int'l & Camp. L. 633. Weerawit Weeraworawit,
uForrnulating An International Legal Protection For Genetic Resources,
Traditional Knowledge And Folklore: Challenges For The Intellectual
Property System" (2003) 11 Cardozo J. Int'l & Camp. L. 769.
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development is that patents are rarely a poor
person's game. Applying and receiving a patent is
a very expensive process and defending or
challenging one is even more expensive. In the
United states for example, it costs about $20,000
to prepare a patent application. 253
Given the elevated rate of litigation and the
enormous cost of patent disputes it is virtually
impossible to conceive how this system can be
used to the advantage of Indigenous
communities. 254 The patent system is not only
culturally foreign for many of these communities
bu~ it is also not advisable on a practical
level. There is simply too little money and too
few Indigenous intellectual property experts; and
those that may exist are hardly a match for the
armies of intellectual property lawyers and the
253 Drahos, supra at note III at 145.
254 please see opposing opinion in: Shahid Alikhan, Socio-economic
Benefits of Intellectual Property protection in Developing Countries,
(Geneva: WIPO, 2000).
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substantial financial resources of pharmaceutical
corporations. 255
Hiring intellectual property lawyers of similar
caliber 1.S not possible without a substantial
cost. It can be concluded that it is perhaps this
point, that one legal protection mechanism 1.S
being universalized and prioritized to the
exclusion of all others, that causes the most
legitimate concern among those peoples and
communities that are least able to benefit from
what to them, is an imposed legal system. This
concern is further justified given that key
players in the intellectual property industries
both on national and international levels heavily
255 Drahos supra at note 74 at 428.
For example, at the time the US began to negotiate with South Korea on
intellectual property protection, there were no law schools in South Korea
teaching intellectual property law and there were no Korean lawyers expert
in intellectual property law. The Koreans were novices when it came to
intellectual property and as novices they were subject to the disciplining
effect of expert knowledge.
Furthermore Matthews, supra at note 105 at 44 adds:
Towards the end of the Uruguay Round, developing countries were also
experiencing 'negotiation fatigue') or, at least, a problem of information
deficiencies and lack of technical expertise in relation to intellectual
property with only about ten countries actually sending intellectual
property experts to the TRIPs negotiations.
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influence policy decisions. 256 It is important to
remember that in the pharmaceutical field, the
inventor or inventors rarely if ever keep the
patent rights to their work. It is instead
assigned or trans ferred to a commercial entity
that has the means to enforce the patent rights.
Patent rights without the effective means to
enforce them are commercially useless, a legal
placebo if you will. Enforcing patents is a very
costly proposition. The biotechnology sector is
perhaps the most litigious area in intellectual
property law and it almost always concerns
patents. In my personal experience it costs·
roughly $150,000 per day and cases can take up to
8-10 weeks in court to resolve.
256 Valentina Tajera, HTripping Over Property Rights: Is It possible to
Reconcile the Convention on Biological Diversity with Article 27 of the
TRIPS Agreement?" (1999) 33 New Eng. L. Rev. 967 at 976. She states that:
The United States sought the codification of intellectual property rights
at the Uruguay Round in response to complaints by large pharmaceutical
companies regarding lost profits caused by lack of effective enforcement
of intellectual property laws. Seeking the enactment of the TRIPS
agreement, executives from large US pharmaceutical companies exerted
strong lobbying to shape United States policy affecting the Uruguay Round
GATT negotiations. For the establishment of the uniform playing field, the
Uruguay Round Agreement compels third world signatories to adopt the
patent policies and laws of the United States_
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Contract law on the other hand is a relatively
inexpensive, established area of law. Unlike a
sui generis system we do not have to create a new
legal entity, which is both time consuming and
unpredictable. Furthermore the concept of an
lIobligation ll transcends cultural barriers.
Obligation, in its social form is found in every
culture. Although legal obligations differ in
character than social ones the fact remains that
unlike private property rights, it is a familiar
concept to all.
Contract law is relatively simple and cost-
effective. Oral contacts are legally enforceable
and the parties to the contract determine the
terms and conditions. Contract law is also built
on the concept of the IImee ting of the minds ll ,257
that is, the parties to the contract need to be
in agreement and have the same awareness of the
terms found in the contract. This solves the
257 Please note that the contract law contemplated here is Common Law
contracts. This is mostly due to the author's familiarity with this legal
system, however as far as the author can tell there is no reason as to why
the case would not be similar under Civil Law.
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thorny issue in Indigenous traditional knowledge
protection of communities not being aware of how
their knowledge is to be used.
Most importantly,
contract law
the relatively long history of
has allowed for a rather
sophisticated system of co-existing equity law to
misrepresentation,
behaviour.
duress,
Concepts mistake,
influence,
unscrupulous
as
to
undue
check
such
aactanddevelop
unconscionability as well as equitable remedies,
act as guards to those tempted by their superior
bargaining power position.
Contract law may also prove useful because it is
capable of supporting economic transaction and
preserving economic value of these transactions
with or without the presence of strong
intellectual property rights. An exclusive
contract for a particular area of traditional
knowledge can assure a "first to market"
situation which has been proven to be very
prof i table. According to Nimmer, "in contractual
relationships, underlying property rights
231
are
often relatively unimportant. They provide
"default rules" that state a legal position that
exists between the contracting parties unless the
parties otherwise agree. Contract law provides
other default rules. In the digital world, the
contract rather than the underlying property law
defines the product.,,258
This is not to say that contract law is not
subject to legal and social criticism. There are
many that are very critical of various aspects of
contract law and definitely of various judicial
interpretations. It is suggested here that the
legal community give a serious look at this
potential solution, even on a short-term basis,
for the protection of Indigenous traditional
knowledge. On thing is for certain, international
patent law under TRIPS is not viable. As Pugatch
explains:
The TRIPs agreement may be regarded both
as an agenda-setting tool_ (that)
established a highly "favourable
258 Raymond T. Nimmer, HBreaking Barriers: The Relation Between Contract and Intellectual
Property Law", www.law.berkeley.edu/journals/btlj/articles/vol13/Nimmer/html/text.html.
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environment for pharmaceutical IP
owners ... The most significant achievement
for the advanced pharmaceutical industry
concerning the TRIPs agreement is the
granting of patent protection for
pharmaceutical products and processes. One
should bear in mind that, prior to TRIPs,
more than 50 countries did not grant
patent protection to pharmaceutical
products and processes at all...259
With pharmaceutical companies yielding this much
influence in national and international patent
law it is almost inconceivable that Indigenous
traditional knowledge holders will have a
favourable position in this system, if they ever
succeed in entering the system in the first
place. At the very least under contract law the
technicai expertise necessary for patent
protection is significantly diminished. This
benefits Indigenous people not only on practical
and financial level but also on a cultural level,
as many principles of patent would be tough to
accept. The experience we have had so far with
ABS contracts can also serve as a guide as to
what are the pitfalls when contractual
259 Meir Perez Pugatch, The Interantional Political Economy of
Intellectual Property Rights (London: Edward Elgar Publishing 2004) at
141 .
relationships are formed between
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knowledge-
seeking entities and Indigenous traditional
knowledge holders. In fact general contracts
geared at protecting Indigenous traditional
knowledge of medicinal plants and easily co-exist
with ABS contracts that are geared more to
benefit sharing as construed under the CBD.
International law is not a stranger to contract
law either. structures such as Unidroi t and the
Convention on the International Sale of Goods, 260
among others, have given international law
extensive experience with contract law. It is not
hard to envision such as structure for Indigenous
traditional knowledge on the international level.
If an NGO was added to the mix to act as a
clearinghouse for contacts entered into by
Indigenous Peoples it would result into a
situation where Indigenous people could help each
other and oversight to prevent abusive behaviour
260 United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of
Goods (CISG) 1980. International Institute For The unification Of
Private Law /rnstitut International Pour L'unification Du Droit Prive
at http://www.unidroit.org.
would be established. Drahos suggests
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that,
"international organisations, for the most part,
serve the interests of Indigenous groups better
than state organisations. States, not uncommonly,
have been opponents of Indigenous groups in the
context of land claims and rights issues. 261
It has been shown frequently, most recently with
the organic foods movement, that corporate
entities are much more willing to engage in
scenarios outside their comfort zone when the
structural framework is already provided. It is
conceivable then that should the aforementioned
contract/NGO oversight was to be available, it
may be a viable solution for Indigenous
traditional knowledge users. The possibility of
public backlash for the lack of use of the
available
compliance.
structure may further ensure
261 Drahos P., "Indigenous Knowledge, Intellectual Property and Biopiracy:
Is a Global Bio-Collecting Society the Answer?" (2000) 226 European
Intellectuai Property Law Review 245 at 248.
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As for the benefit sharing provisions of the CBD
so enthusiastically received by the international
community they are now being questioned. The
basic reproach is that they have simply not been
realized. There have been some success stories
but overall Indigenous people are still waiting
to share in the benef its a decade and a half
later. Current estimates for herbal products run
up to 60 billion dollars and are expected to
climb to 5 trillion dollars by 2020. 262 Alikhan
notes that, llEli Lilly's extraction of the rosy-
periwinkle plant based on traditional knowledge
from Madagascar and commercialisation of the
resultant drug totalling US$ 100 million with no
returns to the local people. 263
The situation is less than just and as well
intentioned as the CBD may have been it is simply
not equipped to go up against an entity such as
TRIPS. Placing Indigenous traditional knowledge
of medicinal plants under the TRIPS regime would
262 Alikhan, supra at note 249 at B3.
263 Ibid. at B4.
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require the compartmentalising of traditional
knowledge into isolated parts disconnected from
the culture, ecosystem and social environment in
which it was created. If the goal is to protect
Indigenous traditional with its cultural baggage
in tact and capable of functioning as an
independent, alternative means of knowledge
creation, international patent law is simply not
the answer. It would seem prudent to seek
alternatives to international patent law that
could prove to be a better fit for Indigenous
traditional knowledge. A place to start would be
a serious examination of international contract
law.
As mentioned previously, in order to avoid the
very real problem of unequal bargaining power and
unequal legal knowledge and representation, an
international contract would be desirable to deal
specifically with the use of Indigenous
traditional knowledge. This way Indigenous groups
can be aware of how their knowledge is used and
they can limit what can be used and for what
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purpose. For a contracting party to do otherwise
would be to breach its international contractual
obligations.
These international Indigenous traditional
knowledge contracts could be managed by an
international non-governmental organization
dedicated to this purpose, which includes
Indigenous people as
wi th the oversight
part of
of this
the
area
staff charged
of law. This
oversight would further protect against what
could be termed as unconscionable behaviour on
the part of corporate entities or State
governments. It would also allow the Indigenous
communities that have more resources in terms of
financial wealth and individuals that are well-
versed in the complexities of international
contract law to help Indigenous communities that
are less able to manoeuvre in the international
legal fie ld. Possible funding for this
specialized Indigenous peoples NGO could come
from fees paid by
entities for the
companies
service of
and other
reviewing
such
the
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contract. Given the power politics present in
international law independent financing would be
an essential feature of this organization.
Legal scholars discussing intellectual property
protection on the international level tend to
ignore the power politics inherent in the system.
Legal uniformity itself depends on the existence
of a dominant political and legal culture. There
is a tendency to apply international intellectual
property as if it existed in a vacuum, safe from
the often-chaotic state of affairs in the
international arena. Given the relative isolation
in which intellectual property was developed it
is understandable that the international
intellectual property community would show clear
preference for anonymity. This is of course
impossible, as international scrutiny is the
compromise made for being part of the WTO.
The explicit assurance found in the CBD that
control of genetic resources, is strictly subject
to State sovereignty reinforces the political
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inequality inherent between Indigenous Peoples
and nation-states. with this in mind Brazil
declared, llwe are masters of our own destiny and
will not permit any interference in our territory
[Amazon] . ,,264 The problem with this attitude is
that the State of Brazil has a less than stellar
record with regards to the Indigenous people that
live in the Amazon.
Ironically, it is these people that helped make
the Amazon area a vital organ of the planet. Sir
Ghilean Prance states that, llthe Amazonian
Indians, by an ingenious method of shifting
cultivation developed gradually over several
millennia, preserved the soils, the wildlife and
the ecosystem as a whole... the Indigenous peoples
are an integral part of the Amazonian paradise, a
fact that has much to teach people from modern
industrialized society. ,,265
264 R.M. MCClea:.;ly, HThe International Communities Claim to Right in
Brazilian Amazonia" (1991) 39 Political Studies 691 at 711.
265 Ghillean Prance, "The Amazon: paradise Lost" in Les Kaufman, The Last
Extinction (Cambridge: The MIT Press, 1993)
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Overcoming Power Politics
When discussing Indigenous traditional knowledge
of medicinal plants under the auspices of
international law, separating politics from the
law would be to ignore the tense relationship
between Indigenous Peoples, the law and the
political state. A contributory factor to this
tension is of course the continual efforts by
Western entities to assimilate Indigenous thought
and culture. According to Aoki:
One of the biggest mistakes one can make
when considering the globalization of
intellectual property law is to assume
away the increasingly contentious politics
of the phenomenon. This is not to say that
the emerging politics of international
intellectual property law are simple, easy
to understand, or unchanging- quite the
contrary is true. However, we should
resist the understandable tendency to
reach for a quick, technocratic set of
Procrustean tools that assume away the
"messiness of the world.... ,,266
International intellectual property scholars
usually shy away from treating this aspect of
266 Keith Aoki, "Neocolonialism, Anticommons Property, And Biopiracy In
The (Not-50-Brave) New World Order Of International Intellectual Property
Protection" (1998) 6 Ind. J. Global Legal Stud. 11 at 11.
international law for fear of
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discounting
international law's status as a valid legal
system. 267 This may have been the case when law
was viewed as an impartial distributor of justice
but today law has been dissected from within and
by external sources to the point that its
incongruities are well understood. For example,
criminal law is a highly politicised area of law
but no one would argue that it is not a valid
legal system. The influence of international
politics on international law can be easily
equated to the influence of racial and socio-
economic politics on the criminal justice system.
267 Sundhya Pahuja, "Power and the Rule of Law in the Global Context"
(2004) 28 Melb. U. L. Rev. 232 at 233.
International law has a notoriously vexed relationship with power. If it
is not constantly on the couch neurotically asking itself whether it is
really law, it is pacing the room, wringing its hands and wondering
whether, in any case, it has any effect on the conduct of the powerful. To
make this existential crisis worse, the international lawyer's bete noire,
the international relations scholar, has historically regarded
international law with disdain, conceding that it is useful for, say,
international postal relations, but certain it makes little difference to
the way states behave when important interests are at stake, such as
national security. Now, in the 'war on terror' and in the intervention and
ongoing united States military presence in Iraq, we are faced again with a
contemporary crisis which would seem precisely to remind us that such
questions are necessarily paramount to the authority of international law.
once again, the key question at hand would seem to be whether or not the
use of force can ever be sUbjected to the rule of law._Nevertheles s, the
centrality of this question reveals the informing preoccupation of
international law as being whether or not it is capable of constraining
the behaviour of those who are most powerful.
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A perfect example of this political influence on
international patent law is the application of s.
301 of the US Trade and Tariff Act on a global
level.
S. 301 of the Trade and Tariff Act
The marriage of law and politics played a maj or
role in the success of the TRIPS agreement.
First, political manoeuvring helped to ensure
in theincludedintellectual property was
Uruguay Round of the General Agreement on Tariff
that
essential, as
negotiations. 268
intellectual
wasThis
ofsupporters
(GATT)
the
Tradeand
property rights needed an international forum
268 Matthews, supra at note 105 at 11. He explains the need for TRIPS:
But, as they stood, two main flaws were perceived in the Paris and Berne
conventions \ first, the absence of detailed rules on enforcement rights
before national judicial administrative authorities, and, second, the
absence of a binding and effective mechanism to settle disputes between
states. The Paris and Berne conventions also suffered from the reluctance
of some countries to become signatories when they did not consider this to
be in their national interest_From the perspective of developed countries,
1984 marked a realization that they had failed in their attempts to
strengthen the enforcement mechanisms of the Paris and Berne conventions.
Moreover, attempts to introduce common dispute settlement provis ions to
cover all WIPO treaties had failed because signatories did not formally
ratify the measureS envisaged.
where those who saw no need for
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another
international agreement on intellectual property
rights would not outnumber their presence.
Second, as important as the influence of the
intellectual property owners was, the accord
would not have succeeded were it not for the
political pressure applied by the united States,
Europe and Japan on pharmaceutical powerhouses in
the South, such as Brazil, India and South Korea.
The most effective means of pressure undoubtedly
came from the Off ice of the United States Trade
Representative (USTR) via the application s. 301
of the Trade and Tariff Act. Drahos explains:
The US in its Trade and Tariff Act of 1984
had begun adapting s. 301 of its 1974
Trade Act to its objectives on
intellectual property, as well as linking
its negotiating objectives on the
protection of high technology to
intellectual property trade barriers ... In
1988 there were significant changes to the
US Trade Act of 1974 in the form of what
came to be known as the 'Special 301'
provisions. These require the USTR to
identify foreign countries that deny
adequate and effective protection of
intellectual property rights or deny fair
and equitable market access to US
intellectual property holders. 269
269 Drahos, supra at note 111 at 147.
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The amendments made to the s. 301 officially
brought trade and intellectual property together
in a legal and political sense. These amendments
produced three main results.
First, the USTR could now commence an
investigation into the effectiveness of a foreign
countries intellectual property protection system
without having received a complaint from a United
states based company. Second, trade sanctions
were made into appropriate actions to be taken in
the face of any "unjustified and unreasonable"
practices that reduced or denied intellectual
property protection. Third, intellectual property
protection became a criterion by which developing
countries that benefited from the Generalised
System of Preferences (GSP) for imports into the
US, could lose such privileges. 270 The s. 301
process is effective because there is a real
fusion between government, industry and the law.
270 Matthews, supra at note 105 at 15.
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Industry does all the surveillance work, the USTR
categorizes the offenders and the ~egal system
assesses the most effective behaviour control
mechanisms to be applied.
Bilateral trade sanctions such as these were
necessary during the TRIPS negotiation phase in
order to avoid a bloc from developing in the
South. India and Brazil were of utmost importance
as there are generally seen as leaders in the
developing world and this is definitely true in
the pharmaceutical industry. Trade sanctions
under s. 301 are not idle threats. In order to
assure capitulation by Brazil and India' the US
relied heavily on trade remedies available via s.
301. In October 1988 the Pharmaceutical
Manufacturers' Association filed a petition with
the USTA and the US government used s. 301 to
impose 100 percent tariffs on $39 million worth
of Brazilian imports. India was targeted in 1992
through the removal of GSP . . I 271prlvl eges.
271 For further discussion of s.301 disputes see Robert Weissman, "A
Long, Strange Trips: The Pharmaceutical Industry Drive to Harmonize Global
Intellectual Property Rules, and the Remaining WTO Legal Alternatives
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Unfortunately there was not enough cohesion
between several nation-states of the South in
order to achieve an effective bloc to the
bilateral sanctions imposed by the USTR.
The political nature of s. 301 trade sanctions
was made evident when the United States
consistently turned a blind eye to intellectual
property rights violations in Argentina due to
the its strategic importance for the US at the
time. Therefore, intellectual property rights
violations were not all dealt with in the same
way. Political considerations were always taken
into account when deciding to take action and
301s .Thetake.toactionwhatespecially
bilateral trade sanctions also had an influence
Available to Third World Countries" (1996) 17 U. Pa. J. Int'l Econ. L.
1069 at 1078. Also see: Naomi A. Bass, "Implications
Agreement For Developing Countries: Pharmaceutical Patent
Of The Trips
Laws In Brazil
And South Africa In The 21st Century" (2002) 34 Geo. Wash. Int'l L. Rev.
191. Susan Vastano Vaughan, uCompulsory Licensing Of Pharmaceuticals Under
Trips, What Standard Of Compensation?" (2001) 25 Hastings Int'l & Compo L.
Rev. 87. John A. Harrelson, "Trips, Pharmaceutical Patents, And The
Hiv/Aids Crisis: Finding The Proper Balance Between Intellectual Property
Rights And Compassion" (2001) 7-Spg widener L. Symp. J. 175. Brian T.
Liberis, "Compulsory Licensing And The Trips Agreement: A Solution To High
Drug prices In The United States?" (2004) 28 Suffolk Transnat'l L. Rev.
57.
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in the way developing and developed states began
to see the inclusion of intellectual property in
the WTO.
For the developed countries it became obvious
that bilateral sanctions, such as those followed
by the us were simply not financially and
politically feasible on a long-term basis. The
United States itself was very aware of the
possible public outcry if it is seen as an
economic bully in an area that was not a popular
issue even with the US bl ' 272pu 1.c. In fact,
intellectual property owners have had to work
very hard to try and convince the public that
activities such- as copying compact discs and
purchasing brand name knock-offs are morally
reprehensible.
272 Please see, Shanker A. Singham, "Competition Policy And The
Stimulation Of Innovation: Trips And The Interface Between competition And
Patent Protection In The Pharmaceutical Industry" (2000) 26 Brook. J.
Int'l L. 363. Ernst-Ulrich Petersmann, "Time For A united Nations 'Global
Compact' For Integrating Human Rights Into The Law Of Worldwide
Organizations: Lessons From European Integration" (2002) 13 Eur. J. Int'l
L. 621 Michael George Egge, "The Harmonization Of Competition Laws
Worldwide" (2001)2 Rich. J. Global L. & Bus. 93.
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The developing countries, after eight years of
living with constant s. 301 trade sanctions,
began to accept the reality of the situation
concerning TRIPS. The idea was that it might be
easier to deal with powerhouses such as the
United States in a multilateral forum rather than
one on one. The bilateral negotiations were
simply exhausting.
Furthermore, it became obvious that the Uruguay
Round of the GATT negotiations were not going
well for the South. In order to salvage some
success in the negotiations it was decided that
intellectual frontproperty
it was probably better to give
and
in
use
on the
their
marketsTheseEuropean
support, or at least passive acceptance, of TRIPS
to negotiate better access to North American and
agricultural markets. 2n
273 Pires supra at note 123 at 50.
Therefore, as far as intellectual property rights are concerned,
developing countries gave much more than they received through the Uruguay
Round. Nonetheless, the TRIPS Agreement, unlike the WIPO Treaties, should
not be seen as an isolated agreement: it should rather be considered as a
part of a package, under which developing countries have made concessions
in the field of intellectual property in exchange for concessions in the
area of goods, in particular agriculture.
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are vital to many developing countries whose
economies are still very agrarian in nature and
depend upon exports of cash crops such as coffee
and tea for much needed foreign currency. Foreign
currency 1S vital to economies of developing
countries not only for economic stability but
also for payment of their crushing foreign debts.
As mentioned earlier there did not seem to exist
a coherent strategy from the South in the
negotiation of TRIPS that may have alleviated at
least to some degree the political pressure from
the North. One can perhaps conclude that given
the rights over biological resources that the
South received the previous year via the CBD,
there was somewhat of an attitude adjustment on
the part of the South concerning strong
international patent rights. In any case
Indigenous traditional knowledge holders were not
given a say in either forum.
What is not debatable however is the synergetic
relationship between patent holders and their
State governments. Given that no
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such
relationship
traditional
exists
knowledge
between
holders
Indigenous
and their
respective governments their potential to
constructively enter the international patent law
system is severely restricted. The sooner the
community
law the
legal
alternatives to
begins
patent
to seriously
sooner
study
this
precious resource can be protected. However the
history of recent attempts by Indigenous people
to be heard in the international arena, shows
that the State cannot be part and parcel of such
protection. An illustrative example of the
poli tical obstacles that Indigenous people face
in the international arena is the Declaration of
the Rights of Indigenous Peoples.
Draft Declaration of the Rights of Indigenous
Peoples
The Declaration was supposed to be the
culmination of the progress Indigenous Peoples
made during the United Nations Decade for the
World'S Indigenous Peoples (1994-2004). However
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by the end of the decade of Indigenous Peoples
only two of the Declaration's forty-five articles
had been accepted. The decade was "to strengthen
international cooperation for the solution of
problems faced by Indigenous peoples in the areas
of human rights, culture, the environment,
development, education and health. "274 To say that
the decade fell short of accomplishing this task
would be somewhat of an understatement.
As compared with the advancement made by other
marginalized groups in their UN international
decades, such as women, the progress made on
issues facing Indigenous Peoples paled in
comparison. This fact was not lost to many
people. This explains why Indigenous Peoples
lobbied for, and received, a second International
Decade of the World's Indigenous Peoples. This
second decade has more or less the same
objectives as the first decade including the
adoption of the Declaration by the General
274 International Decade of the World's Indigenous People, G.A. Res.
48/163, U.N. GAOR, 48th Sess., Agenda Item 114(b), U.N. Doc. A/RES/48/163
( 1993 ) •
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Assembly of the United Nations. It began January
1 st 2005 and will end in 2014.
In June 2006 the Declaration passed a major
hurdle when the United Nations Human Rights
Council adopted the Declaration sending it for
adoption by the General Assembly.275 The
celebrations were short lived however when the
General Assembly repeatedly procrastinated in
adopting the Declaration. Finally, in December
20 th 2006 the Generally Assembly decided that the
Declaration required further study. The
Indigenous Caucus had the following to say
concerning .the decision:
Today, the Third Committee of the United
Nations' General Assembly refused to adopt
the Declaration on the Rights of
Indigenous Peoples. A vote on the
resolution proposed by Namibia, acting on
behalf of the African governments, decided
that the Declaration be shelved while the
Africans decided whether to acknowledge
the Indigenous Peoples living in their own
countr ies...Wi thout shame or regret the
African states, well supported by the Arab
States, decided that 23 years of hard work
in UN expert bodies and promises by the UN
275 The Council adopted the Declaration by a vote of 2 against, 12
abstentions and ·30 for. The 2 votes against came from Canada and Russia
which has the potential to severely weaken the impact of the Declaration.
http://www.adb.org/lndigenousPeoples/documents/ip-unhrc.asp.
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General Assembly to deal with the human
rights of Indigenous Peoples, was
irrelevant. They wanted to decide for
themselves what human rights the
Indigenous Peoples can have. These States
used their numbers as a political block,
coached by Australia, New Zealand and
Canada, as they trashed the concept of
universality of human rights and brought
the UN into disrepute with the peoples of
the world. 276
The frustration is understandable given the 23
years of work that went into the Declaration. In
fact the version that was adopted by the Human
Rights Council was already a water-downed version
of the Declaration. One example of this is the
"downgrading an Indigenous right of self-
determination to a claim of internal territorial
autonomy in order to gain wider support from
state actors." 277
According to Cherokee legal scholar Corntassel
even the gains that were made concerning the
Declaration are part of what he calls co-
276 http://ipcaucus.net/ (Last Visited 27/02/07).
277 Jeff Corntass"el, "Partnership in Action? Indigenous Political
Mobilization and co-optation During the First UN Indigenous Decade (1995-
2004)" (2007) 29 Human Rights Quater1y 137 at 140.
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optation. 278 An example of co-optation would be
when Indigenous people that have been given a
place in the United Nations system try to conform
and confine their work to the parameters of the
system and do not look for means of action
outside the system. According to Mohawk scholar
Taiaiake Alfred, lithe complexity of Indigenous-
state relations gives agents of the state many
opportunities and mechanisms to move Indigenous
leaders away from their communities, politically
and ideologically, and towards the state. 11 27 9 This
formalized co-optation has consequences for the
actor as he/ she looses sight of options outside
the infrastructure within they are used to
manoeuvring.
corntassel participated extensively in the
process of creating the Declaration and points
out that there have been many declarations during
the first decade dedicated to Indigenous Peoples.
Some of these declarations include:
278 Ibid. at 138.
279 Taiaiake Alfred, Peace, power, righteousness: An Indigenous Manifesto
(Don Mills: Oxford University Press, 1999) at page 74.
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Beijing Declaration of Indigenous Women (1995)
Indigenous Peoples Seattle Declaration (1999)
Indigenous Peoples' Caucus Statement at WIPO
(1999)
· Declaration of Indigenous Peoples on Climate
Change (2000)
Indigenous Peoples Millennium Conference
statement (2001)
· Statement on the World Conference Against
Racism & the Proposals for the Programme of
Action of the World Conference Against
Racism(2001)
· Declaration and Platform of Action on the
occasion of the First Indigenous Women's Summit
of the Americas (2002) .280
He laments however that States do not take these
and other declarations seriously. He insists that
States are not necessarily interested in finding
lasting solutions to issues pertaining to
Indigenous Peoples. He points to the dismal
record States have in financing the work of the
Working Group within the United Nations. He
states the following:
_very few states make regular
contributions. As of May 2004, 73 percent
($1,693,897 in US dollars) of the overall
contributions made to the Voluntary Fund
during the Indigenous Decade were donated
by three countries: Denmark, Norway, and
Japan... Canada's contributions fail to
match their public relations efforts and
rhetorical support for Indigenous rights.
The Canadian government's $9,747 donation
in 2003 was little more than a symbolic
gesture to Indigenous issues_ Funding from
280 Cornetassel, supra at 235 note at 149.
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the US has remained consistent: Zero. 281
A telling report on the effect that the
International Decade and the Declaration have had
on Indigenous people on a community level is the
one done by the International Indian Treaty
Council. They assert that, uthe many reports
cited herein and others found within the United
Nations system, lead to the conclusion that
Indigenous Peoples ln general are no better off
now than they were at the beginning of the
Decade~it is understandable if Indigenous Peoples
view the continued denials of these rights as
more deliberate and intentional than even
before. ,,282
The cynicism is well founded. As mentioned at the
beginning of this thesis, the very existence of
many Indigenous communities is threatened but the
political semantics found in international law go
on unabated.
281 Ibid. at 155.
282 International Indian Treaty Council, Assessment of the Implementation
of the Programme of Activities of the International Decade, 3 (25 Mar.
2004), at http://www.treatycouncil.org/IITC%20Review%20o£%20the%20Decade2.pdf at
16 .
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The experience Indigenous Peoples had with the
protection
warningDeclaration
considering
should
the
act as a
of
when
Indigenous
tradi tiona 1 knowledge of medicinal plants under
the International patent system. TRIPS is an
integral part
State-centred
of the WTO -arguably the most
organization on the international
arena. Given the problematic nature of the
relationship between States and Indigenous People
within the United Nations on human right issues,
one should not expect anything better when
trillions of dollars are at stake in the patent
world.
resolution sponsored
The shelving
Assembly due
of
to a
the Declaration by General
by the
African States exemplifies the power divisions
within the South. Southern States are no
strangers to oppression and coercion yet as the
Fourth World, Indigenous Peoples cannot count on
support from the Third on the international
sphere. On thing is clear it is a long road from
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the Fourth World to the First and Indigenous
Peoples seem to be travelling it more or less
alone. Given the way that TRIPS has been
implemented even if Indigenous Peoples were to
make it to the Third World their position versus
international patent law would not change
appreciably.
The problems inherent in the obviously heavily
politicised nature of international patent law
could be somewhat mitigated by using
international contract law instead. As mentioned
earlier private property rights are inextricably
linked to
impossible
the State. It would be nearly
to have private property rights such
as patent law in the absence of the State. This
is also one of the major drawbacks for the
protection of Indigenous traditional knowledge
under this system. In order for the system to
function patent holders and the State cannot be
diametrically opposed one from the other. This is
simply not possible for Indigenous Peoples at
this juncture in time.
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The foregoing examples of s . 301 sanctions and
the declaration by Indigenous Peoples further
illustrates the difficult position in which
Indigenous people find themselves. Intellectual
property owners are supported by and work closely
anachievetonationaltheir governments
international trade environment that is suitable
with
for their needs. Indigenous people however are
consistently held back from real progress in the
issues that interest them most by the constant
tension between themselves and their national
governments leading to the creation of a vicious
circle. 283
283 This of course ,i.s not limited to the UN Working Gr~up. To give another example, CIEL
notes that in the Intergovernmental Committee on Intellectual Property and Genetic
Resources, Traditional Knowledge and Folklore (IGC) forum in WIPO the situation is not much
different:
Despite meaSures to ensure that the proposed WIPQ framework on TK reflects the demands and
interests of the various stakeholders involved in the IGC process, gaps continue to exist.
On the one hand, the IGC framework continues to focus on the protection of TK against
misappropriation and misuse, as opposed to other objectives such as safeguarding and
conserving TK. On the other hand, indigenous and other local communities continue to
reiterate issues such as the nature of their participation and the fact the draft does not
adequately address concerns such as their right to selfdetermination. while any process
such as the IGC will inevitably be unable to address all the issues favoured by all the
stakeholders, the IGC is striking in how far it is from meeting the core demands of the
acknowledged primary beneficiaries of the treaty: indigenous and other local communities.
CIEL, uThe proposed WIPQ Framework on Traditional Knowledge: Does it Meet Indigenous
peoples' Demands?" 2007 2nd Quarter 1, at p.10.
This is why
funded NGO
solution. It
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contract law via an independently
is proposed here as a possible
is fully conceded that this idea is
at its infancy stage but we first need to accept
that international patent law is not the answer
to the very pressing and time sensitive issue of
providing protection for Indigenous traditional
knowledge of medicinal plants and that other
international treaties with the potential to aid
the situation are stifled by the thorny issue of
state sovereignty. This is precisely what this
thesis hopes to have accomplished while providing
a possible alternative avenue to think about and
further examine.
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Conclusion
Patent law, long the exclusive domain of
intellectual property lawyers and economists,
needs to be held accountable for its role in the
creation of powerful monopolies that are able to
influence public policy from the local to the
international level. This influence is felt more
acutely in the present day economy due to the
ever-increasing influence of the economic value
and belief system
globalization.
commonly referred to as
Patent law has helped create a pharmaceutical
industry that is extremely successful financially
in large part due to the monopolistic behaviour
allotted under patent law. This financial clout
as well as impressive organisation and
negotiation skills assured the collaboration of
national governments in the implementation of the
most comprehensive intellectual property law
regime ever, TRIPS. Economic power was not the
only legacy created by the extensive
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collaboration between patent law and the
pharmaceutical industry. As recent events clearly
illustrate another outcome was an overly
expensive and critically unsafe medicinal drug
supply. This outcome resulted in the aggravation
of economic disparities the world over and also
managed to expose the pharmaceutical industry in
a different light.
The eye-opening exposure of the pharmaceutical
industry had the corresponding effect of exposing
the patent system and its role in this situation.
Intellectual property law has long had an
Uuntouchable u status in the legal sphere. It was
assumed to be socially and economically
beneficial, though few could even venture a guess
as to why this is so. Patent law and the
pharmaceutical industry are having a very
difficult time justifying the economic theory on
which they are based. Exorbitant pricing and
freedom from competition was the economic price
to pay for quality, innovative and effective
medicines. This was the rational put forth
passionately by both the patent
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and
pharmaceutical communities. With the quality,
innovativeness and effectiveness being
questioned, patent law and the pharmaceutical
industry are left reeling.
Interestingly enough however, as the shortcomings
of this system become blatantly obvious on the
national level, on the international level patent
law was redefined, expanded and strengthened in
favour of entities such as the pharmaceutical
industry. TRIPS applies uniform minimum standards
of protection for intellectual property with very
little consideration to the needs of various
global communities and nation-states.
This overwhelming support by international law
for such a controversial system of law provides
interesting indications as to the evolution of
international law. Upon closer inspection there
are significant reasons to believe that while
international legal theorists were busy trying to
justify the social leanings of the international
264
legal system a~d attempting to substantiate the
concept of universality, economic interests
embedded themselves in the international legal
structure and content to the point of forming a
symbiotic relationship.
This symbiotic relationship takes on a distinctly
parasitic character when viewed from the
perspective of Indigenous peoples with regard to
their Indigenous traditional knowledge of
medicinal plants. 284 Protection for biological
diversity and Indigenous traditional knowledge is
supposedly found in the CBD but the CBD although
riddled with lofty goals is inextricably tied to
the concept of state sovereignty and economic
value. Unfortunately this situation ignores the
transnational character of nature and the
cultural basis of Indigenous traditional
knowledge. By linking the
CBD to the unqualified
states, international law
implementation of the
authority of nation-
severely impedes the
protection of both biological diversity and
265
Indigenous traditional knowledge, two concepts
that for time immemorial have enjoyed a mutually
beneficial relationship.
Another signif icant hindrance to the protection
Indigenous traditional knowledge is that national
inequity is often
legal analys is inin international
governments
Indigenous
territories.
conflict with the
particulartheirin
inare frequently
Peoples living
This internal
overglossed
favour of. the more compartmentalised and
dichotomous North/South classification.
If the CBD is put forth as a plausible legal
protection for Indigenous traditional knowledge
these internal inequities need to be examined,
exposed and analysed for their potential and
actual affect on international law . With a high
growth expectation for the economic value of
herbal medicine,
determines the
control of biological resources
beneficiaries. The numerous
examples of waste and opulence by the ruling
elite in the developing world at the expensive of
their people and prejudice shown
266
towards
Indigenous populations are ample reasons to
question the effectiveness of the CBn in
protecting Indigenous knowledge and the rights of
Indigenous peoples to benefit-sharing from their
knowledge through State governments. 285
Indigenous Peoples, whose communities are
suffering from various forms of oppression, find
themselves once again treated in international
law as subjects of the colonizing state, with no
right to self-determination and their rights
administered by their colonizers. A situation
that illustrates unequivocally that as it was in
the beginning so it remains. For Indigenous
Peoples their traditional knowledge is exploited
without any consideration for the culture and
worldview the created it in the first place.
285 Please see: James Anaya, Ulnternational Human Rights And Indigenous
Peoples: The Move Toward The Multicultural State" (2004) 21 Ariz. J. Int'l
& Camp. L. 13. James Anaya, "Superpower Attitudes Toward Indigenous
Peoples And Group Rights" (1999) 93 Am. Soc 'y Int' 1 L. Proc. 251. Michael
Blakeney, Trade Related Aspects Of Intellectual Property Rights: A Concise
Guide To The TRIPS Agreement (London: Sweet & Maxwell, 1997).
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There is significant criticism of international
patent law wi thin the society in which it was
developed. Proprietarianism exemplifies such
criticism and illustrates the shortcomings of the
international patent system in general. The
narrative theory exposes the built in bias
towards a worldview and intellectual thought that
is anything but universally applicable.
There is an obvious need to re-examine what is
deemed an acceptable means of legal protection of
Indigenous traditional knowledge of medicinal
plants with the specific needs of Indigenous
communities in mind. On potential area of law
wi th a proven capacity for f lexibili ty would be
international contract law. It would be advisable
to, at the very least, seriously examine its
potential to legally
traditional knowledge.
protect Indigenous
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